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Abstract 
Ensuring food security in a world with an increasing population and demand on natural 
resources is becoming ever more pertinent. Plant breeders are using an increasingly 
diverse range of data types such as phenotypic and genotypic data to identify plant 
lines with desirable characteristics suitable to be taken forward in plant breeding 
programmes. These characteristics include a number of key morphological and 
physiological traits, such as disease resistance and yield that need to be maintained and 
improved upon if a commercial plant variety is to be successful.  
The ability to predict and understand the inheritance of alleles that facilitate resistance 
to pathogens or any other commercially important characteristic is crucially important 
to experimental plant genetics and commercial plant breeding programmes. However, 
derivation of the inheritance of such traits by traditional molecular techniques is 
expensive and time consuming, even with recent developments in high-throughput 
technologies. This is especially true in industrial settings where, due to time constraints 
relating to growing seasons, many thousands of plant lines may need to be screened 
quickly, efficiently and economically every year. Thus, computational tools that 
provide the ability to integrate and visualize diverse data types with an associated plant 
pedigree structure will enable breeders to make more informed and subsequently better 
decisions on the plant lines that are used in crossings. This will help meet both the 
demands for increased yield and production and adaptation to climate change. 
Traditional family tree style layouts are commonly used and simple to understand but 
are unsuitable for the data densities that are now commonplace in large breeding 
programmes. The size and complexity of plant pedigrees means that there is a 
cognitive limitation in conceptualising large plant pedigree structures, therefore novel 
techniques and tools are required by geneticists and plant breeders to improve pedigree 
comprehension.  
Taking a user-centred, iterative approach to design, a pedigree visualization system 
was developed for exploring a large and unique set of experimental barley (H. vulgare) 
data. This work progressed from the development of a static pedigree visualization to 
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interactive prototypes and finally the Helium pedigree visualization software. At each 
stage of the development process, user feedback in the form of informal and more 
structured user evaluation from domain experts guided the development lifecycle with 
users’ concerns addressed and additional functionality added. 
Plant pedigrees are very different to those from humans and farmed animals and 
consequently the development of the pedigree visualizations described in this work 
focussed on implementing currently accepted techniques used in pedigree 
visualization and adapting them to meet the specific demands of plant pedigrees. 
Helium includes techniques to aid problems with user understanding identified 
through user testing; examples of these include difficulties where crosses between 
varieties are situated in different regions of the pedigree layout. There are good 
biological reasons why this happens but it has been shown, through testing, that it leads 
to problems with users’ comprehension of the relatedness of individuals in the 
pedigree. The inclusion of visual cues and the use of localised layouts have allowed 
complications like these to be reduced. Other examples include the use of sizing of 
nodes to show the frequency of usage of specific plant lines which have been shown 
to act as positional reference points to users, and subsequently bringing a secondary 
level of structure to the pedigree layout. The use of these novel techniques has allowed 
the classification of three main types of plant line, which have been coined: principal, 
flanking and terminal plant lines. This technique has also shown visually the most 
frequently used plant lines, which while previously known in text records, were never 
quantified. 
Helium’s main contributions are two-fold. Firstly it has applied visualization 
techniques used in traditional pedigrees and applied them to the domain of plant 
pedigrees; this has addressed problems with handling large experimental plant 
pedigrees. The scale, complexity and diversity of data and the number of plant lines 
that Helium can handle exceed other currently available plant pedigree visualization 
tools. These techniques (including layout, phenotypic and genotypic encoding) have 
been improved to deal with the differences that exist between human/mammalian 
pedigrees which take account of problems such as the complexity of crosses and 
routine inbreeding. Secondly, the verification of the effectiveness of the visualizations 
has been demonstrated by performing user testing on a group of 28 domain experts. 
The improvements have advanced both user understanding of pedigrees and allowed 
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a much greater density and scale of data to be visualized. User testing has shown that 
the implementation and extensions to visualization techniques has improved user 
comprehension of plant pedigrees when asked to perform real-life tasks with barley 
datasets. Results have shown an increase in correct responses between the prototype 
interface and Helium. A SUS analysis has sown a high acceptance rate for Helium. 
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Glossary 
While these terms may have meaning outside of plant genetics and breeding they are 
presented here in a plant context only. 
Abiotic – Non-living chemical or physical environmental components. 
Allele – Alternate form of a gene at a specific locus. 
Biotic – Living environmental component. 
Crop – Cultivated plant that is harvested by humans. The term crop is used to refer, in 
this work, to a cultivated plant which is grown for food although the term can equally 
apply to other organisms such as algae or fungi which are grown for food and biofuel 
production. 
Cross – The mating of two plants (or a single plant if the result of self-fertilisation). 
Domestication – Process whereby a population of plants is modified at the genetic 
level to increase or develop characters which are desirable and beneficial to humans. 
Genotype – The genetic composition of an organism but in this thesis refers to the 
state at a specific genetic locus. 
Germplasm – A collection of genetic material for an organism such as a collection of 
wild collected plants or cultivated varieties. 
Haplotype – A set of genes which are inherited together from a single parent. 
Heritable character – Characters whose observed effects are attributed to genetic 
differences. 
Heterozygous – Genetic locus which is composed of two varying allelic states. 
Homozygous – Genetic locus which is composed of the same allelic states on each 
homologous chromosome. 
Hybrid – The offspring of two plants of different species or varieties (crossing of two 
genetically discrete individuals). 
Inheritance – passing of genetic material from parents to progeny. 
Monogenic – Effect caused allelic states in a single gene. 
Pathogen – An organism that can cause disease in another organism. 
Pedigree – Genetic relationship between individuals in a population. 
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Phenotype – An organism’s observable or measureable physiological, biochemical, 
behavioural or morphological characters. 
Plant breeding – Manipulation of a plants traits to create a plant with more desirable 
characteristics. 
Polygenic – Effects caused by allelic states within multiple genes. 
Selfing / Self-pollination – Flower has both compatible male and female organs 
(stamen and carpel) which make contact with each other to achieve pollination. 
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) – DNA sequence variation at a single locus 
which occurs commonly within a population. 
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 Introduction  
 
Fundamental problems are facing humans in maintaining food security. Issues ranging 
from sourcing of phosphate based fertiliser, disease and pest resistance, the increase in 
water demand tied with decreasing availability, the requirement to increase yields and 
the impending issue associated with climate changes will challenge current 
agricultural systems to, and beyond breaking point. More efficient nutrient-use 
systems and the development of plant varieties bred to be more tolerant to stress 
conditions such as drought, waterlogging and disease and pest resistance while 
maintaining yields are desperately required. While advances in fertilisers, technology 
transfer, better breeding strategies and mechanised automation have improved crop 
production, only the development of new varieties to combat both abiotic and biotic 
stresses can be viewed as a sustainable practice going forward.  
Visualization tools that bring together the diverse data types used in plant breeding 
will have major impact in this process. 
Within the next few decades the human population faces very real environmental and 
food security problems which will have a disproportionate effect on developing 
countries that are less able to afford increases in commodity prices (Winkler 2005; 
Unfccc 2007; Mertz et al. 2009). Current genotyping and phenotyping technologies 
allow large volumes of data to be generated both quickly, and in many cases cost 
effectively. These categories of data form the foundations for both plant genetics and 
plant breeding programmes. Subsequently, computer visualization tools that allow 
breeders to track the inheritance of agriculturally important alleles (alternate gene 
forms at the same genetic locus) and bring together and visualize these diverse 
experimental data types will allow more informed decisions on which biological 
crosses are performed, leading to more productive and efficient plant breeding 
programmes. 
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In recent decades plant breeding (or more appropriately plant selection before the 
introduction of targeted molecular techniques) and genetics has been principally 
focussed on increasing plant yields, disease resistance and product quality traits but is 
now focusing increasingly on adaptation to climatic change, water and nutrient 
availability. Examples of this include the breeding of plant lines which are more 
efficient at nitrogen uptake from the environment, thereby mitigating the requirements 
for addition of fertilisers and subsequently reducing N2O (Nitrous oxide) emissions, a 
known greenhouse gas (Burney, Davis, and Lobell 2010; Rosario et al. 2003; Raun 
and Johnson 1999), and the development of varieties more resistant to biotic pests and 
disease (Miedaner and Korzun 2012; Piffanelli et al. 2004; Buschges et al. 1997). 
Drought is a major problem facing cereal production worldwide (Hoekstra and 
Mekonnen 2012; Pimentel et al. 2004). Recent documents point towards greater 
fluctuation and variation in rainfall and statistical climate models suggest longer 
warmer summers (Field 2014). Additionally, an increasing population will place a 
higher demand on available water for industrial and domestic utilisation leading to a 
scarcer and more expensive commodity for crop irrigation purposes, a process that is 
often necessary for food production. It is important to recognise that while drought is 
often held up as an example of the problems associated with climate change, the 
problem of increased water for some geographical regions is also important (Karl, 
Melillo, and Peterson 2009). Increased water goes hand-in-hand with drought as hard 
compacted soil, which can result from longer warmer summers, is a major factor in 
surface flooding. 
Commercially important agronomic traits are under the control of one (monogenic) or 
more (polygenic) genes plus environmental interaction. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 
based technologies have allowed geneticists to study the underlying genetic factors 
affecting many of the current agriculturally important characters (either biologically 
significant or traits used in plant registration processes) and have shown that many are 
under the influence of complex genetic regulatory systems such as Na+ tolerance 
(Mian et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2013; Colmer, Munns, and Flowers 2005). 
The ability to determine the underlying genetic basis for expression of phenotype is 
critical in plant breeding as it facilitates the targeted selection of plants showing 
desirable heritable characteristics for inclusion into new genetic backgrounds. This is 
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significant in increasing yields and in identifying potential new sources for pest and 
pathogen resistance. There is however increasing acceptance that new breeding 
strategies must be developed to produce innovative varieties suitable for growth in 
fluctuating environments to protect and maintain food security and sustainability for 
society and consequently profitability for commercial plant breeding companies and 
farmers. 
Current genotyping technologies give researchers access to more data than ever 
available before. The efficient integration of this data with phenotypic and genotypic 
data will lead to advances in the association of traits with their genetic foundations and 
subsequently, improvements in plant breeding. 
Barley (Hordeum vulgare spp.) is currently the fourth most important small grained 
cereal crop worldwide and the largest arable crop grown in Scotland accounting for 
300,000 hectares and an annual production of 1.7 million tonnes (140 million tonnes 
worldwide (FAOSTAT CEST 2014). Barley has particular value not only to the 
Scottish economy but also that of Europe which produces 61.9% of worldwide barley 
according to figures published by the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO). 
Barley has major significance to Scottish industry due to its use in the production of 
beer, Scotch whisky and animal feed. While worldwide use in the brewing and 
distilling industries account for around 15% of total output, in Scotland this increases 
to between 40 and 50% so is of significant importance. In Scotland barley production 
outnumbers that of wheat which is the second most farmed crop by 2:1 although its 
growth requires 3 times as much available land due to the greater yield per hectare of 
wheat.  
Due to the high-throughput nature of many modern genetic and genomics techniques, 
the ability to generate data far in excess of current limitations of desktop computers is 
common. The ability to deal with such data requires the capability to analyse the data 
and report on calculated findings, or to be able to efficiently visualize large quantities 
of data. Recent software has incorporated statistical analysis using high performance 
computer clusters tied to end user visualizations. The ability to utilize such compute 
resources allows end users to perform analysis far quicker and more efficiently than 
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before. In addition, the use of visualization components is essential for data 
exploration, analytics and problem data identification. 
Using genotypic data derived from SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) assays, 
around 1000 barley plant lines of which many are in the current Home Grown Cereals 
Authority (HGCA 2014) recommended list for barley varieties in the United Kingdom 
(UK) and phenotypic data in the form of Distinctiveness Uniformity and Stability 
(DUS) data, this work examines the merging of phenotypic and genotypic data in a 
pedigree context and advances the current pedigree visualization techniques for plants. 
1.1 Aims and contribution 
The aim of this work is to adapt and critically evaluate current pedigree visualization 
and visual analytics techniques as a means to apply and develop methods to help 
address the problems and difficulties that modern geneticists and plant breeders have 
when working and interacting with large and complex pedigree and associated 
experimentally derived data. These problems include the complexity of plant crosses 
and data diversity and density and are specific to plant breeding.  
Plant breeders need to be able to visualize plant pedigrees in order to gain a deeper 
understanding of the genetic composition of commercial varieties. While it is known 
that plant pedigrees are often complex the lack of suitable tools for the visualization 
of plant pedigree data has meant that this complexity has not been effectively 
quantified. Plant breeders and geneticists have been looking for visualization 
techniques and applications to allow them to accurately model these complex 
pedigrees as a means to select plant lines which could lead to new plant varieties 
containing important traits either of agricultural importance of useful for plant varietal 
testing systems. This work will examine how traditional pedigree visualizations can 
be improved to allow for the diversity of data types that are routinely used in modern 
plant breeding programmes and experimental plant genetics and identify the problems 
that exist that mean current pedigree visualization tools are not suitable for plant 
breeding. 
Discussion with potential users showed that there was a need for tools to allow them 
to accurately determine lineage (parental, both paternal and maternal contribution) 
within complex pedigree structures. Current tracking was focussed around the use of 
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lists of textual pedigree strings and user-curated spreadsheets. They highlighted that 
tools that would facilitate the overlaying of phenotypic and genotypic information in 
order to try and identify both errors, and patterns in the underlying pedigree structure 
were unavailable and desperately required. This work aimed to address these concerns. 
There are clear problems that exist that mean current pedigree visualization tools are 
not suitable for plant breeding and genetics and a key question will be how these 
problems can be addressed by the modification of current Information Visualization 
(IV) principals to integrate experimental data with pedigrees and handle plant as 
opposed to mammalian pedigrees which are fundamentally different. 
 A computer based application to visualize the inheritance of genes of agricultural 
importance in a pedigree context would allow plant breeders and researchers to 
identify and track potential plant lines carrying beneficial alleles for agriculturally 
important traits. 
This work advances the current state of the art knowledge within the biological 
visualization domain by applying established visualization principals to the specific 
and well accepted problem of plant pedigree visualization. It adopts techniques used 
in traditional animal and human pedigree representations and information visualization 
and applies these to handle the specific problems which are associates with the 
visualization of plant pedigrees. It has improved these techniques to account for the 
differences that exist between animal and plant pedigrees and provide a pedigree 
visualization tool (Helium) to bring together different data types (pedigree, phenotype 
and genotype) and utilise these data sources to visualize transmission patterns within 
complex plant pedigrees. 
This research has allowed the definitions of terms to describe pedigree shapes 
(pedigree delta and pedigree net types) which describe the topology of the pedigree 
when visualized in Helium as well as the identification of plant lines, which have been 
coined principal, flanking and terminal to describe their relative position within their 
defined pedigree. 
Finally the effectiveness of the Helium tool was verified through carrying out of two 
distinct rounds of user testing on a group of domain experts (16 and 28 expert users), 
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asking them carry out the tasks and problems which were identified at the start of this 
research. 
 
1.2 Thesis Organisation 
 
Chapter 2 introduces plant breeding and the biological problems that can be addressed 
using plant pedigrees. It details the importance of plant breeding (in particular barley) 
to the Scottish economy then concludes by describing the datatypes and datasets that 
will form the basis of this work and the initial feedback and requirements gained from 
users.  
Chapter 3 examines how visualization techniques can help in exploring large 
biological data sets. Current visualization techniques including pedigree visualization 
tools are evaluated in terms of their suitability in exploring plant breeding data and 
limitations of existing systems identified. 
Chapter 4 describes a static paper-based prototype pedigree visualization system 
called Orb and the user feedback process used to establish user acceptance of this tool 
and the abstract visualization techniques it used. It begins to set the scene for a more 
advanced interactive pedigree visualization tool. 
Chapter 5 describes the move from the paper-based prototype in Chapter 4 and how 
this was developed into a prototype Java based interactive pedigree visualization tool 
called Helium and the iterative process used in development and refinement of this 
application based on expert user feedback. 
Chapter 6 details the user-centred subjective evaluation of the interactive prototype 
then presents these test results. 
Chapter 7 highlights the changes and refinements made to Helium based on the 
evaluation data in Chapter 6. This chapter highlights the major issues that testing 
uncovered and subsequently describes solutions implemented to overcome these 
problems. 
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Chapter 8 describes the second round of testing on Helium after the modifications and 
tweaks had been made which were described in Chapter 7 and details the results from 
a second round of user testing culminating in a comparison between the two Helium 
interactive prototypes and what the user testing uncovered. 
Chapter 9 discusses the outcomes of this work and where this work sits in the body of 
literature in this area. It then goes on to describe the main conclusions, highlights 
weaknesses, and suggests possible future work to advance this field. 
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 Plant Breeding and plant pedigrees 
Both climate change and an increasing population are giving rise to new challenges 
for plant breeders. There is a requirement to develop new varieties, which both 
increase yield and disease resistance to meet these demands. Plant pedigrees are a 
representation of how genetically similar plants are related to one another and, when 
coupled with phenotypic and genotypic data, can be utilised to help plant breeders and 
geneticists make more informed decisions as to which plant lines to cross to achieve 
favourable outcomes. 
There are however many problems in dealing with large and diverse phenotypic and 
genotypic datasets. Incorporating this data and pedigree data into breeding 
programmes and experimental plant genetics will facilitate the creation of new plant 
varieties that are both higher yielding and more adapted to changing environmental 
conditions. 
2.1 Overview 
This chapter reviews the history of plant breeding and its importance to food security. 
It then introduces the complex problem of tracking alleles of interest in breeding 
programmes using pedigrees and the potential problems that are facing the industry 
going forwards. It outlines the background behind the biological data and biological 
concepts that have formed the foundations for this work, a description of the data 
which forms the basis of this work and concludes with the results of an initial feedback 
session with 6 plant breeders and geneticists which would be used to direct any 
subsequent work. 
2.2 History of plant breeding 
A prerequisite for what is now defined as plant breeding was the domestication of 
plants. Domestication is an anthropological phenomenon where human populations 
have, over time, selected plants that have some measureable qualities which made 
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them better than wild plants for procedures valuable to humans such as processing, 
storage and digesting. Over time this domestication leads to plants that are 
morphologically very different from their wild ancestors.  
Domestication brings about the selective advantage of rare mutants or alleles which 
are necessary for survival in cultivation but not for survival in the wild. It has often 
been said that modern domesticated plants are as reliant on humans for their survival 
as we are of them (Kingsbury 2009). In addition, changes in allele frequency, 
gradations between species, the fixation of major genes and the improvement of 
quantitative traits are all genetic outcomes of domestication. 
Plant breeding, and in particular that of the Triticeae (grasses) is thought to have 
originated around 12,000 years ago (Zohary, Hopf, and Weiss 2012; Kilian et al. 2009) 
when sedentism overtook nomadic lifestyles across the Middle East. This settling of 
populations depended on the availability of accessible agricultural land and was a 
prerequisite for the establishment of modern agricultural practices including both crop 
and animal cultivation.  
Early plant selection processes are thought to have focussed on reducing adverse 
phenotypes relating to seed dispersal, such as shattering, so seeds only break from the 
rachis during threshing. This character would not be evolutionary advantageous for a 
wild species. Other examples include the removal of husks or glumes to increase 
processability and digestibility, reduction in branching, reduction in height, 
synchronous tillering (flowering and ripening), reduction in internode length, and 
determinacy (simultaneous flowering) (Peterson 2011). Other phenotypes, which 
would have been targeted by early plant cultivators, include the production of larger 
seeds and reduction in toxic compounds such as phenolics, which are known to cause 
bitterness. Techniques such as vegetative propagation essentially lead to instant 
domestication. In early domestication, farmers selected plants which had desirable 
characteristics, took cuttings or tubers and repeated year on year; a process known as 
selection. 
The discovery of plants that are self-pollinated was also an important development in 
the cultivation of modern crops. Self-pollination allows uniformity and stability in 
progeny and while not particularly common in the plant kingdom generally, is 
commonly seen in domesticated cereals such as barley, legumes such as soybean and 
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sunflowers. It does of course have disadvantages but in the context of commercial 
cultivation these are harnessed as advantages, such as in the case of maintaining stable 
traits. 
 Modern cereals 
Current cereals such as barley, wheat, maize and rice are thought to have originated 
from 5,000 to 8,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent (Nesbitt, M. Samuel 1995), a 
phrase coined by James Henry Breasted, which encompassed what is now defined as 
the Middle East. During the Neolithic epoch the region was seen as the birthplace of 
civilisation and was the first known area to use mass irrigation, a technique 
fundamental in the development of mass agriculture.  
The different climates and topologies of the Fertile Crescent region gave rise to a large 
and diverse range of plants which were cultivated for human and animal consumption. 
The ecological succession of annual plants that produce large grain is well documented 
(Brown et al. 2009; Fuller 2007). These, which are termed Neolithic Founder Crops 
(Weiss and Zohary 2011), include Emmer wheat (Triticum dicoccum), Einkorn wheat 
(Triticum monococcum), lentils (Lens culinaris), pea (Pisum sativum), chickpea (Cicer 
arietinum), bitter vetch (Vicia ervilla), flax (Linum usitatissimum) and barley 
(Hordeum vulgare) which was descended from the wild Hordeum spontaneum which 
still exist in southwest Asia (Harlan and Zohary 1966). These primary domesticates 
now form the basis for much of the worldwide commercial agriculture along with 
maize (Zea mays) and rice (Oryza sativa) and are extremely important both for feeding 
humans and animals and maintaining food industries. 
Since the first crops were selected in the Neolithic period farmers have been 
‘genetically engineering’ them, through selection techniques, in order to provide 
characteristics which are beneficial to humans. These features which are selected will 
be referred to as traits with phenotypes referring to their specific expression variant. 
Examples include; larger grain sizes, greater disease resistance, better drought or frost 
tolerance and shorter or longer stems. 
2.3 Why change is needed 
Changing environmental conditions coupled with an increasing populace is placing 
increasing demand on farmers to produce enough crops to effectively feed the world’s 
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population. Factors such as climate change (Figure 2-1) with a trend towards increased 
temperatures in crop growing regions (Figure 2-2) are posing new and important 
challenges and questions on how the world’s population can be fed through changing 
times. The observed ‘cool spot’ (Figure 2-1) found in the North Atlantic south of 
Greenland is thought to be caused by weakening ocean currents (Rahmstorf et al. 
2015). The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) puts the figure of people who 
are suffering from chronic undernourishment in 2012 at close to 870 million. This 
figure is 15% of the population of developing countries (FAO 2012). 
 
Figure 2-1 Observed surface temperature change 1901-2012 (IPCC 2013) 
 
It is important to note that this is not a problem focussed purely in the developing 
world. Developed nations still need to produce enough food to feed their populations 
and changes in environment will put an unimaginable strain on mass agriculture. It is 
estimated that by 2030 there will be a 400% increase in the amount of water required 
for crop production (Foley et al. 2011). 
In order to address these global issues, plant breeders will need to adopt more efficient 
selection strategies for choosing plant varieties which are better suited to current global 
climate trends and include desirable characteristics (or phenotypes) which aid in 
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increased yield, disease and pathogen resistance and more efficient nutrient and water 
utilisation in commercial production systems. 
 
Figure 2-2 Surface temperature trend 1911-2012 (IPCC 2013) 
 
While countries like the UK could adapt more easily than other European countries to 
changing temperatures by the utilisation of germplasm currently grown in either 
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regions of higher or lower latitude, there is a more difficult problem with regards to 
increased rainfall in Northern Europe and a decline in regions which currently have 
water availability issues such as Southern Europe (Figure 2-3).  
In addition to the problems associated with climate change and input availability 
(water and nutrients), countries such as Scotland also have additional problems.  Due 
to Scotland’s large export market for cereal-derived products such as Scotch whisky 
(barley), distilled spirits (predominantly but not exclusively barley and wheat) and 
brewing (barley) there is a requirement to increase grain production in order to meet 
the increased worldwide demand for such drinks based products. 
 
Figure 2-3 Surface rainfall observation 1901-2010(IPCC 2013) 
 
2.1 Barley and the Scottish economy 
Figures from the Scotch Whisky Association show that there was an increase in the 
value of whisky exports from Scotland in 2013 compared to the previous year with 
exports at £2 billion for the first half of 2013. This equates to the export of 563 million 
bottles (“Scotch Whisky Association - Home” 2014). In 2013 the annual value of 
exports of Scotch whisky were put at £4.5 billion. The largest export markets are the 
USA (£757 million), France (£434 million - although France imports a higher volume 
than the USA) and Singapore (£340 million) although Singapore acts as a distribution 
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hub for much of Asia so figures do not apply to Singapore alone (“Scotch Whisky 
Association 2012 Statistical Report” 2014). In the UK 35,000 jobs are supported by 
the industry (Scottish Government 2012) (2011 figures) and there are 109 licenced 
distilleries in Scotland. The £4.5 billion in exports means that whisky accounts for 
25% of UK food and drink exports. Indeed, such is the popularity of Scottish whisky 
that more is sold in France per month than Cognac per year. 
Whisky is Scotland’s second largest export after electronics and the geographic 
location of distilleries means that they are important employers in rural areas where 
there is an inherent lack of employment opportunities. For the last 20 years Scottish 
whisky exports have exceeded £2 billion annually (£2.09 billion in 1993, £4.27 billion 
in 2012) (Figure 2-4). 
 
Figure 2-4 Scottish Whisky export value (£ million) 1980-2012 
 
Because of the impact to the Scottish economy the efficient breeding of new varieties 
that account for changing climate conditions is increasingly important, as is the ability 
to supply the distilling industry with enough raw product to meet demand (Anderson 
2014)  as there are already supply problems. This is particularly important as Scotch 
whisky not only has protected Geographical Identification (GI) status (WIPO 2015) 
but is a high value item with worldwide recognition and quality acceptance. 
The rapid advances in modern genomics is leading to an unprecedented ability to 
identify causal genes for economically important characters such as yield and malting 
quality. These advances facilitate the selection of pools of enriched germplasm in the 
laboratory and as a result improve the effectiveness of field trialling conducted in 
conventional breeding programmes. Whilst the costs of developing the resources to 
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conduct such programmes have reduced, they are usually still much too resource 
intensive to be conducted by any one breeding company.  
At this moment in time, the development of new barley varieties in the UK and Europe 
is predominantly carried out by private breeding companies such as, but not limited to, 
Syngenta, KWS and Limagrain. 
In 2012-13 the amount of utilised arable land in the UK was 17.3 million hectares. 
There was a decrease in usage of 66% due to poor weather conditions, which meant 
that many farmers were unable to plant crops as usual. The largest crop in terms of 
production in the UK is wheat, followed by barley then oilseed rape (Brassica napa) 
(“National Statistics” 2014). 
In 2014 the amount of barley grown in the UK increased by 22% to 8,174 million 
tonnes (“DEFRA Farming and Food Brief” 2014) large amount of this increase down 
to the competitiveness against wheat for animal feed. The use in 2014 with distillers 
and maltsters was 147 thousand tonnes. However, increases in cereal productivity are 
slowing from 2.3% a year in the 60s and 70s to 1% since 1990. There are also problems 
relating to degradation of crop land, water availability growing competition between 
fuel and food, climate change. Farmers will need to double output in the next few 
decades to meet both current needs and the increasing demand for food. Indeed, there 
are already reports of climate change adversely affecting current crop production 
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2014; Goldenberg 2014). 
One of the major issues facing modern agriculture is how the second ‘Green 
Revolution’ can be achieved. While the original ‘Green Revolution’ in wheat in the 
1960’s reversed the problems associated with food shortages in India and Pakistan: 
there is a requirement for the development of precision and sustainable agricultural 
systems, better disease and pest management procedures, genetically modified crops 
and public and private research covering the development of new varieties and the 
exploitation of existing germplasm collections to be used in order to try and meet the 
problems that the world is facing with food security. 
2.1 Genetic inheritance / transmission 
Recombination is the process where, during sexual reproduction in eukaryotes, DNA 
molecules exchange genetic information resulting in the creation of new combinations 
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of alleles. Recombination involves the pairing of homologous chromosomes which is 
then followed by the information exchange between chromosomes.  
In meiotic (sexual) recombination the genetic composition of an individual is split, on 
average, 0.5:0.5 between its parents if the result of cross fertilisation or 1 if the parent 
is self-fertilised. Non-parental alleles can only result from either a misclassified 
genotype or the result of genetic mutation. Alleles must therefore be inherited from 
either parent. If this is not the case then it suggests there are problems with either the 
underlying genotypic data or misclassification of plant lines. 
This is an important concept when using pedigrees as the presence or absence of a 
specific allele can be modelled and inference made based on parental contribution to 
offspring. We therefore know that if a child displays the presence of a particular allele 
it will have either inherited this from either of its parents (who must also have the same 
allele) in a process known as identity by descent (IBD) or through random mutation in 
the particular allele (Identity by association, IBA)). Both IBD and IBA can lead to the 
same potential outcome through two distinct biological processes. 
The knowledge of this Mendelian inheritance allows potential problems with 
genotypic data to be identified based on the presence of genetic elements not in their 
parents and allows complex pedigrees to be constructed. This will be discussed more 
in Section 2.4. 
2.2 Cultivars and inbreeding 
A cultivar is a plant (or grouping/population of plants in a species such as maize (Zea 
mays)) which has been selected due to the presence of desirable characteristics or traits 
which can then be propagated to create plants with identical characteristics to their 
parents. Most commercially grown plants are cultivars and the selection and/or 
breeding process allows uniformity, leading to plants with predictable phenotypes 
suitable for commercial production. This stability, and indeed homogeneity and 
predictability, can be attributed to the inbreeding that routinely happens in commercial 
varieties whereby heterozygous individuals through a process of selfing, or through 
alternative genetic engineering processes such as the creation of doubled haploids 
(whereby haploid cells undergo artificial chromosome doubling) to create 
homozygous individuals with predictable characteristics. While inbreeding has 
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detrimental effects in humans and can be the cause of many congenital birth defects 
due to the increase in chance of expressing recessive detrimental alleles, in commercial 
crop varieties the ability to predict phenotype with a degree of accuracy allows a 
product which can be sold commercially owing to its desirable characteristics. Indeed, 
since the majority of flowering plants are hermaphroditic, inbreeding or autogamy 
represents a breeding strategy that exists and is common in flowering plants. 
Subsequently, many crop species reproduce vegetatively and apomictically whereby 
the produced seeds have the same genotypic composition as the mother plant resulting 
in offspring that are genetic clones. 
Problems such as inbreeding depression whereby there is a detrimental effect through 
mating with close relatives are also more easily tolerated in non-human systems and 
in plants tend to be most apparent in phenotypes such as pollen quantity, seed 
generation and growth rate (Keller and Waller 2002). 
The experimental data used in this work deals with inbred barley varieties which are 
homozygous. Commercial varieties (and those developed as part of breeding 
programmes) are assigned a name to define a population of genetically identical plants 
derived from homozygous seed. These names are often the preferred names by the 
originating breeder and include examples in barley such as ‘Optic’, ‘Golden Promise’ 
and ‘Tipple’. As can be seen there is often a link between the targeted use of the plant 
line (commonly brewing and distilling) and its varietal name. It is important to 
remember that when a plant variety is referred to as a name it is in fact a population of 
genetically identical individuals as opposed to, for example in humans, an individual 
unique genotype. 
2.3 Pedigrees 
A pedigree (Figure 2.5) is a representation of how genetically discrete individuals are 
related (usually but not exclusively) in time to one another. It is therefore a 
representation of the genetic relationship between individuals, their parents and 
progeny (predecessors/ancestors and successors/descendants). Pedigrees are often 
used in human contexts to show the transmission of alleles responsible for genetic 
conditions of medical importance or for the display of traits and phenotypes of 
medical, or research importance. 
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Figure 2-5 Typical barley pedigree (Fishbeck 2003) 
 
 Pedigrees in humans and other animals 
Pedigree charts are most commonly used to show relatedness within species, in 
particular, and most commonly, in humans, dogs, birds and racehorses. The word 
pedigree is said to have come from a derivation of the French word ‘pied de grue’ 
which crudely translates to ‘cranes foot’ in recognition of the physical appearance of 
early pedigree diagrams (Oxford English Dictionary 2002). 
Most people will be familiar with the concept of pedigree animals where individuals 
are of known genetic descent and breeding stock. In animals, pedigree charts have 
been used for over a hundred years to show ancestry of successful breeds. They are 
also used to select individuals with specific desirable traits which can be used in 
subsequent crosses. An early example showing the first known horse pedigree (Figure 
2-6) shows the tree-like structure represented horizontally for six generations. 
The main function of pedigree charts, as in any successful visualization is to take 
complex relationships and present them in a way that is easy to comprehend and 
understand. In humans, pedigrees use standard nomenclatures to show both male and 
female members. Generations are traditionally represented using Roman numerals (I, 
IV, V and so on) and individuals within a generation by standard numbering (1, 2 and 
3). In human pedigrees the base individual, insofar as the individual which is selected 
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as the focus or root node of any diagram is referred to as the proband; however this is 
not seen in plants. In medical circumstances pedigrees are commonly used to 
determine an individual’s chances of showing a particular genetic disorder or working 
out the chances of progeny inheriting such conditions where the condition has a 
hereditary component such as diabetes or hypertension. In a human context pedigrees 
can also be used to determine the genetic basis for disease, autosomal or x-linked based 
on the percentage of individuals displaying the phenotype in the pedigree. Whether a 
condition is dominant or recessive can also be derived from such diagrams. It should 
be noted that in a human context the numbers of individuals in any chart is relatively 
low, again quite different from most plant pedigrees (Figure 2-7).  
 
Figure 2-6 first recorded horse pedigree 
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Figure 2-7 Human pedigree showing insulin resistance (Savage et al. 2002) 
 
An adaptation of the common human family tree, the genogram, was described by 
Jolly (Jolly, Froom, and Rosen 1980) as a means of including additional information 
on to the family tree diagram. The genogram is used in a medical context and allows 
the inclusion of additional information such as relationship type (Figure 2-8) and the 
status of progeny. Additional information is also included on such charts such as dates 
of birth and death and disease states. 
Genograms have a specific purpose in family medicine but detract from specific 
genetic relatedness and so can be discounted when looking at data in a specific genetic 
context. They aim to show the relationships that exist within human familial contexts 
where there may be same-sex couples or where divorced individuals have got back 
together. They also include dates of birth and death. In essence they are a description 
of the processes that go on in families that may or may not have a genetic basis. 
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Figure 2-8 Genogram diagrams used in human pedigree representations 
 
2.4 Plant Pedigrees 
In plants, pedigrees can be used as a framework along with environmental data, on 
which statistical analysis can be used to determine factors such as mode of inheritance 
(Identity by Descent, IBD and Identity by Association, IBA). Additionally, they are 
often used to check for potential genotyping errors, since these errors, by the very 
nature of Mendelian inheritance, are constrained by the pedigree structure in which 
they exist (Paterson et al. 2011; Graham et al. 2011; Paterson et al. 2012). The accurate 
representation of pedigrees is therefore becoming increasingly important in plant 
breeding and genetics.  
In the human context, pedigrees are a representation of a family tree. An individual 
has two parents. Each parent has two parents and so on. In this way a complex structure 
showing genetic relatedness can be built up. Unlike in humans where there are 
sensitive issues surrounding describing a family tree with regards to historical 
consanguineous mating this is not a problem in many commercial crops where 
differing varieties are genetically related to one another.  
While there are defined standard nomenclatures for human pedigrees (Robin L Bennett 
et al. 1995; Robin L Bennett et al. 2008) there is no single formal system for plant 
pedigrees, however, there are moves towards defining standards. There are valid 
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biological reasons for this including: the hermaphrodite nature of most plant species, 
the complexity of mating designs possible in plant genetics and, finally, the absence 
of any overseeing coordinating organisation.  
While authors such as Purdy (1968) and Lamacraft (1973) suggested improvements to 
allow for better processing of pedigree strings by computers, these were in the late 
1960’s and early 1970’s when computing was in its relative infancy (Purdy et al. 1968; 
Lamacraft and Finlay 1973). Since then, while there have been suggested 
improvements for human centred pedigrees (Robert L Bennett et al. 1995; Robin L 
Bennett et al. 1995), there has been no major improvements to Purdy and Lamacrafts’ 
initial suggestions for a standard nomenclature in the plant domain. Figure 2-9a shows 
the Purdy Notation System (Purdy et al. 1968) established as a common format for 
representing small grain cereal pedigrees. Forward slashes '/' are used to delimit plant 
lines. In this case A is crossed with B which is then crossed with C whose progeny is 
crossed with D. Lamacraft and Finlay notation (Lamacraft and Finlay 1973)(Figure 2-
9b) was presented as a format which could be more easily parsed by computers. The 
example here is the same as in the Purdy notation. Figure 2-9c shows a typical pedigree 
that can be found in old records where mixtures of notations are used. These mixed 
notation systems are common and most breeders will use shorthand that is unique to 
them. These records are sometimes difficult to read and would benefit from being 
represented in a more user friendly way. 
a. A/B//C//D 
b. ((A*B)*C)*D 
c. [Ax[(BxC)*D]xE]*[FxA]xC 
Figure 2-9 Text based pedigree records showing diversity of nomenclature. 
 
While plant and animal breeding share routine breeding techniques such as standard 
crossing and back-crossing, pedigrees used in plant breeding display some subtle but 
important differences, often involving key shorthand conventions that are unique to 
plant mating designs leading to complex textual based records which can be difficult 
to read.  
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Named entities in plant pedigrees usually, but not always, represent a population of 
genetically identical individuals, not a single plant. While it is relatively simple to 
grow many plants from seed, potentially many decades after production, in humans 
and animals this is understandably not the norm. The generation of these genetically 
identical (homozygous) varieties is possible through doubled haploidy , inbreeding, or 
crossing of pairs of inbred plant lines to achieve what is termed an F1 (Filial 1) hybrid. 
Successive inbreeding by self-pollination of these F1 generation plants leads to 
individual plants that are close to homozygous across all alleles. The exploitation of 
homozygous plant lines in crop species such as barley is a powerful tool in genetic 
analysis, removing some of the genetic complexities associated with species (such as 
humans) where there is a high level of heterozygosity. 
2.5 Problems with pedigree representations 
Pedigrees are often referred to as trees but this is incorrect and something which should 
be avoided in future work or reference in this area. In order to maintain a true tree 
structure there can be no back-crossing or mating events between individuals and 
ancestors (known as consanguineous mating) which while relatively rare in humans 
does happen within several isolated human populations through either physical or 
cultural isolation. The problem with inbreeding in humans is that detrimental alleles 
which would be selected against under normal conditions persist in populations and 
lead to inbreeding depression and a subsequent reduction in genetic fitness of a 
population. In stark contrast to the human perspective inbreeding is normal and 
routinely exploited in commercially farmed animals and crops to achieve stability and 
consistency at a genetic and expressed phenotype level.  
Standard nomenclatures are required in the plant community to describe plant 
pedigrees. There needs to be a paradigm shift away from breeders using bespoke 
nomenclatures wherever possible. Human nomenclatures are unsuited as they assume 
a logical progression through generations and through normal sexual reproduction, 
where inbreeding is extremely rare. Plant pedigrees however can be the result of 
standard reproduction, derived from a specific filial generation or the result of doubled 
haploidy. Each of these is conceptually very different and important in the 
classification of genetic material. 
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2.6 Experimental data 
This section examines the data types that were used in this work and explains the data 
sources and the format in which they were presented. It describes the complex 
relationships that exist between the multiple data sources and types and details the 
problems associated with historical data and the benefits that an integrated database 
system brings to experimental plant genetics. Finally, it discusses the problems that 
exist when handling large volumes of experimental data and suggests ways in which 
the process is improved and developed to offer greater and more stable functionality 
for future work. 
 Data types used in this work 
There are a number of main broad ranging categories of data that were used in this 
work: continuous (quantitative), ordered and categorical (qualitative). The continuous 
data refers to measurements that are quantitative in nature, for example plant height or 
a leaf surface area where measurements are non-discrete/continuous and follow a 
normal distribution. Ordered data refers to data which has a defined order, whether 
this is in relation to, for example, time readings or the classification of a trait on a 
known and non-quantitative scale (ordinal). Categorical or nominal data refers to a 
descriptive classification of a data point. Barley winter and spring ecotypes are an 
example of this where a plant line can be classified as one or the other with no 
associated quantitative or qualitative measures. Another example would be the 
alternate type or hairiness of leaf sheaths where hair is either present or absent. 
Additionally, there is also interval data, mainly used to classify DUS characteristics 
whereby the classification of a phenotype is represented as a number within a scale, 
an example would include the categories for intensity of anthocyanin colour which 
range from absent to very weak to very strong with 7 divisions in between. The number 
of categories within the DUS data ranges from 2 (present, absent) to over 12. The upper 
end of this is very much an exception and most data falls within the 3 to 7 category 
range. There is no temporal aspect to these recordings as a variety should have stable 
readings year on year. 
 Furthermore, the data can be classified as parametric whereby it is assumed the data 
adheres to some sort of probability distribution or non-parametric where the data can 
only be classified into groupings. 
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Within these categories of data there are a number of different data types along with 
meta-data describing the data itself or how that data was collected or generated.  
The main data types that were used in this research are; passport data, pedigree data, 
phenotypic data, genotypic data and finally annotation data derived from experimental 
work on barley. Pedigree and limited phenotype data exists for wheat (Triticum spp.) 
and Asian rice (Oryza sativa) which was used to test the system for alternate species. 
 The Germinate data warehouse 
The Germinate data warehouse (“Germinate 3” 2014)  was developed in order to hold 
passport, genotypic, pedigree and phenotypic data which formed the foundations of 
this work. Germinate was developed using MySQL and uses Perl to interface with a 
custom web interface a data services application programming interface (API) which 
was used to retrieve data. 
The development of the Germinate data warehouse facilitated the integration of 
heterogeneous datasets. In addition to the barley data used in this work, Germinate 
instances have been implemented to store genotypic, phenotypic and passport data for 
a range of other species including pea, rice, ryegrass, maize, potato and wheat. 
The reason that Germinate was used was to ensure that researchers working on the 
barley data would all be using the same data from the same source. This is particularly 
important as a means of trying to help reduce errors and to ensure researchers are 
working on the most up to date datasets available; something which is an important 
and often overlooked problem in modern experimental plant science. 
 Experimental datasets 
Data was required in order to efficiently model and test any resulting database schema. 
The datasets available covered both state of the art and legacy datasets. The availability 
of large amounts of high quality data was important in the development of any system 
as it provided the facility to accurately gauge performance when dealing with real-
world data and data volumes. Data provenance is critical in experimental genetics as 
the source of genetic material is important for subsequent experimental work and 
sourcing the exact germplasm used in experiments. These datasets ranged from 
thousands of data points to tens of millions in the case of high-throughput genotyping 
dataset and are detailed below. 
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2.6.3.1 Pedigree definition data 
Pedigree definition file for 803 UK Elite barley cultivars (both spring and winter 
ecotypes) most of which having gone through National List trialling in the UK at some 
point over the past 20 years and are therefore grown commercially in some capacity. 
This data was collated from a number of data sources including published pedigrees, 
expert in-house knowledge and from online resources including the Science and 
Advice for Scottish Agriculture’s barley variety database (“The Scottish Barley 
Variety Database” 2014) the HGCA (HGCA 2014) and Lfl Pflanzenbau in Germany 
(“Bayerische Landesanstalt Für Landwirtschaft” 2014). This data was collated as part 
of this work and new data is available every year as new varieties are released and put 
through the trialling process.  
The nucleus of pedigree data are a series of parent/child relationships defined as 
encoded strings (Lamacraft and Finlay 1973; Purdy et al. 1968). Data was atomised 
into simple parent/child definitions which were used to dynamically reconstruct the 
pedigree. In addition there may also be information identifying whether the parent was 
male or female and the type of genetic cross performed. Something unique in plant 
breeding is where a plant can be both male and female parents in the same cross so 
parental assignation can be important. 
There were however complications which arose from older pedigree data which was 
error prone and is difficult to verify without expert guidance. These problems included 
the re-use of names to describe varieties which resulted in the creation of false 
relationship joins and typographical errors. It is not uncommon for a breeder’s 
favourite name to be used multiple times until a plant line is adequately different, and 
has sufficient performance to be accepted for wider distribution into the UK 
recommended list programme. The current accepted way of using these names to name 
samples can therefore lead to confusion and a better system needs to be adopted to try 
and prevent errors being introduced. It is highly probable that there are errors in 
datasets where a plant lines name has been used more than once and the incorrect 
version used by accident. While this problem is diminished if the variants are 
morphologically different this is not always the case and staff handling samples may 
not be trained in the identification of subtle morphological variation between varieties. 
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The data was also inconsistent. Depending on the source of the information the formats 
varied which meant that each data source needed to be interpreted then represented in 
a standard format for inclusion into the database. 
The pedigree data used in this work was broken down or atomised into its constitutive 
components, insomuch as each plant line exists as its own entity with two parents. One 
of the major underlying concepts behind this work was to ensure that the system and 
methods chosen to store pedigree data was both as flexible as possible and simple as 
possible in order to diversify and increase its potential use and acceptance in the 
community. At the most basic level an entity has one or more different parents. 
Pedigree strings were split into the equivalent of key/value pairs as follows; 
Assume the pedigree for the 2-row spring barley Quench. Quench has the pedigree 
Sebastian * Drum (in Lamacraft notation). In this work, the pedigree for the plant line 
Quench is stored in the pedigrees table in the Germinate data warehouse as: 
Quench  Sebastian  F 
Quench  Drum   M 
A slightly more complex example for the 2-row spring barley Puffin shows this in 
more detail and introduces the concept of what has been called ‘intermediate plant 
lines’ for the purpose of this work. Puffin has the pedigree Maris Otter * (Athos * 
Igri) which is stored as: 
Puffin   Maris Otter  F 
Intermediate_1 Athos   F 
Intermediate_1 Igri   M 
Puffin   Intermediate_1  M 
Intermediate plant lines (Intermediate_1 in, and unique to the above example) are plant 
lines for which it is known there has been a crossing of two parent plant lines but the 
resulting progeny that was used as a parent in a subsequent cross is not known. I.e. 
there is not a defined name nor identification code for it and only the parents are 
known. 
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It is standard nomenclature for the female parent in any cross to appear first. However, 
this information is not always reliable especially with older datasets. Using the system 
detailed here highly complex pedigrees can be built up from repeating child/parent 
pairs. This structure also ensures that the database can easily scale vertically as the 
datasets increase in size over time.  
The use of this simple plant line/parent method of storing pedigree definitions is the 
simplest format into which a pedigree can be broken down and provides the greatest 
flexibility for the storage of pedigree data in a plant context. 
A simple Java command line application was written which takes data in Lamacraft 
and Purdy notations and parses this into the defined pedigree notation. The pedigree 
parser takes a string and tries to atomise it into the format described above. Any 
pedigrees that do not match this format are highlighted and can be dealt with manually. 
The program automatically creates intermediate crosses in a format compatible with 
Germinate. 
2.6.3.2 Phenotypic data / Nominal / Categorical DUS Data 
A DUS (Distinctiveness, Uniformity and Stability) dataset comprising detailed records 
for 34 phenotypes used to determine if varieties are sufficiently different from one 
another to be allowed into the UK recommended list system (RL) was used in this 
work. This data was obtained from the National Institute of Agricultural Botany 
(NIAB) in Cambridge and has been used in association analysis (Cockram et al. 2010; 
Wang et al. 2012). These characters, many of whose genetic basis have been 
experimentally derived, are used to differentiate new plant lines and are used by 
breeders as a reference to ensure new varieties are different from currently accepted 
varieties. This data is also used to maintain reference stocks and verification of VCU 
(Value for Cultivation and Use) submissions, which are entered into the National List 
(NL) and Plant Breeders Rights (PBR) schemes. As breeders use these datasets to 
breed new plant lines they are important in plant breeding in the UK.  
The DUS data was comprised of 12 nominal and 22 ordinal data categories (Appendix 
1) across 581 plant lines/varieties from the test pedigree resulting in 16,211 data points 
in total.  
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Phenotypic data relates to measurements or morphological or 
physiological/biochemical characteristics that can be identified in a single plant line. 
These are genetic characteristics/traits under the control of genes or genes and the 
environment. Phenotypes take the form of integer, float based measurements or a text 
description of the character being defined.  
The phenotypic data in this study has been either collected in field experiments or by 
molecular testing. Though many of the agriculturally important traits are controlled by 
many genes of small effect (quantitative traits) for simplicity this work concentrates 
mainly on traits under simple genetic control. Examples of such traits include some of 
the DUS characteristics which are used in the varietal registration and seed 
certification process and allele data on disease resistance genes such as Mlo (Jorgensen 
1992; Thomas et al. 1998; Buschges et al. 1997) and Mla (Mahadevappa, Descenzo, 
and Wise 1994; Wei, Wing, and Wise 2002). 
2.6.3.3 Plant passport and background data 
Plant lines often have passport data associated with them but it is frequently sparse and 
incomplete. Passport data describes information relating to the storage and naming of 
a plant line. This can include data such as alternative identification credentials, 
information on the breeder of the plant line and information about the gene bank from 
which the seed was sourced. It can also include collection site data including 
geographic coordinates of where the original germplasm was collected if available. 
Passport data is relatively well defined in terms of the definition of characters recorded 
but is often scant in nature and there is a greater acknowledgement and work focussing 
on how to try and improve the quality of these sorts of data in gene banks (van Hintum, 
Menting, and van Strien 2011; Thormann et al. 2012) both by performing data 
cleansing on existing data and by inclusion of older paper-based records into digitised 
form to complement data already held. 
The current standard for gene bank data is the guidelines set out by the FAO/IPGRI 
(Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations / International Plant Genetic 
Resources Institute) and adapted by projects such as Eurisco (“EURISCO” 2014), 
Genesys (“Genesys PGR” 2013) and Germinate (“Germinate 3” 2014) and takes the 
form of a series of what are termed Multi Crop Passport Descriptors (MCPD). The 
idea behind the standard was to allow a defined set of data to be stored for all crop 
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species. The latest update to the standard was in June 2012 (“FAO/Bioversity Multi-
Crop Passport Descriptors V.2 [MCPD V.2].” 2015) but this was mainly to clarify how 
missing data should be stored and to change the curators of the standard from the 
International Plant Genetic Resources Institute (IPGRI) to Biodiversity International 
(“Biodiversity International” 2015). Other updates such as the removal (and addition) 
of countries which have now been succeeded such as East and West Germany and 
Yugoslavia. A more detailed description of the descriptors is covered by Faberova 
(2010) although this predates the v2 2012 release (Faberova 2010). 
2.6.3.4 Genotypic data 
Genotypic data defines the genetic basis of a plant line. Depending on the technology 
these can take the form of integer or float based values such as amplified fragment 
length polymorphism (AFLP) or microsatellite based technologies. Others are text 
strings representing a nucleotide base in high-throughput single nucleotide 
polymorphism (SNP) based assays. In this work only marker based assays and not 
genomic sequence data are utilised. 
A given plant variety will have an allele call for each of a series of loci represented as 
a pair of nucleotide bases e.g. AA, GG (which are homozygous) or AG (which are 
heterozygous), for a locus (one from each chromosomal strand). Due to the inbred 
nature of the barley germplasm there are low levels (less than 0.5%) of residual 
heterozygosity present, this is not the case in humans and most domesticated animals. 
Current genotyping technologies output data, based on raw base calls at a genetic 
locus. This can either take the form of A, C, G, T or a failed call which is usually, 
although not exclusively described with the symbol ‘-‘. Older technologies also 
include the generation of fragment lengths, which take the form of an integer based 
number, usually of known sizes that lie within defined parameters. Data can also be 
stored in AB format, which is coded based on the call against reference genotypes. 
The primary genotypic data set is composed of a large barley pedigree data set for 803 
UK Elite cultivars as well as Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) genotypic data 
for 750 of these plant lines across 4,769 genetic markers.  
The SNP markers were mapped to known chromosome positions in the barley genome. 
Each plant line within the test set has been genotyped for a set of 7,842 SNP assays of 
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these markers. 2,832 of these were derived from previous oligo pooled assays and 
5,010 derived from next generation sequencing data (Cockram et al. 2010; Comadran 
et al. 2012).  
This set of SNPs was derived from Illumina (“Illumina BeadArray Microarray 
Technology” 2015) RNAseq reads mapped onto Harvest35 reference sequences 
(“HarvEST” 2014). The raw Illumina reads were a mixture of 54 nucleotide and 76 
nucleotide reads and derived from the cultivars Barke, Betzes, Bowman, Derkado, 
Intro, Morex, Optic, Quench, Sergeant, and Tocada.  
Due to inherent failures resulting from failed mapping, failed SNP assay chemistry 
and markers which are not polymorphic, the actual total is reduced to 4,769. 
2.6.3.5 Annotation data 
Annotation data is information that is assigned post data collection by domain 
specialists and is important in the curation of large data sets and resources. Annotation 
data is text based and can be added by users as required. It can be viewed as meta-data 
used to add knowledge to an individual data item. Annotations can be defined against 
each of the main data classes, genotypic, phenotypic and passport data. They mainly 
take the form of comments made by breeders about a variety, which frequently are not 
part of the trialling or listing processes or requirements. While the volumes of this sort 
of data is currently low it is envisaged that the development of tools to aid in the visual 
analytics of these sorts of data will lead to increased volumes over time. 
2.7 Initial requirements gathering 
In order to establish the requirements for this work a questionnaire was used to obtain 
feedback from potential users of a pedigree visualization system to try and understand 
the kinds of tools and features that geneticists and plant breeders would find useful. 
The aim of the questionnaire was to determine the kinds of questions that a user would 
want to be able to answer. The results of this preliminary requirements gathering 
exercise was used to help develop a plan for the implementation of a visualization 
system. 
The initial questionnaire (Appendix 2) was carried out with 6 individuals. Three of 
these defined themselves as geneticists and 3 plant breeders, one of whom was a 
representative for a large plant breeding company. The questionnaire was designed to 
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establish the volumes of data that would need to be routinely dealt with by any 
visualization system that was developed and important features required by target 
users of a visualization system. The questionnaire was split into two sections; a 
background section which was used as a profiling tool to categorise the respondent 
and establish data volumes that they routinely deal with and a functionality section 
which was used to identify the main questions that the test subject thought were 
important to their work. The questionnaire was also followed up with face-to-face 
meetings to obtain general feedback and ideas about the problems that exist with their 
pedigree data. 
 Initial requirements gathering results 
The results obtained showed that 4 out of the 6 respondents indicated that they use 
more than 100 but less than 1000 lines. One used more than 10,000 plant lines 
routinely.  
The results also showed that 5 out of the 6 respondents indicated that they use in excess 
of 1000 but less than 10000 genetic markers. The other response was that they used 
less than 100. Results to determine the number of phenotypic scores that the test users 
thought they would be required to handle were 3 responses indicating up to 1000 and 
3 indicating between 10,000 and 100,000. 
Feedback from users showed that they wanted to be able to trace lineage of specific 
plant lines which were deemed important and be able to quickly determine specific 
characters of these plant lines. They also wanted to merge data so that links between 
varieties which may not be obvious are easily identified. Users additionally wanted to 
be able to overlay phenotypic data so that they could quickly tell plant lines which 
exhibited a specific character of interest. They wanted to be able to quickly identify a 
plant lines lineage and show both ancestral and descendant lines for a chosen plant 
line. 
There was also an indication that users wanted to be able to perform more advanced 
statistical analysis on the underlying data, such as looking at genetic similarity or 
identifying haplotypes which may be responsible for an expressed phenotype. They 
also indicated that being able to access background information on plant lines and 
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phenotypic characters was important as these are often complex and having them in a 
single location that could be used as a reference would be beneficial. 
The testing showed us that all the users thought that data visualization (the term data 
visualization is used here but can equally apply to information visualization as well 
due to context) was important to the work they do and all believed that community 
interaction and engagement was useful in their work. It was also clear from the 
commercial side that breeders wanted simple easy to use tools that isolated them from 
the complexity of underlying stats but presented them what they needed to know in a 
simple and intuitive way. 
Other results showed that while a public repository of pedigree data would be a useful 
feature there were reasons why data needed to be kept private. 
Finally users identified the ability to export data in formats suitable for further analysis 
was important in any analysis system. 
The data types used for this study are complex. By their nature biological systems are 
complex and it is important that users’ are allowed to view as much background 
information as possible along with the pedigree definitions to aid in data analysis. Any 
visualization tool needs to allow users to quickly and accurately identify plant lines 
which have particular characters which are unique within a dataset. 
2.8 Discussion 
Changing environmental conditions mean that plant breeders are looking towards the 
development of new varieties which have agriculturally important characteristics such 
as drought tolerance and pest resistance. In order to develop these new varieties 
existing germplasm can be examined to identify potential plant lines which have 
desirable characteristics which can be used in breeding programmes. 
There are a number of data types which are routinely used including genotypic and 
phenotypic data and the ability to explore this data in a pedigree framework, which 
details the genetic relationship between individuals, will be a valuable tool for the 
development of new varieties. There is however no single standard nomenclature for 
plant pedigree data. 
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An initial user survey was carried out to identify two things. Firstly it aimed to identify 
the volumes of data that both breeders and plant geneticists were using, and expected 
to be using, and finally the sorts of functionality that they would like to see in such a 
tool. 
The results showed that the volumes of data that were expected to be used were in the 
thousands with 4 out of the 6 respondents indicating that they routinely use less than 
1000 plant lines and 2 indicating that they use more than 1000 and one more than 
10,000 plant lines. The respondent that indicated more than 10,000 plant lines was 
referring to every plant line used in a breeding programme and not just the ones which 
were selected for use, or to be kept going forward. For this reason it was decided to 
focus on ensuring that anything that was developed was able to handle plant lines in 
the thousands of individuals scale. It was also clear that there was a need to allow the 
overlaying of data and the storage of additional meta-data on plant lines and 
phenotypic characters that could be easily retrieved in the context of the pedigree that 
users were working with. 
The feedback from the initial user survey indicated that users wanted to be able to 
browse complex pedigrees and identify lineage (both parents and children) and overlay 
additional data so that the structures could be examined to identify potential patterns 
or to identify plant lines with unique characteristics. 
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 Biological data visualization 
3.1 Overview 
This chapter details why visualization is important in modern biological science, with 
particular reference to plant pedigrees, phenotypic and genotypic data. It then 
discusses the problems associated with visualizing large biological datasets and 
surveys the tools that have been developed to visualize biological data, with particular 
reference to pedigree visualization; evaluating why these are not appropriate for the 
needs of this research.  
3.2 Information overload 
While the term information overload is perhaps now seen as a cliché, in the domain of 
modern plant genetics there has never been a more appropriate time for its use. Modern 
high-throughput technologies are routinely producing many millions of data points for 
individual experiments, a data quantity which has been, until recently, unheard of.  
Modern molecular biology is advancing at an ever increasing pace. The data being 
produced by next-generation sequencing and genotyping technologies is advancing 
faster than Moore’s Law (Sansom 2007; Moore 1965) and is presenting scientists with 
major challenges. As new technologies become available the types and volumes of 
data available are in a state of constant flux. Institutes such as the European 
Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) in Hinxton UK, one of the world’s largest biology 
related data repositories, as of 2013 had in the region of 20 petabytes of data of which 
2 petabytes is genomic information. This figure is predicted to now double every year 
(Marx 2013).  
Lathe (Lathe, Williams, and Karolchik 2008) showed that while DNA 
(Deoxyribonucleic Acid) sequence databases were increasing in size, in terms of data 
volumes, at an ever increasing pace the number of databases available for researchers 
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was also increasing at a similar rate. One reason for this increase in data is the cost of 
its production (Hayden 2009). Large volumes of data are much cheaper to generate 
now than they have been with the development, and constant refinement, of third 
generation high-throughput DNA sequencing and developments in phenomics. 
Because of these increasing data volumes, techniques need to be identified which 
allow researchers to make informed choices when dealing with their data. These 
techniques include methods to examine data quality and looking for unusual data or 
patterns which can be either an indication of problems or a pointer to interesting 
biological findings.  
The ability to visualize large and complex data sets and the genetic relationships 
between germplasm, such as those discussed earlier, will allow meaning to be gained 
from the underlying data which can otherwise go undetected. While there are tools to 
identify patterns and potentially interesting nuances with large datasets, there is often 
no substitute for expert user interaction and visual analytics particularly in biology 
where exceptions to rules and patterns are often the most interesting results. 
3.3  Visualization 
Visualization has been described as a way of transforming the symbolic into the 
geometric enabling researchers to observe simulations and computations and a way of 
seeing the unseen and a way of gaining information from a sea of data  (McCormick, 
Defanti, and Brown 1987). 
Visualization communicates information by abstract representation of data. The use of 
visualization to convey information is not a new idea (Marchese 2011). Its use dates 
back thousands of years in domains such as cartography, cave paintings and more 
recently William Playfair’s first use of what are now common chart types. These 
included line (first seen in 1786) (Figure 3-1B), bar (1786) (Figure 3-1A) and the hotly 
debated pie chart (1801) (Figure 3-1C) which were used to convey information on 
trade and shipping. Playfairs’ charts brought visualization to the wider public 
audience.  
It is widely accepted that the advent of computer graphics has revolutionised 
visualization in the science, computing and engineering disciplines. 
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Figure 3-1 William Playfair charts 
 
3.4 Visualization definitions 
There are a number of main visualization sub-categorisations. These include, but are 
not limited to; scientific visualization, information visualization and finally biological 
visualization. The following sections describe these discrete areas and how they are 
related to one another. 
 Scientific visualization 
It was not until 1987 (McCormick 1988) that the mainstream use of the new area of 
scientific visualization using computational derived graphics was accepted. This is 
reported to have brought the techniques that could be offered by computer graphics 
experts to the attention of the mainstream scientific computing and scientific 
organisations as a tool to aid in the understanding of data.  
Scientific visualization was as late as 2004 still being described as a relatively new 
discipline (Johnson 2004), this is somewhat surprising. Johnson suggests that because 
of this, the discipline had a number of assumptions and adopted practices that needed 
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to be inspected in order to bring it under the same scrutiny and rigour afforded by the 
more traditional scientific research areas.   He also suggests that one the main problems 
currently unsolved in scientific visualization is a lack of understanding of the 
underlying science, something which is true of bioinformatics in general, and 
integrating scientific and information visualization. 
One of the first scientific visualizations using modern 3D rendering was performed in 
1981 by Nelson Max from the Lawrence Livermore University where a series of 
images of the molecular structure of DNA were collated into the short film ‘DNA with 
Ethidium’ (“DNA with Ethidium” 1978). The ability to view structures in 3D has led 
to increased biological knowledge in a number of areas in the life sciences. 
While Michael Friendly (Friendly 1995) describes scientific visualization as being 
primarily concerned with the visualization of three dimensional phenomena and tries 
to create realistic renderings there appears to be dispute over what the term it actually 
embraces. 
Friendly suggests that statistical graphics applications such as scatter plots should 
indeed be termed data visualization and not scientific visualization, this however is 
challenged by definitions by Mann (Mann et al. 2002) and Johnson (Johnson 2004) 
who appear to move in-and-out of the data visualization definitions with their 
descriptions of scientific visualization. This clouding of the definition between 
scientific and data visualization is commonly seen. 
 Information Visualization 
Information visualization (also termed InfoVis) was first described in the seminal 
paper (Card, Robertson, and Mackinlay 1991) in 1991 and was described by Card et. 
al. as ‘methods and machines that would allow people to bring to bear on a task of 
interest more information more quickly than otherwise possible.’ 
Other definitions include describing information visualization as the visual 
representation non-spatially defined data, such as the representation using visual 
metaphors of phylogenetic trees (Ruths, Chen, and Ellis 2000), biological networks 
(Pavlopoulos et al. 2008) or human networks derived from social networking sites. 
What’s important is the representation of the relationships connecting each entity, and 
the information that brings. 
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Card (Card, Robertson, and Mackinlay 1991) puts forward the idea that the goal of all 
information processing systems is to minimise the cost structure of information 
processing. Card also shows that information systems consist of multiple levels of 
information storage or abstraction which are available to a processing system for 
generation of user visualization. The paper describes how maintaining levels of 
abstraction allows users with varying technical abilities to use the data based on their 
existing knowledge. The more abstract the information visualization the simpler it 
should be for cognitive processing of the data or information (Figure 3-2).  
What is important in the examples above is the high level of user interaction required 
in order to manipulate the visualization to gain a deeper understanding of the structure 
of the abstraction and visual metaphors it contains. The visualization of additional data 
that is available as a user interacts and analyses specific regions in the visualization 
means that only directly relevant information is presented to the user thus removing 
problems associated with information overload. 
 
Figure 3-2 Information visualization by Card (Card, Robertson, and Mackinlay 1991) 
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Examples of information visualization with regards to biological data include Mizbee 
(Figure 3-3) and Circos (Figure 3-4). Both applications show similar information 
visualization approaches by two different research groups. These two visualizations 
create metaphors of chromosomes to show synteny, which is defined as the 
conservation of blocks of genetic elements between chromosomes which can be 
compared to one another, often between species. The physical representation of a 
chromosome is arranged radially and synteny visualized using connecting arcs 
between chromosomes or regions. 
The representation of a chromosome as a linear line along which blocks of colour are 
used to define regions or loci is an over simplification of a chromosome which removes 
much of the complexity of the biological molecule but it is a metaphor which is easily 
understood by biologists. Also, the circular nature that both Mizbee and Circos use to 
represent chromosomes is not how such a DNA molecule exists in nature but instead 
allows a greater density of data to be represented in a page. 
 
Figure 3-3 Mizbee (Meyer, Munzner, and Pfister 2009) 
 
 
Figure 3-4 Circos (Krzywinski et al. 2009) 
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 Differences between scientific and information visualization 
Rhyne (Rhyne 2003) asks why information and scientific visualization must be treated 
as separate entities and discusses whether seeing them as separate entities provides a 
mechanism to advance both fields or cause confusion; especially in bioinformatics. 
The reference to the two as ‘separate but equal’ by Rhyne lends itself to the argument 
that the dichotomy between them can be relatively narrow. This idea is strengthened 
by Tamara Munzner who hypothesises that the terms may merge within the decade 
(Rhyne et al. 2003), although this has not happened. 
Scientific visualization (Figure 3-5A) can be distinguished from information 
visualization (Figure 3-5B) in a number of ways. Scientific visualization deals with 
quantitative data which has some representation of location in space and tends to 
follow a normal distribution while information visualization is more qualitative and 
abstract in nature. Information visualization represents non-numerical information 
where the links that exist between data points are critical in defining the quality of the 
underlying data. Without the information contained in the links between data points 
the data points are of little value. The same cannot be said for scientific visualization 
systems whereby individual data points might not be linked to each other but offer 
insight in to processes and trends. While spatial position is already determined in 
scientific visualization, in information visualization it needs to be decided. 
 
                                 A                                                                   B 
Figure 3-5 Comparison between A) scientific (Pyne et al. 2014) and B) information 
visualization (Milne et al. 2009). 
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Whereas scientific visualization deals with raw data, precise and unambiguous in 
nature, information visualization is defined by Gershon (Gershon, Eick, and Card 
1998) as combining aspects of scientific visualization, human-computer interfaces, 
data mining, images, and graphics and deals with data which is often abstract in nature.  
Where these two techniques do find parity is in their ultimate goal of manipulation of 
the visual representation of data so that new or increased information can be obtained 
through visual data mining techniques. 
Although there is clearly overlap between information and scientific visualization the 
paper by Robertson (George G. Robertson, Jock D. Mackinlay, and Stuart K. Card 
1991) is regarded as one of the first to try and identify the differences between them. 
3.5 Biological data visualization 
Biological visualization straddles both the information and scientific visualization 
domains. The degree of overlap depends on the exact problem being investigated. 
Recent work (O’Donoghue et al. 2010; Gehlenborg et al. 2010; B. Wong 2012) has 
begun to firmly place biological visualization as a defined field within a specific 
problem area, albeit a very large, ill-defined and diverse problem space. 
Biological data visualization encompasses information visualization, scientific data 
visualization and visual analytics; defined as ‘the science of analytical reasoning 
facilitated by interactive visual interfaces’ (Thomas, J.T., Cook 2005). It is a wide and 
diverse genre with examples ranging from the representation of the neural map of 
Drosophila melanogaster where networks are presented on top of a 3D volume 
rendering of the fruit fly brain (Sorger et al. 2013) to the representation of microarray 
time series data in the MaTSE application (Craig et al. 2013). These examples show 
not only the diversity of techniques in biological visualization but also the different 
visualization domains that both draw from. 
 While the modelling of shape of for example brain or a molecular model can be 
achieved in 3D space and appear recognisable the depiction of complex biological 
processes at the cellular level are often abstracted and have no semblance to the actual 
real life process. 
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Biological visualization therefore brings together scientific visualization, information 
visualization and visual analytics into an area to address the specific problems 
associated with visualization and analysing biological data. 
3.1 Visualization techniques 
 Detail and overview 
Detail and overview systems are defined as systems whereby the concurrent display 
of both an overview and detailed view of a visualization are present with each 
representing a distinct (concurrent but spatially segregated) representation of the same 
underlying data (Andy Cockburn, Karlson, and Bederson 2008). Common desktop 
examples of such systems include applications such as Microsoft PowerPoint that 
show both the selected slide and a series of thumbnails giving an overview of the slides 
within the presentation and Google Maps which shows both the map area of interest 
plus a thumbnail representation in the corner, often using an alternative map overlay 
system.  Cockburn also addresses some of the issues with such systems such as the 
acceptance that there will be a reduction in visual clarity as overviews are scaled in 
size. There is only so much information you can display on a small thumbnail.  It is 
common for synchronisation between the overview and detail views to be one-way. 
This prevents problems arising from people clicking on overview areas and changing 
the data contained in the detail panel. 
 Zooming 
Zooming is a common feature of visualization systems and allows the user to navigate 
through large information spaces which would not fit easily within the comfortable 
desktop area. Whereas the detail and overview type systems overview gives a ‘zoomed 
out’ representation of the detail window, zooming techniques usually allow the user-
defined zooming of the information space. Zooming often goes hand in hand with 
scrolling and panning techniques (van Wijk and Nuij 2003) to allow the user to explore 
the visualized data. Work by Cockburn (A. Cockburn and Savage 2003) has examined 
the problems associated with zooming in user interfaces by utilising automatic 
zooming techniques with maps. 
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 Filter 
Filtering is an important technique in visualization as a means to try and remove data 
which may not be immediately required in the information space. Shneiderman (1994) 
suggests that with the increase in information and data being visualized filtering 
techniques can aid in finding information of interest in large visualizations, allow 
efficient traversal of large datasets and increase comprehension (Ahlberg and 
Shneiderman 1994).  
Filtering can be achieved in a number of ways including the use of pointing systems 
whereby areas of interest are selected and highlighted with non-selected data removed 
or made less prominent or the creation of filter interfaces whereby data is selected 
based on queries across the dataset using techniques such as slider bars which can be 
altered in real-time. 
 Focus and context systems 
Focus and context systems differ from overview and detail techniques in that the 
information is shown within a single information space. They offer selective zooming 
of data using techniques such as fisheye lens views whereby there is a continuous and 
seamless integration of zooming effects which makes the selected areas more 
prominent and make information outside of the focus less prominent. Focus and 
context techniques are often referred to as distorted views. 
 Coordinated multiple views 
Coordinated multiple views (Andrienko and Andrienko 2007) is a visualization 
technique whereby different techniques are employed to create a variety of alternate 
views on to the underlying data in order  to try and gain a deeper insight into the 
dataset. These views are linked so that a change in one leads to the appropriate changes 
in the other views. In the biological context, examples of this could include the 
representation of a pedigree image with views showing phenotypic and genotypic data 
for a specific plant line then how this data sits in relation to other plant lines in the 
dataset by means of a scatter plot. Changing a selected plant line would result in a 
change of the other information views to reflect this. 
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3.2 Visualization process 
The process of visualization, which has formally been described and represented as a 
state reference model (Chi 2000) describing a logical flow from data to visualization, 
typically involves the filtering of raw data to select points of interest then rendering 
this data in a suitable format whether that is a static image, animation or any other 
means by which a greater understanding of the data can be achieved by abstraction. 
Erroneous data points, trends and data features which would otherwise be invisible 
within the raw data sets can be subsequently identified. 
Fry (2007) proposes 7 stages to data visualization: acquire, parse, filter, mine, 
represent, refine and interact (Fry 2007). Fry also suggests that when each component 
is undertaken by a different person, problems from a ‘Chinese whispers’ type effect 
can surface with information being lost at each stage. This shows the importance of an 
integrated system. Fry also shows that while data is important, what is also equally 
important is what is left out in a particular visualization in order to gain clarity in data. 
It is also important to note the differences between the stages of information and data 
visualization as both perform different functions. Fry’s stages can be represented as a 
pipeline and not stages of visualization in the strictest sense while Shneiderman states 
that the stages of information visualization are overview first, zoom and filter, and 
details on demand (assuming data will be loaded once into memory then used, this is 
also known as Shneidermans’ Mantra) (Shneiderman 1996). This however is not 
always appropriate and any visualization may have to involve the use of drilling-down 
and associated interactive techniques. Interaction is imperative in visual analytic tools 
as they are not just static infographics; which are limited in their ability to visualize 
and filter large datasets, but changeable visualizations handling different data types 
and combinations.  
One apparent weakness of these formalised definitions of visualization process is that 
they are linear in nature, it would be reasonable to assume any visualization 
development process would require development loops. 
Modern biological data can be obtained both quickly and in large volumes, but is not 
necessarily of high quality. This in turn requires efficient visualization in order to 
maintain data quality by means of visual data-screening and to present data to users in 
an abstract but meaningful way. While automated methods exist to perform such 
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functions they cannot replace human interaction and intervention. There has never 
been a more appropriate time in biology than now for the development of new 
techniques to visualize and allow the analysis of data and bring as much biological 
understanding as possible from the ever increasing volumes of data being generated. 
 Visualization in molecular biology 
The role of visualization in the understanding of scientific and in this case biological 
data is well documented (Pook, Vaysseix, and Barillot 1998; McCormick 1988; Domik 
1991; Mann et al. 2002; Merico, Gfeller, and Bader 2009; Eavenson et al. 2008) in 
areas ranging from genomic data (Pritchard et al. 2006; Carver et al. 2009), sequence 
assembly (Milne et al. 2009; Milne et al. 2013), expression (Kestler et al. 2005), and  
phylogeny (Ruths, Chen, and Ellis 2000; Sanderson 2006). It is crucial to further 
understanding in areas where data volumes and complexities continue to advance. 
While each of these tools vary in the level of abstractness that they represent from 
scatter plots showing raw data to DNA assembly software using coloured blocks or 
visual encodings to represent individual nucleotide bases they all are common in their 
focus to better represent the complex data underlying them by creating a recognisable 
visual metaphor. 
The visualization of molecular data uses a wide variety of diverse techniques. Hahne 
(2012) describes various visualization methods in the understanding of the underlying 
data (Gentle and Hardle 2012). These techniques range from scatter plots to the use of 
density estimations to show data concentration and describing the issues surrounding 
colour in the representation of data. In Figure 3-6 each plot uses a different technique 
to visualize data from black dots through kernel density hexagon binning, smooth point 
density and smooth point with black dots where low density data exists. 
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Figure 3-6 Hahne's genomic visualization (Gentle and Hardle 2012) 
 
Other examples of visualization tools within the molecular biology domain include the 
genome browsers Ensembl (T. Hubbard et al. 2002; Kersey et al. 2010; E. Birney et 
al. 2006)(Figure 3-7), Genome Browser (D. Karolchik et al. 2003; Rhead et al. 2010) 
and Viz Genome (Jakubowska et al. 2007) (Figure 3-8) where scientific data is merged 
with the creation of visual metaphors of genomic regions of a chromosome to aid in 
the conceptual positioning of the data, in a way that is not representative of how it 
would appear in real life.  
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Figure 3-7  Ensembl visualization of a region of human chromosome 6 
 
 
Figure 3-8 Vis Genome visualization representing karyotype image and zoomed 
genomic regions 
 Genotype visualization 
The use of graphical genotyping to visualize diversity at either the SNP or haplotype 
level has been widely used since it was first seen in the context of restriction fragment 
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length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis (Young and Tanksley 1989). There are a 
number of tools that are utilised for the visualization of genotypic data. While within 
the last ten years data volumes have been low, in the low thousands of genetic markers, 
recent advances in molecular marker technologies have meant that volumes have been 
increasing at increasing rates both in terms of the number of physical genetic markers 
(millions of SNPs are not uncommon) being examined and the number of plant lines 
being genotyped. This trend is likely to continue and eventually be replaced by direct 
sequencing once costs are lowered and data handling improved. 
The use of visualization or what is termed graphical genotyping has been used for a 
number of years. Tools such as GGT (Figure 3-9A) (Ralph van Berloo 2008) have 
allowed researchers to view graphical genotypes but are limited in the number and 
density of genetic markers they can visualise. Such tools have been important in the 
identification of haplotypes and features however they are often limited by the number 
of data points they can comfortably handle. Current generation genotyping platforms 
due to the volumes of data they can produce have limited the use of such tools to 
specific applications and small data volumes. 
Recent graphical genotype visualization tools such as Flapjack (Milne et al. 2010) 
(Figure 3-9B) have addressed many problems associated with visualizing a large 
number of genotypes by employing back buffer techniques to paint the representations 
without a requirement for a large amount of memory (Demange et al. 2013), indeed 
such tools are currently capable of representing in excess of 250 million genotypes in 
real time with little if any performance lag. 
Flapjack addresses some of the problems associated with visualizing large datasets and 
is optimized for efficient sorting and querying of genotypic and phenotypic data, but 
currently lack the ability to display data on a pedigree-based scaffold. 
Flapjack offers high performance visual genotyping for up to 250 million genotypes 
in real time (memory limited). Genetic markers are represented by coloured blocks 
which can either be single DNA bases (adenosine A, cytosine C, guanine G or thymine 
T) or haplotypes (which are larger regions of commonality comprised of identifiable 
orders of SNP calls or any other genetic element) that form a matrix with plant lines 
on the y-axis and genetic markers on the x-axis (or vice versa).  
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                                                                       A 
 
    B 
Figure 3-9 Graphical genotyping using GGT (A) and Flapjack (B). Both applications 
perform similar functionality in different ways and varying data scales. 117 
 
 Phenotypic visualization 
There are a number of systems that have been developed to try and address the 
problems associated with handling large volumes of phenotypic data. While in the 
plant breeding community commercial applications such as Agrobase (“Agronomix 
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Software - AGROBASE Generation II® Plant Breeding Software” 2014) are used to 
track both field layout and phenotypic data they are heavily focussed towards plant 
breeding. Other databases such as GrainGenes (Matthews et al. 2003; Carollo et al. 
2005), Grameme (D. H. Ware et al. 2002; Ni et al. 2009), PhD (Li et al. 2005), 
PhenDisco (Doan et al. 2014) and resources the Scottish Barley Variety Database 
(SASA 2014) all hold various types of phenotypic data they offer limited functionality 
for basic phenotypic visualization tools in the form of data plots. They are also more 
suited to the research track and not for commercial breeding operations. There are also 
phenotype databases which aim to categorise data using controlled ontologies and 
visualization interfaces to browse the ontologies (by browsing tree representation of 
ontology) although there are a number of concerns within the community about this 
(Akiyama et al. 2014; Gkoutos et al. 2005). 
Database systems such as Germinate (Lee et al. 2005) which were originally developed 
as small scale database to meet the demands of small lab based research projects have 
now been reengineered and implemented and has been used in a number of online data 
resources housing plant phenotypic data including the John Innes Centre Psium 
collection (Jing et al. 2010), The AGOUEB project (“AGOUEB -Association Genetics 
of UK Elite Barley” 2014), Lolium and Festuca Diversity Array Technology (DArT) 
markers (Kopecky et al. 2009; Jaccoud et al. 2001), DUS database encompassing 
phenotypic and genotypic data for UK Elite barley cultivars (Cockram et al. 2010; 
Wang et al. 2012) and flowering time data in barley (Comadran et al. 2012) have all 
been implemented in Germinate 3. 
There is clearly a recognised disparity between phenotypic databases and integrated 
visualization tools with references to the issues and problems associated with this and 
a suggestion for more integrated resources in the future between databases and 
visualization and analysis tools being presented (Thorisson, Muilu, and Brookes 
2009). 
There a clear need is for is an integrated platform that allows the storage of phenotypic 
data (both quantitative and qualitative data) along with either integrated visualization 
tools or the ability to easily export data to alternate tools for subsequent analysis. 
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 Pedigree visualization 
Plant pedigrees can be complex. Efficient and intuitive tools are required to visualize 
(and interact with) complex pedigrees. 
The development of pedigree visualization tools has primarily been carried out in 
humans and mammals. These include farmed (such as sheep (Ovis aries), cattle (Bos 
taurus), domesticated pig (Sus scrofus)), research based such mouse (usually but not 
exclusively Mus musculus) or domesticated such as cats (Felis catus), horses (Equus 
ferus caballus) and domesticated dogs (Canis lupus familiaris). There is often a large 
number of plant lines involved in any pedigree, many more so than in a traditional 
human pedigree. Much of the visual analysis used by breeders and plant scientists 
using plant pedigrees is still carried out using large print outs (Figure 3-10). 
 
Figure 3-10 Examination of wheat pedigree records in wheat at CIMMYT (Centro 
Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo) in Mexico 
 
3.2.4.1 Previous work in pedigree visualization 
Until now, pedigree visualization, with few exceptions (Voorrips, Bink, and van de 
Weg 2012; R van Berloo and Hutten 2005) has primarily been focussed on work 
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carried out in the human genetics domain. Because plant breeding programmes involve 
phenomena not normally seen in human populations, there are additional visualization 
challenges that need to be overcome. There are often large numbers of plant lines 
involved in any pedigree, many more so than in an average human pedigree due to 
factors such as generation time/time to sexual maturity which is far lower in most plant 
species than that of their mammalian counterparts. 
This section will look at the various visualization techniques used to represent pedigree 
based data and highlight the problems and strengths that these techniques exhibit. 
3.2.4.2 Table-based approaches 
Tools such as PedStats (Wigginton 2005) offer statistical validation of users' pedigree 
data without visualization of the actual pedigree structure. It is difficult, if not 
impossible, to conceptualize pedigree structure for complex data sets without some 
visual representation. 
Matrix-based visualizations to represent pedigrees use the intersection of the x and y 
edges to define relationships. Matrix-based visualizations have advantages over node-
link or graph-centred layout approaches including the ability to create compact graph 
representations and the ability to remove edge overlapping. However, tests generating 
matrix visualizations using pedigree data as part of this work have shown that the data 
density is so low the resulting representations are not particularly insightful. The 
ability to quickly and easily track genetic flow and identify paths is also removed. 
Tools such as GeneaQuilts (Bezerianos et al. 2010) offers a new visualization 
technique suitable for use with thousands of individuals (Figure 3-11) but offers 
limited scope for addition of complex genotypic and phenotypic data in its current 
form. In addition with large pedigrees it is difficult to view lineage without 
considerable panning across the screen. Discussions with users showed that they found 
it difficult to easily interpret such representations. The techniques described by 
Bezerianos have also been implemented in commercial software for drawing family 
trees and renamed Trellis Charts™  (“Trellis - The Chart With Everyone On It” 2014). 
The physical layout of the Geneaquilts layout is a considerable paradigm shift from 
usual user expectation of a family tree with the top-to-bottom or left-to-right 
orientations normally seen. In addition it’s relatively difficult to quickly see complex 
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relationships due to having to track horizontally and then vertically to find 
predecessors and successors. While highlighting as shown in Figure 3-11 uses 
coloured bars to show relationships goes some way to address this there is still a 
considerable amount of vertical scrolling required to view complex genealogies. 
 
Figure 3-11 Geneaquilts table style pedigree representation 
 
Finally, tools such as VIPER (Paterson et al. 2012; Paterson et al. 2011),  offer novel 
pedigree visualization and genotypic error checking capabilities but doesn’t allow for 
the inclusion of phenotypic information. VIPER is essentially a stack of nested table 
representations of generations where rows represent sires (male parents), dams (female 
parents) or children and columns represent individuals which can span multiple 
columns where they are parents. VIPER's primary use is in identification of genotyping 
problems in farmed animals and would be unsuitable for visualizing the complex 
crossing relationships that exist between crops where selfing is not uncommon. VIPER 
requires both separate male and female parents which is the norm in any applications 
handling animal or human data, but not always the case in plant breeding where the 
male and female parent can be the same individual. While VIPER does show structure 
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in terms of male and female parents and their offspring what it doesn’t highlight is the 
complexity of crosses, the cross type, nor the overall structure (Figure 3-12). 
 
Figure 3-12 VIPER interface for genotype checking in farmed animals 
 
3.2.4.3 Tree and Graph-based layout approaches 
Visualization techniques such as sunbursts (Stasko et al. 2000) which are space filling 
versions of a node-link diagram have the advantage that a node’s position in a 
hierarchy is maintained. Additionally, Fan Charts (Draper 2008) and H-trees 
(Claurissa Tuttle, Nonato, and Silva 2010) have also been described as a means for 
recounting human genealogy; these techniques however assume no inbreeding (they 
are trees and not graphs) and thus rule themselves out for use with plant pedigrees. 
They are also not suited when dealing with large numbers of individuals such as in the 
experimental datasets used in this work which have over 500 ‘nodes’ and 1000 edges. 
With these volumes of data the visualizations become complex and cluttered. 
Additionally tools such as PedVis (C Tuttle, Nonato, and Silva 2010) offer alternate 
space filling layouts to techniques such as fan charts. Figure 3-13 shows the difference 
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between a traditional tree-type left to right hierarchical (Sugiyama layered) layout 
(Figure 3-13A), a fan chart (Figure 3-13B) and finally the space filling PedVis layout 
(Figure 3-13C). Each of the images show the same data so a comparison can be made 
between them. While there is clear structure in the traditional model and fan chart the 
PedVis layout is somewhat more difficult to conceptualise initially and thus requires 
familiarity to start to identify features that are clearly seen in traditional layouts. Baring 
this in mind Tuttle states that most users (12 users) preferred the H-tree layout 
compared to a traditional (4 users) and fan chart layout (3 users).  
 
                            A                                      B                                            C 
Figure 3-13 Traditional layout (A), fan chart (B) and PedVis space filling layouts (C) (C 
Tuttle, Nonato, and Silva 2010) 
 
Another problem with these layouts is that they also require the duplication of nodes 
in order to maintain pedigree structure. The duplication of nodes while it can be argued 
increases the readability and simplifies layout; simplifies the complexity that is 
represented in a complex pedigree which may not be desirable and conceptually 
confusing in that you would not expect to see multiple entries for the same plant line 
on the same chart. 
While the main problems with these additional techniques are that they are not 
appropriate for observing a pedigree in its entirety (indeed the complexity of the data 
rules many of them out), they may however be useful when trying to visualize a sub-
section of data such as a sub-pedigree for specific plant lines where the pedigree 
complexity is reduced, and extraneous plant lines removed. 
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The problem of very large pedigrees in humans has been identified and solutions 
proposed in tools such as PViN (Wernert and Lakshmipathy 2005) which looks at 
windows/viewports on large datasets but only offers pedigree drawing with no scope 
for addition of other information onto the visualization. PViN allows a large and 
complex pedigree to be more easily viewed by showing an expanded view for a 
specific section of the complete pedigree when selected by the user while maintaining 
the full pedigree and showing, by means of focus selection the area being observed. 
Figure 3-14 shows PViN running on a large display screen. The screen in this case is 
split in to two distinct regions. The uppermost showing the entire pedigree and the 
lower portion showing a selected region from the upper display. This allows the entire 
pedigree to be visualized while showing detail. While tools such as this allows large 
pedigrees to be displayed they are reliant on expensive visual display equipment which 
is not available to the average scientist or plant breeder. 
 
Figure 3-14 PViN (Wernert and Lakshmipathy 2005) 
 
Another example of tree-based pedigree visualization software is Peditree. Peditree 
exhibits the problem that it only offers a tree-based view of data in a pedigree but this 
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is not necessarily suited, as previously discussed, to plant pedigrees due to inbreeding 
and the use of older plant lines in more modern crosses which prevents us from treating 
them as such.   
Unlike trees, graphs allow for the precise modelling of the complexity of a plant 
breeding programme. Pedigrees are not trees, although they are often presented as 
such (R van Berloo and Hutten 2005) which is misleading in the context of this work. 
While van Berloo’s work with Peditree (Figure 3-15) represents pedigrees as a 
hierarchical tree structure and therefore the visualization presents potential 
comprehension problems.  
Techniques such as node link diagrams have long been used as a way of representing 
graph-based data and recent work has examined how effective the node-link model 
performs representing graph data when compared to matrix-based visualizations 
(Ghoniem, Fekete, and Castagliola 2004). Work carried out by Purchase (H C 
Purchase, Cohen, and James 1995; H.C. Purchase 2000; H. Purchase, Carrington, and 
Allder 2002) and Bennett (C. Bennett et al. 2007) also indicate that while graph layout 
played an important part in a user’s understanding, it was not the major focus; this 
focus perhaps being the use of other aesthetics relating to node colour and shape. 
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Figure 3-15 Peditree user interface including simple tree representation of pedigree 
 
The assumption that pedigrees take the form of trees rules Peditree out for our test 
datasets. There are however other pedigree visualization tools which facilitate 
incestuous relationships and consanguinity such as Madeline (Trager et al. 2007). 
Madeline allows cyclic graphs in its pedigree layouts to allow for consanguineous 
mating Figure 3-16. Madeline allows the inclusion of categorical information by 
encoding this in what it terms a quadrant. Each quadrant represents an individual in 
the pedigree and is limited to 8 states per sex (circular and square quadrants). Madeline 
uses grayscale or bichromatic colour palettes to colour individuals. 
 
Figure 3-16 Madeline showing consanguineous mating events and duplicate entries. 
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Madeline does however have problems with the layout it uses in terms of the number 
of individuals that can be presented on the screen at any time but this is a consequence 
of its target domain of human genetics where population numbers are frequently much 
less than in crop plants. While the images it produces are very clear more efficient use 
of space would increase node density and the use of duplicates to reduce edge overlap 
means that that while the images it produces have a high degree of clarity the overall 
picture of how individuals are related is simplified and therefore detracts from the 
actual pedigree complexity. These problems mean that Madeline would be unsuitable 
for the density of individuals that large plant pedigrees contain. 
Other tools such as Cranefoot (Mäkinen et al. 2005) report the use of mathematical 
graph structures to deal with between-relative mating but the approach is limited in its 
current form in the amount of information that can be attached to a node (Figure 3-17). 
Cranefoot uses the same standard human nomenclature for males and females (square 
and circular nodes) and like Madeline only offers the ability to include categorical data 
within a quadrant. There are no interactive features making exploration of large 
pedigrees difficult with such tools. 
 
Figure 3-17 Cranefoot 
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Finally, HaploPainter (Thiele and Nürnberg 2005) allows the drawing of genetic 
haplotypes, but suffers from being restricted in the number of individuals it is able to 
display (Figure 3-18).  
HaploPainter also allows the traditional representation of pedigrees (Figure 3-19) and 
allows users’ to change node colour based on a defined character but again like the 
other node-link style applications no interactive features for visual exploration of 
data. 
 
Figure 3-18 HaploPainter haplotype visualization 
 
 
Figure 3-19 Haplopainter pedigree drawing application. 
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Newer applications such as Pedimap (Voorrips, Bink, and van de Weg 2012) offer the 
ability to colour nodes based on phenotype (Figure 3-20) and also allow the overlaying 
of genetic information but performs no calculations, these must all be handled by 
external applications then imported as text files into Pedimap. The density of plant 
lines that this tool can handle is also relatively small and more suited to smaller 
breeding programmes. The representation of the pedigree as a collapsible tree means 
it has the same problem as tools such as Peditree which don’t truly reflect a pedigree 
structure. Pedimap also allows the overlaying of genetic data, in the case of Figure 3-
20 SSR (Simple Sequence Repeat) loci along with the phenotype ‘crispness’. 
Other tools such as the web-based Pedigree Visualizer (Figure 3-21) by Wong (L. 
Wong 2000) offer alternative layout algorithms. Wong suggests introducing duplicate 
‘alias’ entries in representations with multiple matings from the same individuals, 
phenomena that are commonplace in plant data. This however has a major drawback 
in that the complexity of the pedigree cannot be accurately visualized. Other tools such 
as PyPedal (Cole 2007), which is a Python module, not only offers rudimentary graph 
drawing tools, restricted to changing node shape to represent male and females (Figure 
3-22), but also error checking algorithms to try and identify potential pedigree errors 
where appropriate genotypic data exists. It can also be used to calculate statistics such 
as coefficient of inbreeding which may be useful in animal contexts. 
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Figure 3-20 Pedimap phenotype colouring 
 
 
Figure 3-21 Pedigree Visualizer 
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Figure 3-22 PyPedal pedigree visualization 
 
Although there are problems associated with 2D node-link layouts such as a lack of 
horizontal space and problems with crossing of edges (Loh et al. 2008) they are still 
well suited to displaying pedigree data. While 3D based tools do exist, they display 
problems including visual occlusion and that they tend to visualise high-level features 
and not specifics, so while some trends are easy to spot, the actual detail is hidden from 
the user. From this point of view they are limited in use and offer no advantages over 
their 2D counterparts. Notable examples of such tools are Walrus (“Walrus - Graph 
Visualization Tool” 2011) and Celestial3D (Loh et al. 2008) (Figure 3-23) who 
identify the problem with large animal pedigrees where numbers increase generation 
on generation. There are however well documented issues with using 3D 
representations of what in reality is 2D data with regards to data occlusion, something 
which may have major negative impacts on visual analytics functionality of these 
tools. 
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Figure 3-23 Pedigree representation using Celestial 
 
3.3 Screen availability, distorted and non-distorted views 
The amount of data routinely available very often is far greater than the amount of 
space available on screen for visualization (Shneiderman 2008). This is a problem for 
a number of reasons. Firstly, while more abstract views can be constructed on the data 
in order to fit more information on screen at the same time, this leads to the loss of 
factual data which may be required by any user of such a system in order to make 
informed decisions. 
While screen resolutions are increasing there is still a limitation to how much 
information can be displayed at any point of time and be comprehended and digested 
by any user.  
Leung’s (Leung and Apperley 1994) taxonomy of presentation techniques for large 
graphical data spaces shows that it is possible to categorize techniques in two different 
classes: non-distorted and distorted views. Examples of non-distorted approaches 
include scrolling and zooming, and hierarchical views, where part of the information 
is hidden. While this is ok for small datasets the use of such techniques in larger 
datasets can lead to problems of losing position within the visualization. Taking this 
into consideration and the fact that related data may not sit close to each other the use 
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of distorted methods such as extreme fish eye effects are not suited to this type of 
information visualization (Bartram et al. 1995). It is therefore important that the data 
overview window is maintained and only change the position and layout of nodes 
within the detail window, if at all. 
3.4 Discussion 
There are two main classes of pedigree visualization tools; table based and node-
link/graph based. Of these the table based solutions can be discounted due to the low 
density of individuals they can effectively show and the problems they have showing 
complex structure involving selfing and inbreeding; they do not effectively represent 
hierarchy that is seen in pedigrees. An overview of the different visualization 
techniques, features and their presence in the visualization tools is shown below. The 
last column identifies techniques and features required by this work. 
Visualization Feature 
PedStats 
PedVis 
GeneaQ
uilts 
Viper 
PViN 
Peditree 
M
adeline 
Cranefoot 
Haplopainter 
Pedim
ap 
Pedigree Visualizer 
PyPedal 
W
alrus 
Celestial 
Required for This W
ork 
1. Detail and Overview   Y Y Y    Y      Y 
2. Zooming, Scrolling and 
Panning   Y Y Y Y   Y Y   Y  Y 
3. Filtering Y  Y Y  Y    Y     Y 
4. Focus and Context                
5. Graph Based       Y Y Y    Y  Y 
6. Tree Based  Y   Y Y    Y Y Y    
7. Table Based / Matrix Y  Y Y            
8. Selection mechanisms  Y Y            Y 
9. Data Density L L M M L L L L L L L L H L H 
10. Phenotypic Data      Y Y Y  Y Y Y  Y Y 
11. Genotypic Data    Y     Y Y     Y 
 
Table 3-1 Comparison of pedigree visualization tools and their features. Y indicates presence of 
feature. In “10. Data Density” the scale of L – up to 100 plant lines, M – up to 1000 plant lines and H 
– over 1000 plant lines is used. 
 
Of the tree and graph based solutions only Madeline, Cranefoot, Walrus and 
HaploPainter offer the features that are required to accurately model plant pedigrees, 
namely the ability to account for inbreeding. Their use of graphs instead of tree 
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structures facilitates this. These tools however have a number of problems which make 
them unsuitable for use with the plant pedigree datasets used in this work. Firstly they 
are limited on the number of nodes that can be displayed (with the exception of Walrus) 
and while clear, do not make good use of available screen space for larger pedigrees. 
Secondly, there are limitations with the types of phenotypic data that can be assigned 
to each node, mainly limited to categorical/qualitative data. Lastly these tools offer 
limited, if any, interactive features which makes the visual exploration and interaction 
with large pedigrees difficult. 
All of the graph based solutions use Sugiyama-style (Sugiyama, Tagawa, and Toda 
1981) top to bottom (or left to right) layout algorithms to maintain the concept of 
generations. These layered layouts preserve the topological structure that is typically 
seen in pedigree representations. 
There is no compelling reason to use 3D layouts for this work.  The problems with 
occlusion of data and the data not having a 3rd dimension that would be useful 
precludes 3D techniques from this work. While there is a time component to many 
pedigrees in terms of the year of release of particular cultivars the vertical stacking of 
nodes in the traditional layouts used for pedigrees is both well tried and tested and 
more suitable for the time component of datasets. 
Finally, there are issues surrounding the inclusion of other data types within the 
visualization. While tools such as Geneaquilts, Haplopainter and Pedimap allow the 
inclusion of additional information in the form of basic phenotypic (mainly categorical 
data) the other tree and graph based approaches do not offer this functionality. It must 
be noted that none of these tools offer the ability to overlay anything but the simplest 
descriptive phenotype data, something which would not meet the needs of this work. 
Data can be overlaid on to the pedigree representation but there are no features to allow 
data to be retrieved from databases and included into the visualization within detail 
panels, nor exploration of this information. 
The genotypic data capabilities are also very rudimentary in most of the tools which 
support it. While applications like Viper allow for sophisticated error checking based 
on pedigree it lacks features to display the complexity associated with complex plant 
pedigrees without introducing duplicate plant lines. While other tools such as 
Haplopainter and Pedimap allow for the inclusion of a small number of SNP’s or the 
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display of haplotype information they lack the ability to overlay complex marker based 
data from large datasets and features such as using this data to display genetic 
similarity, again a feature that was requested during user interviews. 
The number of plant lines that was identified in user interviews (Section 2.7.1) mean 
that any tool that is used or developed needs to be able to handle upwards of a thousand 
plant lines. To this end all but Geneaquilts, Walrus and Viper (which have all 
previously been discounted due to the inability to incorporate specific additional data 
types) are suitable for anything approaching this volume of plant lines. Therefore there 
are no currently available tools that would handle the volumes of data that form the 
test datasets used in this work unless compromise was met with regards to displaying 
only sections of a pedigree, something which is undesirable. 
It is clear that these techniques and tools contain many features that are useful, but 
none meet the exact requirements (including data abstraction) of the defined problem 
of being able to overlay genotypic and phenotypic data onto a large and complex plant 
pedigree structure. These pedigree visualization tools detailed here are more generally 
suited to human pedigrees where the number of individuals is comparatively low when 
compared to even a relatively small scale plant or animal breeding experiment with 
much more complex relationships between individuals. Because of this the classical 
pedigree chart is unsuited for use in plant research in its current form. 
There is therefore a need for the development of tools that are tailored for the unique 
needs of plant breeding with the ability to explore pedigree structure, and paint 
additional genotypic and phenotypic data on top. This will allow breeders to make 
informed decisions and visualize the way in which alleles for agriculturally important 
traits are transmitted through previous and subsequent generations. Such tools do not 
currently exist. 
Through the examination of previous visualizations to display pedigree data it was 
hypothesised that the best method to visualize plant pedigree data was a node-link 
based approach. Not only does this allow the accurate mapping of the exact specifics 
of how breeding programmes run (including inbreeding) but also provides a well-
established visual metaphor onto which a visualization tool could be built. The layered 
layout representation also brings a coherent structure to sparse relationships and 
generations and topological layout are clearer when compared to matrix style layouts. 
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This is not the case with animal and human pedigrees whose top-down fan type shape 
is not well suited to a layered layout as they quickly become very large, consuming 
large volumes of horizontal space (Paterson et al. 2012). 
Tools that allow exploration of data to try and bring a greater understanding of 
complex relationships between individuals should bring greater insight into how plant 
breeding programmes operate at the genetic level and how to bring maximum potential 
benefit from them. The ability to detect patterns and associations (or even anomalies) 
within these datasets such as; the identification of problems with inheritance of alleles, 
the identification of plant lines from which additional information would allow 
inference of data on large parts of the pedigree, simple typos and errors, or looking for 
plant lines which are similar to unknown plant lines. 
It is clear that such a solution will need to draw on visualization techniques such as 
detail and overview/zooming, filter, focus and context techniques to try and pull 
together data into a pedigree structure without overwhelming any visualization with 
screen clutter. 
The volumes of data that are now used in many visualization systems mean that not 
only are single visualizations sometimes inappropriate, but the volumes and 
complexity of data means that a simple visualization is not sufficient to convey all 
information that is required to make decisions. Because of this many tools use what 
has been coined ‘Detail and overview systems’ (Section 3.1.1) and allow users to 
switch between linked, contextual views of data allowing a much greater density of 
data to be viewed without having busy visualizations that are too information rich to 
be of use to domain experts. 
While other techniques such as zooming, panning (Section 3.1.1) and paging allow 
large volumes of data to be moved into conceptual focus (Section 3.1.4) and techniques 
such as introducing new overlapping windows into visualization displays  allows new 
displays with additional information the ability to have linked windows side-by-side 
removes some of the discontinuity of jumping between windows and occlusion of 
other visualization windows (Andy Cockburn, Karlson, and Bederson 2008). 
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With the development of the Germinate data warehouse the data that is required for 
the visualization of pedigrees and associated data is held in a standard single location 
in a format suitable for pedigree analysis.  
Visualization tools which can use this data to present users with useful views on their 
data were then required. 
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 Pedigree visualization prototype 
 
4.1 Overview 
This chapter discusses the development of an initial paper-based pedigree visualization 
prototype. It starts by detailing the process behind the decision to develop a desktop 
application instead of alternative technologies then moves on to detailing the iterative 
development process behind the creation of visual metaphors to represent plant lines 
and relationships between plant lines and thus the representation of pedigree structure. 
The chapter discusses the visual variables used to encode information using these 
visual metaphors, layout considerations and concludes by discussing the feedback that 
was gained when talking to domain experts while they interacted with the paper-based 
prototype. 
4.2 Developing a prototype system 
Taking the results obtained from the initial requirements gathering (2.7 Initial 
requirements gathering) the foundations that would form a prototype pedigree 
visualization system were put in to place. In order to model the abstract representation 
of a plant pedigree visual metaphors to represent the main concepts that were trying to 
be conveyed were developed. 
Software tools for the visualization of data need to be able not only to handle current 
data requirements but also those which will arise in the future. 
An iterative design pattern was used in this work. Feedback would be obtained from 
users which would then be used to drive the continued development of the 
visualization tool. 
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 Data pre-processing 
A simple Java command line application was written which takes data in Lamacraft 
notation and parses this into the defined pedigree notation. Any pedigrees that do not 
match this format are highlighted and can be dealt with manually. The program 
automatically creates intermediate crosses in a format compatible with Germinate. 
4.3 Delivery of visualizations 
There are two main formats used for data visualization that were considered. Online 
or web-based visualization using the web browser as the delivery medium or 
application based utilizing the features offered by desktop programming languages and 
toolkits. Each approach has advantages and disadvantages. 
 Web based delivery 
4.3.1.1 Advantages of web based visualization approaches 
The main advantage to a web-based approach is in its cross platform compatibility. In 
addition additional software usually will not need to be installed prior to use if the 
application sticks to basic core web-standard technologies such as Cascading Style 
Sheets (CSS) and JavaScript with pre-processing carried out on a central server whose 
makeup can be as simple or complicated as the task requires. Using these web 
standards ensures, so some extent, cross platform compatibility. Web based 
approaches also mean that the specifications of the users client machine are not as 
important as most data processing will be done at the server end.  
Recent years have also seen the increase in the use of web-based applications and the 
use of computing clouds to perform large data analysis and manipulation tasks such as 
Amazons EC2 service.  
Web based approaches also mean less complicated configuration for client users to use 
your applications, while network traffic may be an issue the increased performance of 
networks and internet bandwidth to the average user continues to increase. 
4.3.1.2 Disadvantages of Web Based Visualization Approaches 
The main disadvantage of data visualization via a web based medium is ultimately 
performance. While web standard technologies such as the HTML5 specification may 
offer visualization capabilities for small scale datasets they tend to scale badly when 
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dealing with larger volumes of data such as those generated through current high 
throughput technologies. While many of these issues can be addressed by pre-
processing of data they still impose limitations that are difficult to deal with. 
  Standalone application based delivery 
4.3.2.1 Advantages of standalone application based approaches 
The use of high performance programming languages such as Java, C# or C++ allows 
the development of tools for the visualization of large data volumes. These tools can 
make use of local hardware resources such as graphical processing units (GPU) where 
available to increase visualization performance. This ability to offload data processing 
to the user’s machine instead of the server as would be the case in many web-
applications is an important benefit of this type of approach, especially with the 
volumes of data being used here. 
4.3.2.2 Disadvantages of standalone application based approaches 
As an application is run on the user’s computer and not on a server this brings the 
overhead of having to deal with an infinite number of both computer hardware 
configurations and host OS (Operating System). While programming languages such 
as Java try to overcome these issues by using a common runtime environment there 
are nevertheless still instances where differences exist between machines. 
In addition, where large volumes of data are available in for example a database it is 
not always practical, or indeed beneficial to store this on a user’s machine in its 
entirety. This means that there are situations where the use of a combined model is the 
most appropriate choice for such applications, this is described below (Table 4-1). 
 Client Based Web Based Hybrid Approach 
Processer 
Availability 
User control over resources Determined by server load Determined by both 
server and users 
processing power 
Speed Determined by users machine Determined by users machine 
and server 
Determined by users 
machine and server 
Data Local data repository required Data held on server Data held on server 
Interfaces    
Languages Java, Air, C++, etc. HTML, JavaScript, Flash Hybrid of client and web 
based technologies 
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Platform 
Independency 
May need to be compiled for 
operating system or reliance 
on Java Virtual Machine cross 
platform compatibility 
Reliance on browsers 
standards compliance not 
operating systems 
May need to be compiled 
for operating system or 
reliance on Java Virtual 
Machine cross platform 
compatibility 
Software 
Updates 
Cannot guarantee all users are 
using the most up to date 
software version even with 
automatic updates 
Updates to server only 
ensures users are all using 
current version 
Cannot guarantee all 
users are using the most 
up to date software 
version even with 
automatic updates 
Portability Software needs to be installed 
on all computers it is used on 
Only a web browser is 
required with no additional 
software requirements* 
Software needs to be 
installed on all 
computers it is used on 
Availability No restrictions on availability Available only when user has 
internet connection 
Available only when user 
has internet connection 
Security As secure as users machine Transmission of data over 
internet may have security 
implications 
Transmission of data 
over internet may have 
security implications 
Deployment Deployed as installer for users 
operating system 
Deployed to controlled server Hybrid of client and web 
based approaches 
    
* Except where Flash or other browser add-ons are required.  
 
Table 4-1 Comparison between Web and Desktop Application Based Approaches 
 
  The combined model 
The combined model takes the benefits of a web-based approach in that data is held 
on a central server maintaining data security and access rights but utilises application 
based tools and utilities for viewing and visualization of complex data. The combined 
solution can also use the central server for generation of visualization components out 
with the client application if required. 
This has the advantage of allowing interactive visualization within a standalone 
application with subsequent reduction on server load with the ability to restrict access 
to data using a web based technique. Where appropriate smaller scale data 
visualizations can also be carried out server-side directly into the web browser for 
users whose requirements may not require the standalone application. 
Disadvantages do however exist in that a constant web connection is required to be 
maintained and one that is responsive enough to carry data to the client interface. 
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4.4 Design methodology 
The software tool dot which is part of the Graphviz application suite was used in order 
to develop a simple prototype to examine how pedigrees would best be represented 
and to develop ideas on the best solution to meet the research questions detailed in 
Section 1.1. The following work in designing a paper based prototype was done in 
close collaboration with expert users adopting a flexible based approach which 
involved creating a prototype visualization then seeking input from the expert users 
which would in turn guide the next iteration of the prototype. This bottom up 
methodology meant that the prototype started as a simple representation and was 
tweaked based on the user feedback in order to move towards a solution to the problem 
of visualizing large plant pedigrees.  
While the availability of expert users to interact with was one of the many positives to 
this work it was sometimes a challenge to identify what was indeed important to all 
users and what were requirements that would only benefit individuals or a small 
number of users. This was particularly evident with some users being more vocal and 
active than others leading to a tendency to prioritise, or pay higher regard to ideas and 
suggestions they offered. 
Concentration on a static paper-based prototype at this stage would mean that concepts 
could be implemented and presented in order to both evaluate their acceptance and 
gain a better understanding of what end users would want from a more advanced 
prototype, and whether a more advanced solution was actually required for this work. 
4.5 Design of initial low fidelity prototype visualization 
Pedigrees are hierarchical in nature so it makes sense to select a layout algorithm for 
the graph data structure which maintains a sensible topology for the underlying data. 
There are two main graph layout types which could be suitable for this work, Sugiyama 
or layered layout (Figure 4-1A) and force directed (Figure 4-1B). However, force-
directed layouts are unsuitable for use with pedigrees and are non-intuitive due to the 
lack of a temporal aspect to the layout, a layered layout is much more suited to pedigree 
visualization and so was used from this point forward in this work. The representation 
maintains arrow heads on edges which have been included for clarity (H.C. Purchase 
2002).  
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                           A                                                               B                
Figure 4-1 Sugiyama (A) and force directed layout (B). Force directed are unsuitable 
for pedigree layouts. 
 
These abstract representations shown here include a time component in the form of 
generations, but due to the viability of seed, and the existence of varieties and landraces 
that can be many hundreds of years old, there is the potential to use these older varieties 
in modern crosses. This situation leads to nodes at the top of the graph having edges 
connecting to nodes at the bottom - this is not common in animals and would be 
extremely unlikely in humans.  The existence of a time component means that the use 
of a layout algorithm that preserves topology (top-down generations) is nonetheless 
important as most (but not all) crossing will be between newer varieties. Because of 
this, layout methodologies such as force-directed algorithms (Figure 4-1B) would not 
offer the ability for us to arrange the pedigree based on time.  
Taking the results from the initial requirements gathering, and drawing on the 
conclusions from the literature, a simple static prototype system was developed 
modelling and storing data in a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) format and layout 
using Sugiyama based graph layouts. 
Graph visualizations (as opposed to the data structure) are used to encapsulate the 
relationships that exist between objects and the layout facilitates the visualization of 
these relationships and optionally additional overlaid information. When using layouts 
to present pedigrees, there are aesthetics which can be used to help aid the 
comprehension of the graph. Examples of these include layout simplicity, insomuch 
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as the reduction of overlapping edges which leads to potential confusion over 
relationships between nodes and the ability to layer the nodes in some sort of metric 
such as time. This is particularly important in genealogical studies where the time 
aspect is of the essence. In addition the placement of objects on a page carries 
significant influence to how a user comprehends visualization. The use of layouts must 
therefore be carefully selected. Graph layouts allow the visualization of the 
connectivity that exists in datasets; however there is often a need to deal with problems 
relating to the lack of known parentage within the datasets. 
In order to test if the use of a DAG based data structure and layered layout approach 
would work with the barley pedigree test datasets a paper-based layout was 
implemented which overlaid basic character data on to graph nodes. These character 
classes were represented by colour in the initial visualization. The main purpose of this 
initial static prototype was to establish if the tools that were selected to carry out this 
work were appropriate for the volumes of data and that users were happy using the 
Sugiyama layout to represent pedigrees. 
The dot library from GraphViz (www.graphviz.org) was selected to perform the 
layout of the visualization and a Perl application was written in order to parse the 
pedigree definitions in Germinate (Section 2.6.2), create the graph structure (using 
Graph-0.96) and create the dot input files, run dot and finally show the output. In its 
initial form the program that was developed only handled the creation of simple 
diagrams (Figure 4-2). 
 
Figure 4-2 Initial Sugiyama style layout 
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The initial prototype involved the creation of rectangular boxes in which the plant line 
name, how it was generated and other information were added but on discussion with 
users it quickly became apparent that this was actually quite complicated and the 
general consensus was that it was confusing. Taking this into consideration, it was 
decided to simplify the graphic that represented a single plant line into a single oval 
shaped graphic which would contain only the plant line name. Initial impressions with 
end users suggested that this representation was both more visually appealing and 
easier to comprehend (Figure 4-3). 
 
 
 
Figure 4-3 Simple Sugiyama style graph layout of example barley dataset. 
 
Using these examples, informal discussions were held with potential users of this 
visualization and feedback gained after showing them visualizations such as those seen 
Figure 4-1, Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-3. 
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 First static prototype 
Users said that they preferred the round graph layout nodes to the square boxes and 
that the Sugiyama layout was easier to understand than that of a force directed layout. 
Figure 4-4 shows an early example using both round graph nodes as plant lines and 
uses colour (in this case red) to represent pedigree end points. 
 
 
Figure 4-4 Early pedigree layout using colour coding to show plant lines (graph 
nodes) and relationships (graph edges) 
 
The use of visual metaphors in this case relates to information relayed by graph nodes 
and edges. It can, and should be argued that the choice to keep these metaphors as 
simple as possible will help in the discovery of visual patterns more simply than by 
packing each visual element with as much information as exists. In most cases the 
simplification of output using accurate and concise data representations should lead to 
increased clarity of the high level processes that are being examined. This is something 
that would be tested with end users. 
One technique in which the information that is being relayed to the user can be 
simplified is to reduce the amount of visual clutter using visualization techniques such 
as data-on-demand or selective highlighting to remove, or at least make less prominent, 
information that is not required to answer the questions that are being asked. This is 
important as there is a general trend in science (and in some infographics) to increase 
the amount of data to fill out white space creating visual impact through information 
overload in preference to lucidity. 
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 Graph nodes – the plant line 
Each graph node represents a population of a single plant line/variety. In the barley 
test dataset this is a representation of a population of plants which are inbred and 
genetically identical. These are usually named with either a varietal name; examples 
include ‘Prisma’ and ‘Golden Promise’ or breeders codes such as ‘NSL 98-4087’. 
Breeder’s codes are codes given to varieties before they are assigned a name used in 
promotion of the material commercially. The graphical variables that are available that 
can be changed for a graph node are colour, size, shape and position of nodes (Table 
4-2). 
Graph 
Component Visual Variable Encoding 
Node Position Position in pedigree 
Node Size Number of times used as parent 
Node Shape Restricted to round nodes only 
Node Colour (Value) 
Saturation – Quantitative value for 
selected  trait 
Node Colour (Hue) Qualitative value for selected trait 
Edge Size Highlighting flow or edge selection 
Edge Direction Indicating predecessor or successor 
 
Table 4-2 Graph attributes (Ordered by salience) 
 
The visual variables used in these graph representations are detailed below. 
4.5.2.1 Node position 
Described by both Bertin (1983) and Mackinlay (1986) as the most salient of the visual 
variables the position or more explicitly (in this case) the layer in which a node is 
found gives an indication as to its position within a pedigree context while this relates 
to a time series it does not relate to the age of a specific variety but only when that 
variety was used in time in mating events. While in general the higher up the pedigree 
the older the variety this is not always the case due to older varieties sometimes, but 
relatively rarely, being crossed with newer varieties and not appearing towards the 
bottom of the visualization. 
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4.5.2.1 Node size 
Node size can be used to show a number of variables such as the number of times that 
a plant line has been used in subsequent mating events. What has been described as 
‘direct sizing’, sizes nodes based on the number of children that are derived from a 
plant line and ‘overall-successor sizing’ sizes nodes based on their overall pedigree 
contribution which will include children, grandchildren and all subsequent generations 
for which data exists. Node sizing is user definable to allow definition of cut-off values 
which meet particular users’ requirements but will adopt default values based on 
analysis of the loaded pedigree file. 
Node size was used as it is known that the sizing of visual elements is a good indicator 
for quantitative data types (Bertin 1983). Bertin’s well documented and accepted 
systematic system for utilising 7 visual variables (Position, size, shape, value, colour, 
orientation and texture) to aid a users’ perception of differences was later added to by 
Mackinlay (1986). 
4.5.2.1 Node shape 
While described by Bertin (1983) as one of the most salient visual variables, in this 
work, all individuals are represented only as round nodes within the graph 
representation. There are no other changes to overall node shape in the graph 
visualizations produced. 
4.5.2.2 Node colour 
Colour means many things. It not only allows us to tell the difference between 
graphical elements but can also highlight these elements as important, or not so. It can 
be used to draw or attract a user’s eyes to areas of a visualization that are deemed most 
important or move them away from areas deemed not so. There is a great deal of 
research published on visual salience (which does not just include colour) (Treisman 
and Gelade 1980; Wolfe and Horowitz 2004). 
The use of appropriate colour palettes that are not only suited to the visualizations that 
are being implemented but also taking into account problems that some users have 
with colour perception difficulties, however, it is important that sacrifice is not made 
to the ability of the system to deliver results to end users. The appropriate use of colour 
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palettes, such as not using the clichéd red-green gradients should help users with colour 
perception problems.  
Node colour was used to show phenotypic characters (nominal and ordinal data types) 
and genetic similarity data.  
Phenotypic characters were retrieved on demand from the Germinate 3 database or 
from text-based input files. For this part of the work they were all nominal data types 
with a defined number of descriptive identifiers. The pedigree visualization coloured 
all the graph nodes based on a single character to maintain consistency and visual 
comparisons across entire datasets. This would in return try to help avoid confusion 
with inconsistent colour schemes. 
 Graph edges – mating events and showing genetic flow 
Graph edges represent mating events. Each node or plant line has a male and a female 
parent. The male and female parent are either different plant lines, or they are the same 
plant line. In the prototype, edges from nodes that have a lot of children are darkened 
to help show the relative importance of the plant line in breeding programmes (Figure 
4-5). 
Edges can display additional data such as highlighting predecessors and successors or 
coding male and female parents if such data exists. The use of edge bridges will 
improve clarity and reduce confusion of direction and edge tracing. The use of edge 
weighting was also used to emphasise plant lines which had been frequently used in 
crosses to make these plant lines more prominent in the visualization (Figure 4-5). 
 Information layout - putting everything in its place 
Due to information density issues when working with large pedigrees it is not always 
feasible to display all nodes and connecting edges in such a way that the specifics of 
genetic linkage between the nodes are clear. However, at this overview level, this is 
acceptable as it is not the case of trying to give users the exact specifics of the pedigree 
but rather a representation of its overall structure. Major data trends within the data 
can however be easily and clearly shown within the datasets. Specifics relating to 
edges are displayed when zoomed in on the data of interest. 
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 Orientation assumptions 
Much as in human family trees, it can be assumed that visualizations will run from top 
to bottom. This is the standard way of representing genetic relationships in humans 
and farmed animals. However, unlike in family trees where each level represents a 
particular generation, in plant pedigrees, while this is in the most part also true, it can 
be argued that even a radial representation of the pedigree would be appropriate as the 
time aspect may not always be critical in the establishment of new genetic crosses. It 
is easier when dealing with plants to maintain genetic stock, something which is 
limited in humans and animals by the relatively short time window in which they can 
reliably generate viable gametes. It can be strongly argued that it is more important to 
easily identify plant lines that have desirable alleles as opposed to their positioning in 
time. Taking this into consideration, under certain circumstances, the use of radial 
layout algorithms would reduce the visualization space needed. The use of arrow heads 
would maintain direction in this scenario. This is not to say that the use of a radial 
layout is appropriate in all circumstances, but where the number of plant lines is 
limited (for example less than a dozen) it would offer an alternative view on the data. 
 Interactions; accepting that scrolling is a reality 
When represented with a vertical time axis (the newer plant lines appear towards the 
top and older plant lines towards the bottom of the visualization), the dataset used in 
this work amounts to a size of around 70 nodes wide on the horizontal axis by 14 nodes 
deep. This equates to a 5:1 aspect ratio which clearly is very different from the 4:3 and 
16:9 aspect ratios commonly seen on desktop computers and mobile devices. When 
taking into account the display of plant line names on nodes this ratio increases 
dramatically resulting in a visualization of the pedigree which is far wider than it is 
tall. This is problematic for displaying using standard desktop monitors. You cannot 
see everything at once (with anything but the smallest of pedigrees), or more 
accurately, you cannot see everything at once in meaningful detail which further 
highlights the requirement for overview and context techniques. This is why an 
overview and context system is necessary for these sorts of data. 
The physical size of the example pedigree datasets (650 nodes) means that there was 
an inevitable degree of scrolling required around any application and visualization that 
is developed if it is represented on a computer monitor. While this is not ideal the 
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combination of a scrollable area and the generic overview will allow users to maintain 
knowledge of where they are in the dataset and prevent problems leading from losing 
your position in the dataset.  The scrolling problem should also only exist in the high-
level overview as there should be sufficient screen space when looking at more 
detailed portions of the pedigree graph. 
4.6 Automated prototype pedigree visualization using Perl and 
Graphviz 
An application was written in Perl using the Graphviz libraries and Graph.pm module 
(“Graph - Graph Data Structures and Algorithms - Metacpan.org” 2014) to generate 
dot input files from text files containing pedigree and phenotype definitions. 
The application takes the form of a series of simple Perl modules for dealing with the 
input data types and generating the DAG structure used for modelling the pedigree 
data. In addition the application contains methods for generating colour schemes and 
simple routine analysis on the input data files such as node numbers and identifying 
singletons where no parents, nor progeny, existed. 
This application was named ‘Orb’; a reference to the circular like appearance of the 
early prototype visualizations. 
4.7 Using more advanced datasets with Orb 
Using the Perl application detailed above a more advanced dataset comprising 650 
barley varieties was used to generate larger, static pedigree visualization. Figure 4-5 
below shows the output from this data with the barley ecotype winter/spring colour 
coded. Nodes with a high number of outgoing edges (this means that the plant line is 
used more frequently in crosses) were increased in size and the outgoing edges were 
darkened to make them stand out more from the surrounding varieties.  
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Figure 4-5 Pedigree visualization static prototype. Colour is used to distinguish the 
winter (blue)/spring (red) barley ecotype with cream nodes being plant lines in both 
winter and spring pedigrees. Size is used to show the number of times a plant line has 
been used in subsequent crosses. 
 
This was one of the first attempts at visualizing the entire barley pedigree. Node size 
was used to show the number of times the plant line has been used in crosses that have 
given rise to progeny that have been successful in National List trialling in the UK.  
This is the first time that a pedigree involving this number of commercially released 
barley plant lines has been brought together in one place and sparked interest with 
commercial plant breeders when they were presented with it. 
Additional examples were also created using the Orb application to show genetic 
relatedness (Figure 4-6). The darker the green the more genetically similar a plant line 
to a chosen ‘base’ or proband plant line. 
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Figure 4-6 Overlaying genetic similarity with Orb. Colour is used to show genetic 
relatedness based on a similarity matrix generated from underlying SNP data. The 
focus node (proband) is Chariot and dark green. The darker the green the more similar 
the plant line to the proband.  
 
 Using Orb to generate visualizations for other species 
Using data obtained from the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in the 
Philippines and The Wheat and Maize Improvement Centre (CIMMYT) in Mexico the 
Orb software was used to generate diagrams similar to those in barley for both wheat 
and rice. This showed that Orb was useful across species highlighting the 
generalization of such a visualization tool. 
What is interesting about these visualizations (Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8) is that the 
structure is very different to that of barley with backcross ‘chains’ easily recognisable 
(Figure 4-7). These types of breeding features are not seen in the barley datasets used 
in this work. 
In addition to the wheat and rice data it was also possible to run Orb across pedigree 
data from a pig (Sus domesticus) F2 population (Figure 4-9). This is the only example 
presented in this work in mammals which highlights the very different topological 
structure compared to plant data. 
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Figure 4-7 Wheat pedigree visualization. Backcrossing ‘chains’ highlighted in red. 
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Figure 4-8 Rice pedigree 
 
 
Figure 4-9 Pedigree visualization for pig F2 population 
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As described, Figure 4-9 shows the representation of a typical F2 (second filial) 
population in pig. The pedigree shows that the approach used in the visualization of 
plant pedigrees are not suitable, in its current form for animal populations due to the 
horizontal space that such representations use. The visible representation here in 
Figure 4-9 is only 20% of the total pedigree that was available.  This representation 
for pig, which would yield a similar structure for other domesticated animals shows 
that the layouts used for plants are not suitable in this domain. The shape of these 
animal pedigrees have been coined ‘pyramid type’ or ‘delta’ pedigrees due to the top-
down triangular shape to the data when laid out using Orb. 
 
Figure 4-10 Zoomed pedigree to show complexity 
 
While these pedigree visualizations were visually appealing and well received by users 
when viewed on computer monitors it was decided that printing this static 
representation at a size of 2.5m x 1m (Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12) would allow 
domain experts to better interact with the visualization. The complexity of the layouts 
is better highlighted in the zoomed in representation shown in Figure 4-10. Information 
was overlaid, by means of colouring nodes, the winter/spring ecotype category on this 
dataset as (along with the 2-row/6-row ecotype) it is the most commonly used 
physiological means of differentiating barley varieties, and one that all of the test users 
were familiar with. This tool was also implemented as a web-service which allowed 
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us to include static (but dynamically generated) pedigree representations within the 
internal Germinate barley database (Figure 4-13). 
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Figure 4-11 Barley pedigree created with Orb showing winter (blue) and spring (green) 
ecotypes. Plant lines that exist in both pedigrees are light blue in colour. 
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Figure 4-12 Users interacting with large pedigree visualization 
 
 
Figure 4-13 Successors for the plant line Optic created from Germinate 
 
 Feedback on paper-based prototype 
Through observation and interviewing twelve geneticists and plant breeders while they 
interacted with the wall-mounted visualization it was clear that there were a number 
of issues associated with this implementation. Firstly, it was almost impossible to trace 
edges between nodes when the data was dense (even at a large output size) so we found 
ourselves falling back on examining text based records at a PC to confirm lineage. 
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Secondly, it is incredibly challenging to quickly locate specific plant lines with this 
density of data. With upwards of 500 nodes on the visualization it was almost 
impossible to find specific plant lines. While commonly used plant lines are 
immediately identifiable due to the use of size to represent the number of uses in 
breeding crosses, these are not always what users are most interested in. Users used 
these larger nodes as reference points, almost as if they were notable points on a map 
(Dieberger and Frank 1998; Muller et al. 2005) and attempts at using slightly different 
layouts or orientations were not well received. Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15show the 
same data as in Figure 4-5 but in an inverted and left to right orientation layout. Figure 
4-14 puts more recent plant lines at the top of the visualization and at the right of the 
image in Figure 4-15. 
 
Figure 4-14 Top down (inverted) pedigree layout 
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Figure 4-15 Left to right pedigree layout 
 
Additionally, it was also clear that users were beginning to quickly spot pedigree 
problems. These problems related to the parentage of plant lines and in some cases the 
assignation of ecotype. These types of errors would be extremely difficult for a user 
without extensive experience to pick up on. This has not only shown that it is an 
effective technique for visualization but also an effective way of identifying errors 
with underlying datasets. When these errors were picked up by users the underlying 
data was changed as appropriate to reflect and adapt to the problems identified. At first 
while it is somewhat disheartening to see users finding so many problems with the data 
it highlighted, as clearly as possible, the problems with the underlying data and the 
errors it contained. It should be stated that this data has been being used in plant 
breeding and genetics experiments and in some cases is fundamentally flawed. This 
was a good opportunity to begin to fix some of these legacy issues. 
4.8 Discussion 
This prototype has shown that plant pedigrees often form what can be described as a 
‘pedigree net’, whereby there is structure to the graph but it’s not as simple as 
traditional top-down pedigree representation that is seen in humans and to a lesser 
extent in farmed animals (Figure 4-16).  
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Figure 4-16 Plant (A) and animal (B) pedigree structure 
 
Feedback from users was that they liked this representation of large pedigrees. Not 
only is it visually attractive, but geneticists were using it to identify problems with the 
underlying pedigree and phenotypic data in a way that is more interactive, social, and 
tactile compared to the examination of text based records. 
When presented with these results, plant breeders told us that it gave them an overview 
of their data that was not currently available to them; indeed these representations 
uncovered interesting information relating to the relative frequency of use of particular 
‘key’ plant lines in the UK Elite Barley germplasm that would have been difficult to 
see from textual records in the format seen in Figure 2-9. Missing data was also easily 
spotted thus allowing updating of the underlying datasets. Problems do however exist, 
especially in the inability to search for particular plant varieties and tracing of edges 
to establish lineage. In order to try and address these, it was quickly realised that a 
more interactive software tool would be required to address the problems that people 
had with the early static prototype.  
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One of the more hard-hitting measures of success of the first paper-based prototype 
came from the presentation of data to a meeting of UK plant breeders. While the 
pedigree data that was demonstrated was available to all in the room as written records 
the representation that was presented had a major impact through the provision of new 
insights as to how germplasm was very closely related. When written as a text string 
it is difficult to construct the bigger picture, but when displayed in this initial prototype, 
the relationships between competing breeders plant lines was much more striking. 
While this was privately known to the individual breeders, having it presented to them 
when they were all in the same room was very enlightening. This not only highlights 
the value of visualization but that a visualization tool with real-world impact has been 
implemented. 
One of the considerations in the construction of the paper-based prototype was in the 
contributions of both geneticists and plant breeders in order to get a balanced 
viewpoint from both user groups. There was an inherent bias towards plant geneticists 
in the undertaking of this part of this research due to availability of staff. However, 
having enthusiastic end users available for feedback sessions and the continual input 
from them in the development of this static prototype was a considerable plus and a 
significant resource that not all projects have access to, or indeed utilise to the same 
extent. 
Finally, as a proof of concept, tools were developed to link the Orb application to the 
Flapjack (Milne et al. 2010) graphical genotyping application to allow Flapjack users 
to select germplasm plant lines then visualise these in a pedigree context alongside the 
graphical genotypes for those plant lines. This allowed Flapjack to call a web-service 
which returned the static pedigree visualization which Flapjack can display within its 
graphical user interface. Figure 4-17 shows the selection mechanism for plant lines 
within the Flapjack application and Figure 4-18 the resulting image returned from the 
pedigree visualization tool. 
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Figure 4-17 Plant line selection for pedigree visualization in Flapjack. The selected 
plant lines from within the Flapjack application are highlighted in an Orb 
representation (Figure 4-18) 
 
 
Figure 4-18 Pedigree visualization of selected plant lines highlighted in red. 
 
The feedback from this initial static paper-based prototype showed that there was use 
for such a pedigree visualization tool and so the next stage was to begin to develop the 
visualizations to introduce interactive features. 
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 The Helium Prototype 
 
5.1 Overview 
The initial paper-based tool was effective in engaging users with pedigrees and has 
proven to be a valuable tool in the identification of errors in the underlying datasets. 
There were things that people liked about this prototype and things that people disliked 
but the main limiting factor was that it was static and users needed to be able to 
interactively explore their data. 
Taking the feedback obtained from the initial informal user testing, an interactive 
detail and overview (Andy Cockburn, Karlson, and Bederson 2008) prototype 
pedigree visualization system was implemented.  
The prototype was named ‘Helium’ after the balloon like appearance of the nodes and 
edges from the previous static prototype (Figure 4-5). It maintained the same visual 
metaphors described in Section 4.5 to describe pedigree structure as the static paper-
based prototype, but added additional features to allow users to search and explore the 
data and link in plant passport, phenotype and background data from the Germinate 
database as well as facilitating the ability to quickly search for plant lines of interest 
within a complex pedigree structure. 
5.2 Application Design and Development 
In order to develop a prototype there were a number of decisions that needed to be 
made in relation to how a usable and testable application is developed. There were a 
number of components to the system that had to be developed that both interact with 
each other and provide a usable framework on to which more complex analysis and 
visualization tools can be built. 
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The basic functionality was that users should be able to visualize pedigree data loaded 
from external files or from a suitable Germinate database; this being the preferred 
option. 
The application design was split into a number of key areas which were then designed 
and implemented to give basic core methods on to which more detailed and specific 
functionality would be added after user feedback and testing sessions. 
A user centred iterative design process was used in the development of the Helium 
prototype. Due to being employed within a plant genetics department, and heavily 
involved in additional projects involving European plant breeding companies and 
academic partners, there was daily contact with plant geneticists, and regular contact 
with commercial plant breeding companies both through email and during organised 
project meetings at which this work was routinely presented. Prototypes were also 
shown at conferences both within the biological and visualization domains. Feedback 
was also gained from one-to-one sessions which were held with breeders to show them 
in greater detail the work that was being undertaken. Additionally, sample datasets 
were obtained from breeders to test the visualization but these were commercially 
sensitive and not represented in this work. What this allowed was the testing of Helium 
on data out with the barley datasets detailed in Section 2.6.  
The daily interaction, constant dialog and iterative design process ensured that features 
added were directly beneficial to end users and development was in line with the 
precise feedback from domain experts. 
This constant feedback meant that an Agile software development methodology could 
be used which facilitated the evolutionary development of the Helium application. It 
was important that working prototypes were used for demonstration and feedback 
throughout the development process to ensure that development was both heading in 
the right direction and was meeting the research requirements of end users. It was also 
common to hear users have additional ideas when presented with the prototypes, this 
software development approach allowed the incorporation of these ideas where 
appropriate. 
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 Design 
The overview provides a high level overview of all the data in the pedigree being 
examined. In the test dataset this would mean a layout representation of all the barley 
plant lines. The overview can be colour coded for a single parameter such as the winter 
spring genetic divide or DUS characters loaded from Germinate and node sizing can 
be enabled to draw emphasis to particular plant lines that are commonly used in 
crosses. In addition, the use of emphasis such as in the changing of thickness of line 
around a node to highlight a plant line of particular interest will allow the user to 
determine where it sits in relation to the other plant lines in the pedigree as well as 
offering a reference point for the other data display panels in the application. A selected 
node (plant line) becomes the focus for all other displays within the visualization 
insomuch as the information contained in additional displays would relate to the 
selected node.  
The overview shows nodes and edges to show genetic structure and selectively 
highlight edges based on the selected nodes to show related plant lines. The amount of 
detail at this level is severely restricted and is intended only to give a broad overview 
of the dataset and its size. Details such as plant line names were omitted from this 
display as they are too small to read and therefore serve no useful purpose. DUS 
characters are selected from a drop-down list which can be changed on the fly by users. 
 Detail level 1 
This level shows a more detailed layout of the pedigree based on a single plant line 
selected on the overview display. Moving the overview windows will update this 
display to show the plant lines that are under the highlighting box on the overview 
visualization. Once a plant line is selected this display will update to show all ancestors 
or descendants based on options shown in the overview dialogue. These plant lines 
will be colour coded based on the overview colouring scheme but there will be an 
option to subsequently colour this display based on other parameters relating to the 
dataset such as phenotypic or genotypic data. All plant lines at this zoom level will be 
visible and names clearly displayed within nodes. Edges will also be clearly displayed. 
This can be looked at as a detail and overview stage. 
In detail level 1 there are a number of data types that can be represented using the node. 
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1. Varietal name or other naming convention. 
2. High level overview of some phenotypic or genotypic characteristic. 
a. This could be something like resistance to a particular pathogen based 
on experimental work or; 
b. The existence of a particular allele or haplotype at a given genetic locus 
identified by genotyping or sequencing data. 
The attributes of the graph node that are available are as follows; node position, node 
shape, node size and node colour. 
For clarity focus was only on node size and node colour having already established 
that users were happier with round node aesthetics. Node position was determined by 
the yFiles Sugiyama type graph layout algorithm.  
 Level 2 detailed data view 
Detail level 1 showed a very general overview of the data which is held in the dataset 
and subsequent zoom levels may, or may not; include additional information which 
would not be possible with the high level overview level. This data level shows 
background information about a plant line and displays the data in a data panel, thus 
forming a classical details on demand design pattern described by Shneiderman in his 
visual information seeking mantra (Shneiderman 1996) and the term originally defined 
by Kreitzberg (Kreitzberg 1991). Selecting a node or edge of interest on the graph 
representation of the pedigree will trigger the retrieval of additional information from 
the database backend. Due to the potential volume of additional data this data panel 
will most likely be a tabbed pane with panes facilitating the logical split of additional 
data types. 
Examples of data that are displayed include background information on the plant line, 
background information on genetic markers relating to the plant line or calculated 
phenotypic data such as field trial results. The details will very much depend on the 
context in which the pedigree is being examined but the following data types currently 
exist. 
It has been already shown that there is a large volume and diversity of additional data 
that is held on each plant line although the coverage is somewhat sporadic (Section 
2.6). While most of this data should be displayed as additional information in its own 
visualization space there are categories such as phenotype data where this information 
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can be overlaid on the original pedigree representation. This also extends to include 
things such as breeder information which can be overlaid to give a representation of 
which breeders are responsible for which plant lines. 
To summarise; there are a large number of additional data types that are important in 
the comprehension of the pedigree data. These data types form background 
information that is important for breeders to know in order effectively analyse the data 
for important information, trends or patterns. These data types may be represented by 
overlaying the pedigree view with the information in the case of simple data types or 
by the creation of custom views showing additional visualization methods. The data 
that is displayed should represent the plant line of interest on the main pedigree view 
and change, or be clear, if nothing is selected. This is to try and help avoid confusion 
with the visualization. 
5.3 Implementation of first interactive prototype 
The first implementation of Helium was developed and the layout of the application 
interface seen in Figure 5-1. While the paper prototype included a single static image 
it was clear that when users were viewing the visualization on computer monitors there 
would be a limitation on the number of nodes that could be displayed while still 
retaining legibility of plant line names. To address this, the main visualization panel 
(Figure 5-1A) can be zoomed and panned to allow users to explore data. An overview 
panel was added (Figure 5-1B) which would allow users to track where they were in 
the main visualization window and give a high-level overview of the pedigree 
structure. The overview would act as a common reference point for users that would 
not change as the main visualization window was manipulated. Feedback from the 
paper implementation also showed that users would want to get as much background 
information as possible on plant lines and so a detail panel was added (Figure 5-1C) 
which displays passport and general background information. Data from Germinate is 
displayed in the detail panel and is pulled on demand based on a user’s selection in the 
main visualization window. 
The prototype application took the form of a Windows application written in Java and 
utilising the YFiles graph manipulation libraries. 
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Figure 5-1 Initial interactive prototype 
 
 
The inclusion of the option to resize nodes was included but was limited to node sizing 
based on the usage of specific plant lines in the pedigree. Both node sizing and the 
highlighting of node edges to show both predecessors (green nodes) and successors 
(purple nodes) are also shown. Orthogonal edge routing was used in the Helium 
prototype which can be clearly seen here also. 
The Sugiyama based algorithm floats nodes with no incoming or outgoing edges 
towards the perimeter of the visualization/layout. This has a number of important 
advantages. Firstly it means that these nodes are easily seen as ones where limited 
information is held and acts as a pointer to look in more detail at the underlying data 
to fill in information and secondly it prevents the main visualization from becoming 
cluttered with nodes which may not add to the overall perception of the visualization. 
The development of dominance was achieved by removing colour hue from unselected 
nodes, thus de-emphasising them.  
Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 show the difference between ordinal and nominal colour 
coding pallets used in the prototype which were colour-coded in Helium using 
ColorBrewer2 palettes (Brewer, Hatchard, and Harrower 2003; Harrower and Brewer 
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2003). Hue was used to differentiate nominal data and saturation to distinguish ordinal 
data classes for phenotypes and genetic similarity metrics within the visualization 
(Ardi and Tan 2002). 
 
 
Figure 5-2 Updated prototype with new edge layout and nominal DUS character 
coding 
 
While originally it had been intended to show each phenotype as a different section on 
a node it was decided, through speaking to users during the initial evaluation that they 
would be interested in finding exact combinations and so it was decided to go with the 
single node colour to reduce clutter and keep the visualization clearer. There are 
however problems as the number of colours that have to be used can be around 20. 
Such a high number has been shown to be ineffectual at differentiating between classes 
(C. Ware 2004; Ardi and Tan 2002). 
While users requested as much information as possible in the interface care was taken 
to only include necessary information and not turn Helium into a tool that presents so 
much unnecessary information to users it in itself becomes unusable or difficult to 
comprehend; situations where users are overloaded with information need to be 
avoided.  
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Figure 5-3 Updated prototype with new edge layout and ordinal DUS character coding 
 
5.4 Prototype feedback 
Users when interviewed said that the overlaying of data onto the pedigree structure has 
in some ways more impact than showing the division of data in a bar chart or as a table. 
Having areas of colour in your face brings insight both into the location of clusters of 
similar data and visual impact of nodes changing from one colour to another. 
While initial informal feedback from users was positive on this prototype there was 
one problem which users had and that was with the use of the orthogonal edge routing 
that was being used. While this helped to reduce edge clutter and overlapping within 
the visualization users thought that it would be more intuitive to be able to see all 
outgoing and incoming edges to a node. In this way they believed it would be a better 
representation of the complexity that exists in pedigrees and with the ability to 
selectively highlight edges only plant lines (nodes) and edges of interest would be 
visible. To this end the edge layout was changed (Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3) to remove 
the orthogonal edge routing seen in Figure 5-1.  
While edge bundling is often a useful technique in removing visual untidiness in 
complex graphs (Holten 2006; Newbery 1989), there are some inherent problems. 
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These include a reduction in specifics and/or detail about the connections (edges or in 
this case mating events) between nodes which was the exact problem that was seen in 
the initial informal feedback from users’. Additionally, work (McGee and Dingliana 
2012) has shown that edge bundling does not aid user comprehension of complex 
networks.  
During discussions with users it was also apparent that the ability to export plant line 
names would be a useful feature to allow scientists to make up lists for sending samples 
off for genotyping based on phenotypic or genotypic characteristics so the ability to 
allow users to export lists has been implemented. Users can select nodes then add them 
to an export list which can be saved to a text file. 
The interactive prototype which was developed was now tested with domain experts.  
 
5.5 Discussion 
A prototype pedigree visualization system written in Java was developed in order to 
add additional features that feedback from the paper based prototype (Section 4.7.2). 
These features included the ability to interactively explore pedigree networks as well 
as search for information and overlay specific phenotypic data. The prototype system 
used linked views in a detail and overview based visualization in order to show higher 
level structure as well as a detailed representation of the pedigree.  
The prototype maintained the layout of the paper based prototype using graph nodes 
to represent plant lines/varieties and graph edges to represent mating events. In this 
way a graph structure was constructed which was familiar to users of the paper based 
prototype.. 
Color Brewer colour palettes (Brewer and Harrower 2014) were used to encode ordinal 
and nominal phenotypic data classifications and tools added to allow users to select 
phenotypes and update the visualization to represent the classification of represented 
plant lines for the selected phenotypes.  
User feedback for this first interactive prototype was positive, with exception of the 
use of orthogonal edge routing which was changed in subsequent prototypes.   
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 Initial user testing of the Helium prototype 
6.1 Overview 
This chapter details the process behind initial user testing on the Helium prototype that 
was detailed in Chapter 5. It details the methodology used for the user testing including 
the development of the questions that would be used in the testing questionnaire and 
then presents the results that were obtained from a detailed user testing carried out on 
16 domain experts in order to identify potential problems with the prototype things 
that participants liked and things that participants did not like about the interface. 
Finally, it highlights some of the problems that test participants had with the Helium 
interface and identifies areas which could be focussed on to improve Helium going 
forward. 
User testing is an important aspect of the development lifecycle of visualization 
systems (Sedlmair, Meyer, and Munzner 2012; Munzner 2009; Lam et al. 2011). Both 
Munzner and Lam lay out the requirements for testing, specifically relating to 
visualization studies in both contemplation and reflection of user studies. 
6.2 User testing aims 
The aim of this user testing was to establish if the abstract representations that had 
been implemented in the initial Helium interactive prototype were measurably useful 
to end users and were sufficiently intuitive to use that users, with minimal exposure to 
the visualization could perform complex pedigree operations with low error rates. 
6.3 User testing methodology 
A subjective evaluation was performed to establish user perception/acceptance and 
understanding of the visualization methods within Helium. This was to establish 
empirically if users were happy with representing data as graphs, moving away from 
the traditional family-tree type methods, and whether the use of graphs fits in with a 
user's perception of pedigree structure and function. Could the users perform basic 
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pedigree operations such as accurately tracking back through generations and find 
information they require using the visualization? This was also done to ensure that 
users were able to interact well with the methods, which allow much greater data 
density and increased plant line density.  
Test subjects were selected from a pool of plant geneticists, predominantly from The 
James Hutton Institute Cell and Molecular Sciences group. These users were not only 
the target audience for the visualization tool but also both extremely experienced and 
with international reputation. 
The test datasets used in the evaluation were the main barley pedigree data along with 
DUS character data described in Section 2.6.3.2.  
Ethical consent forms were obtained for testing which were read and signed by 
participants and the procedures and processes required to fulfil the ethical 
requirements of both Edinburgh Napier University and The James Hutton Institute 
(Appendix 3). 
A pre-screening questionnaire, user tasks, and a follow up questionnaire centred on 
predefined tasks that users would be asked to perform was developed. The initial 
questions were to gain an overall impression of the length of experience the user has 
had in this field, and to classify their job title. There were two distinct groups of 
potential users: bioinformaticians/computational biologists and plant geneticists 
(experimental)/breeders (applied). User tasks were developed using the initial 
application requirements and were designed to force the users conducting the test to 
explore the experimental test datasets. The follow up questionnaire was clearly split 
into two sections; the first taking the form of attitude-scale questions on the user's 
opinion on the software and visualization in terms of both their use of it (assuming 
comparison to their current method of viewing these data types), and follow up 
subjective open-ended questions to get additional information that could be used to 
drive development of this software tool.  
The testing data was obtained through a series of task-based objective questions, 
questionnaire and comment-based (open ended) feedback based on how intuitive users 
found the main features of the prototype to be (Table 6-1). Users were asked if this 
tool could be improved relating to general usage or new features. This is important as 
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while initial user-requirements were gathered, when users actually started using this 
software it was fully expected of them to come up with new ideas on features or utility 
that would benefit their research. 
The questions assume that a comparison is being made to other methods that test 
subjects are, or have been using to obtain the same information, and can be used to 
signify if the visualization and user interface brings significant improvements in visual 
representation and understanding of pedigree structure. Throughout the study, notes 
were taken and screen and audio capture was used to further examine a user's 
interaction with the interface and to aid in recount of the tests. 
All testing was carried out on a Dell E6430 series laptop with an Intel i5-3360M 
processor and 8GB of RAM connected to a 1900 x 1200 (16:10 aspect ratio) Dell 
Ultrasharp monitor. Helium was running from a solid state drive (SSD) for increased 
performance and Germinate was from a local MySQL installation to reduce potential 
problems with network issues. User input was from a standard Microsoft keyboard and 
mouse. 
Each test was scheduled to take around 45 minutes; 
Questionnaire Section Duration Data Gathered 
Pre-questionnaire 5 minutes General profiling data 
Familiarisation 5 minutes NA 
Test 25 minutes Correctness and completion rate 
Post-test questionnaire 10 minutes Attitude scores and objective feedback 
 
Table 6-1 User testing structure and data gathering 
 
After completion of the main interaction study, users completed an attitude scale where 
they indicated their preference on a 5 point scale between ‘Very Difficult’ (1) to ‘Very 
Easy’ (5) relating to a number of statements about their use of this software. 
The questionnaire asked users to detail features or concepts that they found to be 
confusing, those they found to be clear, and features that they feel would add value to 
their research. Finally users were asked to provide general comments about their use 
of the software; this would be used to allow tweaks and fine-tuning of the Helium 
interface to aid users with their research.  
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6.4 Test results 
The following sections describe the results from the first stage Helium subjective 
evaluation. 
 General background profiling 
The 16 expert users that undertook this study break down as follows; 5 
bioinformaticians, 10 plant geneticists and breeders and 1 statistician. Out of the users, 
94% were educated to PhD/MSc level and the average length of time working in their 
areas was 17 years. The minimum experience was 1 year, maximum 36 years giving a 
median length of experience of 13.5 years.  
While all users were familiar with pedigree data, 69% used it on a day-to-day basis as 
part of their research and 38% regularly used alternative tools such as Microsoft Excel.  
It should be noted that through verbal feedback it was established that the researchers 
who were using pedigree data were using paper records and spreadsheets to curate and 
maintain pedigree data used in their work and not a specific pedigree tool.  
 Main user interaction study 
There were eight questions that users were asked to answer in using the pedigree 
interface. The questions were assigned an overall category and can be seen in Table 6-
2 and Figure 6-1 and detailed here.  
Unexplained Concepts (Category 1): the user would be required to speculate on what 
a specific type of node represented on the visualization. This had not been explained 
to them and was a representation where a parent was actually a cross between two 
plant lines but not assigned a varietal name.  
Simple Grandparent Tracking (Category 2): the user was required to locate a plant line 
within the visualization using the search features then track back up the pedigree to 
locate the parents, and subsequently grandparents, of the plant line ‘Ayr’. This would 
involve them tracing back to identify the 2 parents and 4 grandparents by following 
lineage (graph edges).  
Identifying Children (Category 3): the user was required to identify the children for a 
specific plant line by following lineage. The plant line was chosen specifically because 
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while it had 3 children they were located on different areas of the pedigree 
representation which would force users to scroll around and follow edges. The plant 
line used was ‘Sebastian’.  
Complex Grandparent Tracking (Category 4): this question asked the user to find a 
plant line using the search functions of the interface then go to that plant line’s children 
(of which there was only one). Then from the child track back up the pedigree to find 
the grandparents. This question was designed to make the user think about the question 
that was being asked and to force them to move both down through successors and up 
the pedigree through ancestors.  
Phenotype Classes (Category 5): this question was asked to make the test users look 
at the colour scheme which had been implemented to encode DUS characters for the 
testing. The colour palette was the ColorBrewer 9 class quantitative BuGn palette.  
Great Grandparent Tracking (Category 6): while similar to question classifications 2,3 
and 4 in that it required the user undertaking the testing to track through the pedigree 
this added an additional generation level and therefore a large increase in the 
complexity of tracing the lineage and keeping track of what they had just done.  An 
additional complexity was that not all the great grandparents were known with only 
three grandparents having their parents available.  
Finding Additional Information (Category 7): the question used here was to ask the 
user to look for some additional background information on a specific plant line 
(‘Hart’) and provide the plant lines breeders code and AFP (Application for Protection) 
number. This information was held in the connected Germinate database so users 
needed to select the desired plant line by searching then use the Germinate data panel 
within the interactive interface to locate the desired information.  
Colour Coding Perception (Category 8): this question was to try and asses if the test 
users were able to effectively use the ColorBrewer BuGN palette by asking them to 
find a plant line (in this case it was 2 plant lines ‘Scarlett’ and ‘Vegas’) in the interface, 
select a phenotype (‘Time of Ear Emergence’) then report the phenotypic values for 
the plant line and phenotype combination.   
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Figure 6-1 Interaction study correct and incorrect responses 
 
Question Classification Correct (%) Incorrect (%) 
1.Unexplained Concepts 50 50 
2.Simple Grandparent tracking 93.75 6.25 
3.Identifying Children 56.25 43.75 
4.Complex Grandparent Tracking 50 50 
5.Phenotype Classes 100 0 
6.Great-Grandparent tracking 37.5 62.5 
7.Finding Additional Information 93.75 6.25 
8.Colour Coding Perception 56.25 43.75 
 
Table 6-2 Interaction study correct answers 
 
6.4.2.1 Post-study questionnaires (attitudinal and open ended) 
After carrying out the main interaction study users were asked to fill in a series of 
questions that asked them to compare Helium to pedigree tools, or methods of handling 
pedigree data that they are familiar with using, and to get feedback on what they found 
easy and difficult to understand or perform with Helium. These results were Likert 
scale (1-5 with 5 being very easy) and are presented in Table 6-3. 
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Question / Test User 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Mean 
1. Finding Parents 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 3 4 4 5 5 5 4.44 
2. Phenotype Classes 3 3 5 4 4 3 5 5 4 4 2 4 3 3 4 4 3.75 
3. Tracing Lineage 5 4 4 4 3 4 5 4 5 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4.06 
4. Understanding Data 5 4 4 4 4 3 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4.13 
5. Colour Coding 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 2 4 4 2 3 3 3 4 4 3.06 
6. Children 5 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 4.56 
7. Background Information 5 3 3 3 4 3 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 4.25 
8. Clarity of Relationships 5 4 3 4 3 3 4 5 5 5 3 4 4 4 5 5 4.13 
9. Finding Lines 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 4.75 
10. Maintaining Bearings 5 4 2 4 4 2 5 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3.81 
11. Navigation 5 5 4 4 4 3 5 3 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 4.44 
12. Ease of use 5 4 4 4 4 3 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.13 
 
Table 6-3 Main user interaction study Likert responses colour coded (1-5 very difficult 
to very easy) 
 
 General testing feedback 
Users were asked to comment on anything they found to be particularly confusing or 
easy to understand while using the interface and suggest improvements or additional 
functionality that would make the visualization tool more useful for their work. 
6.4.3.1 Features users liked or found easy to understand 
Features users liked included the layout which they thought was easy to understand 
and made scientific sense to them. They commented that it was similar to that of a 
more traditional family tree so they could understand quickly the concepts it was trying 
to convey. They also stated that it was easy to follow the edges and trace lineage and 
that searching for plant lines was simple. Finally users commented that it was 
incredibly useful bringing together multiple data sources into a single tool. 
6.4.3.2 Features users disliked or found confusing 
One of the main problems that users found was their ability to differentiate between 
phenotype classifications when, with ordinal data types there were more than a few 
data categories. A number of users thought that the long edges, which sometimes exist 
between plant lines, were disorienting. Users wanted to be able to jump quickly to a 
plant line when performing a search and automatically select that plant line so linked 
views would all be updated. Finally, users wanted clearer explanations of the 
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phenotypes and associated classes available to them from within the visualization 
interface. 
6.5 Test results discussion 
An interesting outcome of the development of Helium is trying to quantify if this tool 
actually make a user's decision making better and does the software influence users 
into making more informed decisions about their data. One of the outcomes from the 
testing was to seek assurance that the decisions that had been made around the design 
of the tool were actually good foundations that users can build knowledge on and to 
that end Helium has made an impact. While standard approaches to the visualization 
tool were used, they have been developed and applied directly to a specific domain in 
which they have not been applied before, and the application tailored appropriately. 
The testing of real experimental data and the integration of both pedigree and 
phenotypic data is something that users have had to previously conduct using 
alternative tools (mainly Excel) where pedigrees were represented as text strings. What 
Helium has done is allow the test participants to start to look critically for errors and 
patters in the test datasets which would have been much more difficult before where 
there was not a structure to the data. They have not been able to have a pedigree 
structure and quickly overlay different phenotypes in real-time with an interactive tool. 
Test users liked the speed at which they could find data, the ease of tracing lineage 
through complex graphs (although the testing has shown that there were issues with 
this) and the intuitive layout of the visualization and supporting application. Tracing 
lineage when using the usual text files and Microsoft Excel approach is incredibly 
difficult and time consuming. What the testing did do was to highlight some issues, 
mainly around the use of colour gradients used in ordinal lists, which are ineffective 
and difficult for users’ to distinguish when there are more than eight phenotype classes. 
The user testing uncovered some interesting problems with this visualization. For 
example, the category ‘Identifying Children’ from  
Table 6-2 asked participants to identify the progeny of a specific barley variety. In 
44% of completed questionnaires this answer was incorrectly given. However, when 
examining ‘Tracing Lineage’ from Table 6-3 which related to this question, users 
thought that it was easy to trace lineage by following graph edges. Test users were 
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continually missing the same progeny (one of three) of the plant line; the one whose 
complete edge was not immediately visible, and disappeared off the right-hand side of 
their computer display – position is clearly salient. When talking to a selection of users 
after the test had been carried out and asking them to perform the same question they 
did so without error (obviously suspicious to the reasons behind the request). Results 
from the Likert questions are detailed in Figure 6-2 and Table 6-4. 
 
Figure 6-2 Main user interaction study results 
Question Mean Median Mode SD 
1. Finding Parents 4.43 4.5 5 0.61 
2. Phenotype Classes 3.75 4 4 0.83 
3. Tracing Lineage 4.06 4 4 0.56 
4. Understanding Data 4.12 4 4 0.48 
5. Colour Coding 3.06 3 3 0.75 
6. Children 4.56 5 5 0.5 
7. Background Information 4.25 4.5 5 0.83 
8. Clarity of Relationships 4.12 4 5 0.78 
9. Finding Lines 4.75 5 5 0.56 
10. Maintaining Bearings 3.81 4 4 0.81 
11. Navigation 4.43 5 5 0.7 
12. Ease of use 4.12 4 4 0.48 
 
Table 6-4 Main user interaction study results 
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The results from the user interaction study show that while there are questions that 
users had problems with, in particular colour coding the range of responses to the 
Likert questions shows that there was general problems as and not skewed by a number 
of particularly poor feedback. This is highlighted by the average standard deviation 
across all 12 questions of σ = 0.81. Figure 6-3 shows the median values of each of the 
12 questions along with standard error assuming a 95% confidence limit. The median 
is used in this instance as the data is not a normal distribution with heavy skewing of 
data towards the more favourable responses with a low number of lower scores. The 
use of average/mean scores (Table 6-4) may give an inaccurate representation of data 
due to the score distribution. Again the data shows that while there was a lower mean 
response the error margins show that this was consistent across all responses and not 
skewed by outliers. The relatively low margins of error shown in Table 6-5. Results in 
Table 6-5 also indicates that overall, the responses from test users were consistent and 
showed minimal variation between favourable and poor Likert scores. 
 
Figure 6-3 Main user interaction study medians including 95% confidence limit 
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Question Upper Limit Lower Limit Margin of Error (0.95) 
1. Finding Parents 4.75 4.04 0.35 
2. Phenotype Classes 4.2 3.29 0.46 
3. Tracing Lineage 4.37 3.76 0.31 
4. Understanding Data 4.39 3.86 0.27 
5. Colour Coding 3.47 2.65 0.41 
6. Children 4.84 4.29 0.27 
7. Background Information 4.71 3.79 0.46 
8. Clarity of Relationships 4.55 3.7 0.43 
9. Finding Lines 5.06 4.44 0.31 
10. Maintaining Bearings 4.27 3.36 0.44 
11. Navigation 4.83 4.05 0.39 
12. Ease of use 4.39 3.86 0.27 
 
Table 6-5 Main interaction questions confidence limits 
 
The lower scores from the main interaction study (2. Phenotype Classes, 5. Colour 
Coding and 10. Maintaining Bearings) along with verbal feedback from users was used 
to direct and prioritise the iterative improvement of Helium’s features in order to 
increase user understanding and comprehension of the system. This will be detailed in 
Chapter 7. 
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 Improvement to the Helium interface 
7.1 Overview 
The first user testing of Helium (Chapter 6) showed that there were a number of areas 
in which improvements could be made to increase both the functionality and usability 
of the Helium software. These were addressed then a follow up evaluation performed 
to verify the effectiveness of improvements made. This chapter discusses in detail 
improvements that were made to the Helium interface in order to try and help aid user 
comprehension in areas that were identified to be problematic and the process that was 
carried out to get Helium into a condition where a second round of user evaluation 
could be carried out in order to test the effectiveness of these described improvements. 
7.2 Suggested improvements to the Helium interface based on initial 
user testing 
The results in Chapter 6 highlighted areas in which improvements could be made to 
the Helium interface. These improvements were targeted using the results from the 
user testing which showed that users were having difficulty with some of the concepts 
that were used in the visualization. In order to try and improve understanding these 
problems were prioritised into three main categories; tracing lineage, unexplained 
concepts and colour coding. The results, feedback and subsequent analysis of the 
screen captures where appropriate were used to identify the areas in which 
improvements were made to the visualization interface to minimise problems.  
 Tracing lineage problems 
Questions 2,3,4 and 6 in Part 2 of the user testing questionnaire (Appendix 4) asked 
users to find successors or predecessors of defined plant lines, each question had 
varying complexity ranging from immediate children and parents in questions 2 and 3 
to more complex tracing of lineage in questions 4 and 6 to find grandparents and great-
grandparents. The results in table 1 showed that there was clearly a problem with users 
obtaining the correct data from the prototype Helium visualization tool. Identifying 
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children showed that only 56.35% of responses were correct, grandparents 50% correct 
and great grandparents 37.5% correct. These results show a clear reduction in correct 
responses as complexity increases. 
The reasons for these problems are twofold. Firstly it was clear that there were cases 
where a user’s stated ability did not match their understanding of the underlying 
biological concepts, for example having to explain what great-grandparents are but 
this accounted only for one user. The main problem was immediately obvious while 
watching users carry out this user testing. Question 3 asked to identify the children of 
plant line ‘Sebastian’. This could be easily carried out with Helium by searching for 
the plant line Sebastian then counting the number of children it had (Figure 7-1).  
 
Figure 7-1 Barley variety Sebastian showing inwards and outgoing edges 
 
It can be clearly seen that the children of Sebastian include Publican and Jolika plus 
one other (Quench) which cannot be seen in the above figure but represented by an 
outgoing edge from Sebastian. Panning the visualization would have allowed the user 
to identify this plant line (Figure 7-2). It is clear that there are salience issues with 
regards to the visual variables in this representation that were causing users issues. 
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Figure 7-2 Sebastian showing 3 progeny (Publican, Jolika and Quench) 
 
The position of the plant line Quench is a property of the positions in the layout of the 
parents and children of Quench. This clearly gave users problems with 43.75% of users 
incorrectly answering this question. Similar problems existed while finding 
grandparent and great-grandparents, 50% and 62.5% answering these questions 
incorrectly. Again some of this could be attributed to confusion on what a great-
grandparent actually was but it was also clear that users were having problems tracing 
edges to nodes where the node was located off the current viewport which relates back 
to the salience issues on the positioning of nodes mentioned earlier. It is not the case 
that all children are positioned next to each other. 
 Unexplained concepts problems 
The definition of unexplained concepts in this work is plant lines for which the parents 
are known and who have been used as parents but it is not known what they were 
called, and no record of them is available. This is common in the test datasets. In order 
to differentiate these plant lines from other known varieties they were shown as nodes 
with a name prefixed with ‘x’. An example which can be seen in Figure 7-1 would be 
‘x1576 optic chalice’. Domain knowledge would allow the user to quickly identify that 
the plant lines Optic and Chalice were commercial varieties and experienced users 
quickly recognised the importance of these, this was not the case for inexperienced 
users.  
It was clear however that this would need to be improved in future development to try 
and help users understanding. 
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 Colour coding problems 
The colour palettes used in the prototype version of Helium are based on quantitative 
and qualitative ColorBrewer palettes (Brewer, Hatchard, and Harrower 2003). When 
examining the ordinal data category ‘Time of Ear Emergence’ (question 8 in the testing 
questionnaire) there were 9 categories ranging from ‘very early’ to ‘very late’. These 
were coloured using the 9 class BuGn colour palette. When asked to distinguish 
between two colour classes which were consecutive only 56.25% of users gave the 
correct response. The main problem identified from feedback was that it was difficult 
to differentiate between consecutive colours in the ColorBrewer quantitative palette. 
7.3 Final iteration of the Helium pedigree visualization platform 
Feedback from the user evaluation allowed issues that users had with the initial 
prototype to be addressed. This would allow a more refined visualization application 
to be developed using the initial prototype as a foundation and tweaks and 
improvements made as required.  
Problems relating to the three categories of problems identified in section 7.1 as well 
as user feedback obtained from the post study questionnaire could begin to be 
addressed to improve understanding of the pedigree visualizations. Any subsequent 
development would need to address these points if it was going to offer a usable and 
effective tool for users. 
 Addressing user issues 
The main feedback gained from the initial prototype was that it was difficult to track 
lineage with overlapping edges. As previously stated users were having trouble 
identifying plant lines where children or parents spanned more than just the current 
viewport seen by the user. In order to address this problem, new features were added 
to the interface to increase awareness in situations such as these which are detailed 
below. 
7.3.1.1 Addition of visual cues 
The use of visual cues was implemented to aid comprehension. When a user hovered 
over a node a list of ancestors and successors was displayed showing both a numerical 
count, and the names of immediate parents and children (Figure 7-3). The main aim 
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was to visually show the number of related nodes and thus try and reduce errors like 
those seen in user testing. 
 
Figure 7-3 Visual cues 
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 Modifications to Helium user interface subsequent to user evaluation 
The Helium user interface was re-designed to show 4 main areas (Figure 7-4). These 
are described below.  
7.3.2.1 Overview and data selection panel 
This panel (Figure 7-4A and Figure 7-5A) also includes selection mechanisms for 
choosing ordinal and nominal categorical phenotypic classes as well as tools for 
visualizing genetic similarity data (Figure 7-4B and Figure 7-5A). Users can use the 
overview to navigate to a particular region within the main visualization window if 
required. 
Interactive sliders allow users, in the case of similarity data, to set a percentage 
similarity value and in real-time highlight plant lines which match the search criteria 
(Figure 7-5A). In this way it is possible to see plant lines which should not be closely 
related appearing on the peripheries of the visualization as the slider is moved, which 
can indicate problems with pedigree definition or genotyping. Histograms have also 
been included, where appropriate, to show data distribution which can be an aid in the 
identification of problem markers. While the number of markers that have this problem 
is limited, it is nonetheless important to address. 
Other features included in this panel are the ability to select more than one phenotype 
then recolour nodes based on the merged phenotype classes.  
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Figure 7-4 Helium modified interface after user testing 
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Figure 7-5 Helium showing genetic similarity data 
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7.3.2.2 Main visualization panel 
The main visualization window (Figure 7-4C and Figure 7-5B) was modified in a 
number of ways from the prototype. The move away from bundled orthogonal edge 
routing (Figure 7-5C) made the tracing of lineage easier. Slightly modified colour 
palettes were used to account for the situation where there are more than eight 
categorical classes. The new colour palette helps with the problem where adjacent 
classes were too similar in colour for users to accurately distinguish. In Table 6-2 the 
incorrect responses to ‘Identifying Children’ were high at 43.75%. In order to address 
this visual prompts when hovering over a node were added which display the number 
of ingoing and outgoing edges from a node and the names of the plant line's progeny 
(Figure 7-3). This makes the number of progeny immediately obvious, which will help 
prevent some of the problems seen in testing. When a user selects a node the edges 
connecting nodes of interest are made more prominent by both removing edges, which 
are not associated with the selected node, its ancestors, or successor, and by darkening 
the edges which are left. 
Hovering over a graph edge will show the names of the two nodes that it connects, in 
this way with long edges, while using the main visualization window; it is easier to 
track their origin and destination. 
7.3.2.3 Local view panel 
Testing also showed that while users reported they found it easy to identify lineage 
there were some issues. What was termed a local-view was implemented which 
showed only plant lines that were directly related to a selected node. This is effectively 
a filtered view at the data level showing only related individuals. The reduction in 
complexity when unnecessary nodes were removed from the display had a number of 
benefits. These included the reduction in visual clutter and the reduction in space 
required to visualize the layout. This had the effect of bringing plant lines which were 
far apart in the main Helium visualization window close together meaning users would 
not have to ‘chase edges’ to find related nodes.  
The local view would be shown when a user selects a node in the visualization. This 
view was implemented below the main visualization window. The local view can be 
panned and zoomed in the same way as the main visualization window. Within the 
local view the user has control of how many generations, forwards and backwards, 
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they want to go. This addresses the problems highlighted in Table 6-2 where there 
were 50% and 62.5% of users incorrectly answering the ‘Complex Grandparent 
Tracking’ and ‘Great-Grandparent Tracking’ questions respectively. With appropriate 
selection of generation level, grandparents, or indeed any other generation, are now 
immediately obvious in the simplified pedigree. Additionally, the ability to layout the 
graph using a number of edge routing algorithms was added. Any changes made to the 
main pedigree visualization are propagated to the local view. While the local view 
includes another copy of a portion of the main visualization, it will increase the 
accuracy of tracing lineage when unnecessary plant lines are removed and edges 
between nodes shortened, thus addressing the problems highlighted in testing and 
reducing the need to ‘chase edges’.  
7.3.2.4 Detail panel 
The details panel (Figure 7-4E) showed either information on the currently selected 
phenotype(s) or information from Germinate about the specific plant line. This 
example (Figure 7-4E) shows the distribution of the DUS character ‘Anthocyanin 
Colour’. The histogram has been coloured in the same way as the phenotype classes 
in the main visualization window and was clickable to allow users to select a 
phenotype class and highlight these plant lines in the main visualization by means of 
a thick border. 
The details panel also houses a search functionality which allows searching for plant 
lines with usual search features such as wild-card matching and an option which has 
been coined the ‘follow me’ mode which jumps to a search hit, selects it and 
subsequently updates the detail panel and main visualization window. 
Finally, a user history panel has been included which records the plant lines and 
phenotypes that have been selected over a session so that if required, users can go back 
and see what they had been doing previously. This is important as with large quantities 
of data it is easy for users to forget what they have been doing over time. 
7.4 Discussion 
The Sugiyama style layouts offered by the two graph layout tools that were used (Dot 
and yFiles) were in the most part effective at laying out the pedigree structures that 
were available but there was some criticism about the positioning of edges and nodes 
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on diagrams. Some of this criticism was users not comprehending how complex these 
pedigrees actually are and how it would be impossible to always layout large pedigrees 
with nodes and edges close together with few instances of edge crossing. This problem 
was partially addressed by the inclusion of the local view into the Helium tool. 
It is also clear that while Dot and yFiles are useful tools when laying out up to a few 
thousand plant lines they do begin to become quite slow when dealing with any more 
than this. The problems with Dot are not quite as bad as it produces a static layout but 
in the case of yFiles with upwards of 3,000 plant lines things become noticeably less 
responsive. This is going to be a problem with whatever graph layout tools are used 
and some of the larger wheat breeding programmes who indicated they wanted to be 
able to handle upwards of 100,000 entries will need to work on how their pedigree 
structures can be broken down into logical units, or live with a less responsive system. 
This is not a problem which is unique to this work as it’s common for people to indicate 
they require to be able to visualize all their data when in fact basic pre-processing or 
dividing of data into more logical divisions is more appropriate and makes more 
biological and logical sense. 
Other problems that Helium has is being able to use long plant line identifiers used by 
some breeding programmes. While in Europe most breeding programmes assign a 
short identification code to identify germplasm then have additional data that can be 
referenced back to this in the case of North American wheat and maize breeding for 
example pedigree data is often encoded into the plant line names which leads to 
identifiers with well in excess of 50 characters. Discussions with some users has shown 
that they want to be able to see this information within Helium nodes, something which 
is possible but not desirable due to the amount of space the visualization would occupy. 
However, additional work needs to be done with these sorts of data to try and form a 
set of guidelines for naming germplasm and more concrete guidance on what is a name 
and what is associated data that can go along with it. Were these names shortened they 
can be easily displayed in Helium and then give users’ access to the additional data 
types. 
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 User evaluation of updated Helium 
interface 
8.1 Overview 
This chapter describes the second round of user testing which was used to verify if the 
problems that were identified in the first round of user testing (Chapter 6) and 
addressed in Chapter 7 were effective. It describes the process behind the user testing 
which was similar to that carried out in Chapter 6 but also included the use of two 
industry standard usability questionnaires. The testing was carried out with 28 users. 
It concludes with a discussion about the results of statistical analysis on the test results 
and suggests features that could be improved upon in future Helium development.  
8.2 Additional usability testing procedures  
There was considerable enthusiasm, especially in this second round of user testing 
from staff members who had seen the Helium prototype and wanted to undergo the 
user testing. This was something that was never expected to happen where people were 
volunteering without being asked. This is one of the positives that was taken from the 
entire testing process.  
The test users were asked to perform identical tasks to the first round of user testing 
(Chapter 6) so that a  comparison to the previous testing with this round of testing 
could be made. This ensured that the changes made to the user interface subsequent to 
the first round of testing could be evaluated. Additionally standard questionaires used 
to evaluate software acceptability and usability were presented during the testing. 
There were additional requirements in relation to carrying out tests involving human 
subjects which required application to the Human Ethics Committee at the James 
Hutton Institute before this round of testing could be carried out (Appendix 5). The 
test document can be seen in Appendix 6. These requirements came into affect after 
the first round of user testing. 
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User testing allows the quantification of results by presenting users with a standard 
series of questions which are selected to direct them into using the software in more 
detail than they would if they were presented with the software and asked to give 
unstructured feedback based on their opinions. Additionally, in order to make 
generalised comments on the usefulness of software, the use of a group of target users 
performing the same tasks gives greater weight to any argument on the efficiency or 
effectiveness of software over an uncontrolled harvesting of feedback from a random 
group of users.  
The use of standard tests provides a framework for the logical reporting and in some 
cases comparison of results from user test experiments. They allow a value to be 
assigned to the software which may be used in comparisons with other applications 
which have been through the same testing procedures. The use of standard testing 
procedures also allows for the reproducibility of testing carried out and have been 
shown to be more reliable than ad-hoc usability studies (Hornbæk 2006). Finally, the 
use of standardised questionnaires may allow the comparison of results from different 
studies as a benchmark to which software may be compared. In essence, standard 
testing provides researchers with reliability, validity and quality across testing 
regimes. 
Examples of commonly used standard frameworks for usability testing include the 
System Usability Scale or SUS (Brooke et al. 1996) which gives an indication  or users 
perceived efficiency and learnability (although the learnability aspect was only 
recently described (Jeff Sauro and Lewis 2012)) of software (Adrion, Branstad, and 
Cherniavsky 1982; Brooke et al. 1996) and the Post Study Usability Questionnaire and 
PSSUQ (Gould and Lewis 1985; J. R. Lewis 1992; J. R. Lewis 1995; J. Lewis 2002) 
which indicates perceived satisfaction based on averaging subscales comprising 1. 
Information Quality (InfoQual), 2. System Quality (SysQual) and 3. Interface Quality 
(IntQual). The average is classified as ‘Overall Satisfaction’. Both questionnaire 
systems give commonly used and highly structured results from software testing. 
While other standard questionnaires do exist such as the Software Usability 
Measurement Inventory or SUMI (Kirakowski and Corbett 1993), these are often 
prohibitively expensive for small scale projects and research work. 
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It should also be noted that systems such as the PSSUQ are commonly known to be 
susceptible to acquiesce bias (Sica 2006) categorised by research test subjects being 
more willing to agree than disagree with a statement. Factors like these may also be 
amplified in research studies such as this whereby users were, by the most part, known 
before testing. 
8.3 User testing 
Each test was scheduled to take an hour and comprised of 5 minutes carrying out the 
pre-questionaire, 10 minutes familiarisation using the tool, 20 minutes of doing the test 
questions, 5 minutes filling out the SUS (System Usability Scale) questionaire 10 
minutes discussing problems the user felt they had and any features they liked and 
finally 10 minutes doing the PSSUQ (Post Study System Usability Questionnaire) 
questions and giving additional feedback (Figure 8-1). 
The hardware used was identical to that in the first round of user testing (Section 6.2). 
The first section of the questionaire was used as a user profiling tool and asked for 
information such as the length of experience the user had in their respective area of 
employment and their academic and/or professional qualifications. This is important 
as Helium was developed as an expert tool to be used by professionals working in the 
areas of plant breeding and genetics and thus its primary function was to meet the need 
of these specialist audiences and not the general public.  
Throughout the testing process users were observed and the interaction with the 
Helium tool was recorded using Microsoft Expression Encoder (“Microsoft 
Expression Changes | Microsoft Expression” 2014). Audio was not recorded and the 
users undergoing testing were made aware of this before carrying out the testing. It 
was important that users talked freely and openly. The screen captures would be used 
for clarification if required during the analysis of the testing data.  
 Pre-study questionaire 
Question 1 from this section asked the test participant if they had taken part in the first 
round of user testing. In total there were 28 test subjects who undertook this round of 
user testing (11 in Mexico at CIMMYT and 17 at The James Hutton Institute site in 
Dundee). Of these 28 participants 8 indicated they had taken part in the first round of 
user testing (Chapter 6).  
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Question 2 asked for the test participants main job function. The results were broken 
down as follows: 14 geneticists, 6 breeders, 4 bioinformaticians, 1 cytogeneticist, 1 
genebank manager, 1 research manager and 1 statistician. Question 3 asked for an 
indication of education level, 26 were eductated to PhD level and the remaining 2 to 
MSc level. Question 4 asked the user to indicate their amount of experience working 
in their current field. The minimum experience in the field from the group was 2 years 
and the maximum experience was 34 years. The test group had an average experience 
of ?̅?𝑥=15.04 years, 𝑥𝑥� = 12.5 years with standard deviation σX = 9.21.  The distribution 
of experience in years can be seen in the histogram shown in Figure 8-2 below. 
 
 
Figure 8-1 Helium user testing in CIMMYT Mexico 
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Figure 8-2 Test user experience 
Questions 5 and 6 showed that 24 out of 28 (85.7%) of the respondents indicated that 
they use pedigree data as part of their work. And from this 20 used it on a monthly 
basis, 3 weekly and 1 on a daily basis. 
Question 7 asked the user if they considered there was a problem with the current 
pedigree data that exists in terms of errors or problems in the way it was stored. The 
responses showed that 21 out of 28 (75%) thought there were issues with current 
recording, storage and handling of pedigree data while 6 (21.4%) thought there were 
no issues. One person did not answer this question. 
The raw data for this first section can be found in Appendix 7. 
 Pedigree and interface components – Quantitative task performance 
testing 
A series of 8 questions were asked in this section 6 of which were identical to questions 
asked in the first round of user testing. Of the questions that were different this was to 
get the users using the phenotype classifications which were problematic in the first 
round of testing. The aim was to get data that allowed a comparison between the first 
testing and this testing to be performed, with particular focus on where improvements 
to the interface had been made. The time between the two rounds of testing was 12 
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months so enough time that users would have forgotten what they had been asked, or 
at least not been fresh in their memories when performing the first round of testing. 
The questions asked in this section would require users to interact with Helium to 
perform basic pedigree type operations such as the tracing of lineage through 
generations and overlaying additional data types on to the visualization to retrieve 
morphological characteristics about specific plant lines. It would also be used to test 
the efficiency of the colour coding that is used in Helium to differentiate data 
categories (Section 7.1.3). 
The 8 questions were assessed to see if the user managed to answer the questions 
correctly and a strict marking schedule was imposed. Some questions had 2 parts but 
if one part was wrong the question was marked as wrong. This binary marking gave 
results represented as either 1 being correct or 0 being incorrect. This is one of the 
most fundamental usability questions that we can calculate: can a user correctly answer 
a question. Calculations could then be performed to assess effectiveness of Helium in 
being able to answer simple pedigree based questions that would be common in plant 
breeding. The results of these questions can be seen in Appendix 8 (raw data), Table 
8-1 and Figure 8-3.  
Question Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 
Correct 24 25 21 21 26 28 27 23 
Correct (%) 86 89 75 75 93 100 96 82 
 
Table 8-1 User testing section 2 question responses. This table shows the responses 
for the 8 questions in section 2 of the user testing questionnaire. The correct results 
are a sum of the number of binary encoded 1’s from the raw data which represents a 
correct response to the question. The total number of respondents was 28. The 
average row shows 𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒄𝒄𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒄𝒄𝒓𝒓
𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝒓𝒓𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 𝒄𝒄𝒐𝒐 𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒄𝒄𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒄𝒄𝒓𝒓 or 𝒓𝒓𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 * 100 which gives us the percentage of 
correct responses to the question. 
 
Table 8-1 shows the number of correct responses from a total of 28 test subjects. The 
average correct responses across all questions in this section was 0.87 (or 87% sample 
completion rate) which shows a high success rate. It is however clear from this data 
that some questions, such as Q3 ‘What are the great-great grandparents for the plant 
line Agenda?’ and Q4 ‘What are the grandparents of the progeny of Oxbridge?’ scored 
lower than the others. These questions can be classified in much the same way as 
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questions 4 and 6 from Table 6-2. While the results here are low for these questions 
they are an improvement on the results in Table 6-2. Figure 8-3 shows the results from 
Table 8-1 but with calculated test statistics for margin of error and the upper and lower 
95% confidence limits. These results show that the margins of error (and other test 
statistics) are reasonably low which would indicate that results were tightly clustered 
with a low degree of variation within the dataset.  
The confidence limits give an indication of the most likely range of values from the 
data in an unknown group if they were asked to perform this task as it would not be 
the results that were obtained here (0.87). The range therefore gives an indication of 
the expected results from an unknown group of users. This is done by calculating the 
binomial confidence interval around the sample proportion (Jeff Sauro and Lewis 
2012). In order to calculate this the Adjusted-Wald Interval (Agresti and Coull 1998) 
was a simplification of the  methods proposed by Wilson (Wilson 1927). 
The results in Figure 8-3 show the 95% confidence limit around the successful 
completion of the tasks. The p (maximum likelihood) and p (Wilson - binomial 
proportion confidence interval) give an indication of the probability of obtaining a 
value bettering, or at close to the observed test statistic. The margin of error is 
expressed in conjunction with the confidence interval (the degree of uncertainly) and 
expresses the maximum expected difference between the true population parameter 
and a sample estimate of that parameter. These results are an indication of the 
successful completion rates that would be expected were the testing to be carried out 
on a larger population size than the 28 used here as using a different number of test 
participants would be unlikely to give exactly the same results as the testing carried 
out here. They give an indication of the likely range of successful completion rates that 
could be expected (defined by the 95% limits). The results therefore give an indication 
of the most likely, or plausible range for an unknown population size, the results would 
be defined as likely or plausible if they lie within the indicated by the 95% upper limit 
and 95% lower limit categories in the figure. 
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Figure 8-3 Confidence interval for completion rate user testing section 2 ‘User 
Interface Components’ section. 95% confidence interval around the completion rate 
for the 28 users where users completed the task successfully. 
 
 
Figure 8-4 Comparison of success rate against 70% benchmark 
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While the confidence intervals (95% upper and lower limits) are an indication of the 
precision of our testing and an indication of the range of results that would be obtained 
from a sample group conducting this test, the ability to assess the probability of 
meeting a defined benchmark would be advantageous.  
The results in Figure 8-4 show that there are immediate problems with questions 3 and 
4 which related to great grandparent tracking and grandparent tracking. While this is 
an improvement on the first round of user testing only 75% of responses are correct 
and thus room for improvement. The results here show the probability of exceeding a 
sensible benchmark score of 70%. The score of 70% is chosen as a level above which 
it would appear that the application is performing its function well (Jeff Sauro and 
Lewis 2012). With the exception of questions 3, 4 and 8 the remaining questions all 
show a statistically significant probability (P<0.05) of exceeding a benchmark score 
thus indicating a high chance of answering the questions correctly across users. 
Questions 5, 6 and 7 are statistically highly significant with P<0.1. 
8.3.2.1 Section A Feedback 
This section was a series of 6 questions which asked users to rank a number of 
statements on a Likert scale from ‘Very Difficult’ to ‘Very Easy’. These questions 
were aimed at getting feedback on how easy or difficult the test users found with 
concepts within the pedigree visualization. Results were scored on a scale from 1-5 
(Very Difficult to Very Easy) then averaged. These results are shown in Table 8-2 and 
Figure 8-5 below. Raw data can be found in Appendix 8. The boxplot shown in Figure 
8-5 clearly shows the increased variability of Likert responses to question 3 which 
asked users to score how easy they found relating colour coding to phenotypic classes. 
 
 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 
Mode 5 4 3 4 4 5 
Min 4 3 2 4 2 4 
1st Quartile 4 4 3 4 4 5 
Median 5 4 3 4 4 5 
3rd Quartile 5 5 4 5 4 5 
Max 5 5 5 5 5 5 
       
 
Table 8-2 Likert response statistics 
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Figure 8-5 Likert Response Boxplot showing the variability of Likert response scores 
 
It is also important to recognise that the Section A Feedback Likert response data is 
not normally distributed (Figure 8-6) with a clear skew towards the positive end of the 
response scale. Because of this, care is required when interpreting summary statistics. 
The potential reasons for this skewing of data are discussed in Section 8.4. 
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Figure 8-6 Section A Feedback Likert response value distribution 
 
Table 8-2 shows test users and their standard deviation across the Likert type 
responses. The average standard deviation across all users was σ = 0.76. Standard 
deviations are shown in Figure 8-7 which shows data across individuals used in the 
testing. The results show that there is a low standard deviation across each of the 
questions for most users. This indicates that most users consistently scored questions 
(either high or low), there was no major shift and variation on the Likert 1-5 scale. 
However, for some test subjects (5, 11, 15 and 22) there was a high standard deviation 
which points towards a larger range of Likert responses for the specific user indicating 
they were more positive about some questions than others. It can be argued that the 
test subjects that gave higher standard deviations were potentially answering questions 
more carefully and not just ticking the same Likert score for each question.   
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Figure 8-7 SD Likert responses / user Section A 
Three users scored consistent scores across all 6 questions. Test subject 7 consistently 
scored 5 (Very Easy) for all questions and user 9 and 7 scored 4 (Easy) for all questions 
hence no data on this chart. While there is debate over the use of using the standard 
deviation and mean values with ordinal data not displaying a normal distribution, they 
are presented here in some circumstances but should be used with care. 
 
Figure 8-8 Mode and median values per user 
 
Figure 8-8 shows mode and average values registered by each user in this part of the 
user testing. This chart is one indication of those users with a greater tendency to give 
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erratic results and those more likely to pick consistent results across the questions. 
Examination of data such as this can be a good indication of users who just pick one 
response then apply it to all questions and those who genuinely try to answer to the 
best of their ability, although this may be somewhat controversial.  
 Section B Advanced pedigree and interface questions 
Section B was comprised of three more advanced questions to get users using the 
interface and performing more difficult pedigree tasks involving varying data types 
and multiple areas within Helium. Questions 9, 10 and 11 gave average correct 
response rates of 79%, 89% and 89% (22/28 and 25/28 correct responses). 
Figure 8-9 details margins of error and p values for these questions across the 28 test 
subjects. Raw data can be found in Appendix 10. 
 
Figure 8-9 Part 2 responses 
 
These results show that more or less there was a good response and accuracy when 
carrying out these tests. Question 9 has a slightly lower success rate (22/28) when 
compared to questions 10 and 11 but overall the likelihood of obtaining a results at 
least equal to these results (p0.79 – p0.89) is high. Figure 8-10 shows the average 
successful completion rate of each of the three questions in this section. 
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Figure 8-10 Average successful completion rate 
 
Another way of looking at this data is to give an indication if after completion of the 
questions the Helium interface has met or exceeded defined goals. With small sample 
sizes a mid-probability binomial test is used (Figure 8-11). 
 
 
Figure 8-11 Success rate v 70% benchmark 
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What this tells us is that there is a high probability (Q9 p < 0.17, Q10 p < 0.01 and Q11 
p < 0.01) of exceeding the 70% benchmark level. This equates to an 83%, 99% and 
99% chance of exceeding the benchmark (with an unknown population/sample size) 
for these questions which is good. 
For completion, Figure 8-12 and Figure 8-13 give the overall scores for all 11 
questions in sections A and B combined into a single chart. 
 
Figure 8-12 Comparison of success rate against 70% benchmark 
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Figure 8-13 Confidence interval for completion rate user testing section 2 ‘User 
Interface Components’ section. 95% confidence interval around the completion rate 
for the 28 users where users completed the task successfully. 
 
 Section B SUS (System Usability Scale) results 
The results of the SUS analysis (Appendix 11, Appendix 12) show that the overall 
SUS mean score was 81.1 (75.2 -87 95% confidence interval) median and standard 
deviation of 𝑥𝑥� = 85 and σX = 14.99. The margin of error is 5.92. Items 4 and 10 
represent a learnability dimension and the rest a usability dimension to the data so 
taking this into account the calculated SUS scores for these 2 subscales were; usable 
scale 81.2 (74.7-87.8) and learnable scale 80.4 (73.6 -87.1) Values in brackets denote 
95% confidence intervals. 
Sampling of SUS analysis data by Sauro (J Sauro 2011) puts the average SUS score 
across 68 usability studies at 68. This data can therefore shows that the SUS score of 
81.1 is well above the industry average. The probability of exceeding the benchmark 
score of 68 is 0.99 using results from these test users which means that there is a 99% 
chance that Helium has an average SUS score in excess of the industry average. 
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The SUS scores were calculated by assigning the data on a 5-1 scale, strongly agree to 
strongly disagree then for each odd question number 1 was subtracted and each even 
question the value was subtracted from 5. This puts the data into a consistent scale 
ranging from 1-4 and reverses the scores for the negatively poised questions. The final 
SUS score is then calculated by multiplying the sum of each user by 2.5. These results 
for the summed (also called total) and derived or calculated SUS are shown below in 
Figure 8-14. 
 
 
Figure 8-14 Total v derived SUS score 
The distribution of scores is shown in the histogram in Figure 8-15. The higher the 
score the more positive the response to the questions in the SUS questionnaire. The 
histogram is a good representation of how skewed the data actually is in favour of the 
higher, and more positive SUS scores. 
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Figure 8-15 SUS score distribution (calculated SUS) 
 
To highlight the nature of SUS questions; where there is a positive and negative switch 
between consecutive questions Figure 8-16 shows the raw average SUS scores across 
the 10 questions that make up the SUS questionnaire. The alternating values highlight 
why there is a requirement to convert the values into an appropriate merged scale 
before comparisons or calculations can be performed. The converted scale is shown in 
Figure 8-17. 
 
Figure 8-16 Raw SUS average responses 
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Figure 8-17 Calculated SUS merged scale 
 
 Part 3 Post study questionnaire (Section C) 
Users were asked four questions in this section which was included as a way of getting 
more general feedback on the Helium visualization tool. The results from these 
questions are detailed here. 
8.3.5.1 Question 1 Confusing elements in the Helium interface 
Test users were asked if there was anything they found confusing about the Helium 
interface.  
The main issue that users had was in the use of the colour scheme palettes used with 
the categorical datasets. Users found this to be confusing which was also highlighted 
in the first round of user testing (Section 6.3.3.2). 
Users were generally very positive but found the genetic data similarity panel to be 
difficult to understand. This was a recurring issue with users. They also did not like 
the fact that they could not select plant lines from the local view panel and often tried 
to click on local view nodes and wondered why the main visualization window did not 
reflect this. 
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8.3.5.2 Question 2 Clear ideas and concepts in the Helium interface 
The test users found that the layout of the application and the various panels within the 
Helium interface was very clear and uncluttered. The main positive feedback was that 
the way in which the pedigrees were represented (both nodes as plant lines and edges 
as mating events) was very clear and easy to understand. Users also liked the links 
between each of the information panels and how each updated based on selection from 
the main pedigree visualization window. 
Users also commonly commented on how easy and intuitive the search functionality 
was within Helium and they liked how we had resized nodes based on the number of 
times they had been used as a parent. Users thought this feature was a really nice way 
of showing the plant lines which are used most often. 
Finally users commented that the local view panel and the ability to remove nodes 
which were not related to a cross was excellent and increased their understanding of 
the structure of the pedigree. 
8.3.5.3 Question 3 Questions you would like to be able to answer 
This question focussed on things that users would not already be able to do with the 
Helium interface. 
The main response to this question was that users wanted to be able to integrate their 
own data. What was striking about the testing was that although these were barley 
datasets, when we did testing on maize and wheat researchers they immediately were 
asking to be able to get their own data imported into the tool.  
Users wanted to be able to import phenotypic and genotypic data and filter results 
based on these datasets. They also wanted to be able to look for genotyping or potential 
phenotyping errors based on their datasets and highlight these in the visualization 
window. 
8.3.5.4 Question 4 General comments 
The general comments was a section into which test users could note down any general 
comments or suggestions.  
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A recurring comment was that users wanted to be able to select alternate colour 
schemes. In the test version of Helium this was limited to a single ColorBrewer 2 BuGn 
colour palette for consistency.  
While the example genotypic data focussed on genetic similarity; users wanted to be 
able to overlay specific genetic loci/gene specific data as well. 
Another common comment was that it would be nice to be able to export both the data 
and pedigree images that could be used in publications and presentations. 
In general the feedback from this testing was that Helium was a very useful program 
that is easy to use with an intuitive interface. Users commented on how responsive the 
interface was with our test datasets but some users (in the wheat community) had 
doubts over the ability to handle upwards of 100,000 plant lines. In reality no user is 
going to need to look at a pedigree of that size in its entirety.  
One of the outcomes that came out of the user testing was that in more than half of the 
tests the test subject took more than the allotted time, not to complete the actual testing 
but in staying at the end to talk about the software and play with it. This is a good 
indication that Helium is, or at least has the possibility to be, a useful tool for plant 
breeders and geneticists.  
 PSSUQ (Post Study System Usability) (Section D) 
The final section of the user testing asked users to complete a standard PSSUQ 
questionnaire which was used to assess users’ perceived satisfaction with the Helium 
interface once they had performed the defined tasks. The questions can be broken 
down into 4 main divisions; an overall score (Overall), a system quality score 
(SysQual), an information quality score (InfoQual) and finally an interface quality 
score (IntQual)(Figure 8-18)(Appendix 13, Appendix 14).  
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Figure 8-18 PSSUQ results 
 
This figure has each user on the x-axis then the PSSUQ score on the y-axis. What this 
shows is that user 3 gave an unusually high set of scores in the questionnaire.  The 
problem here is that PSSUQ scores were the reverse of the SUS scale thus the lower 
the better in this case. The test for user 3 was carried out near the start of the testing 
and the reason for this scoring was that the user, who was not a native English speaker, 
was moving quickly through the questions and it was clear that they were not carefully 
reading the statements. This can also be clearly seen in Figure 8-19 where average 
PSSUQ classifications are plotted against users. Even were a user having problems 
with an area of the user interface you would expect some of the questions to have a 
positive reaction, this was clearly not the case. Another potential for errors included 
the problem with the SUS being alternating positive negative on a scale from disagree 
to agree and the PSSUQ questions being short questions with no negative bias, and 
running on a scale from agree to disagree. If a user was not careful, and this was 
mentioned by a number of them, then it would be easy to get caught out if answering 
without paying attention. 
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Figure 8-19 PSSUQ scores / test users 
 
When plotting question number against average score an entirely different picture 
becomes apparent, and one that is referenced in the literature (J. Sauro 2004; J Sauro 
2011). Question 7 can be seen in Figure 8-20 to be much higher than any of the other 
questions. The actual question asks the user to rate the effectiveness of error messages 
in the system, however, unless error messages are actually displayed, and they may 
not be for a number of valid reasons, then this usually results in the user crossing the 
NA option or marking it as poor.  The raw data confirms this with only 2 scores (a 2 
and 6 giving an average of 4) and 26 NA markings. 
The low scoring of the remaining questions shows that users were happy with the 
questions and how they relate to Helium and have scored them highly.  
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Figure 8-20 Radar diagram of 4 PSSUQ subscales 
 
Figure 8-21 shows the 4 PSSUQ subscales (Overall (1.96), IntQual (1.88), SysQual 
(1.90) and InfoQual (2.09)) plotted as a radar diagram. This highlights again that 
InfoQual is affected by the high score for question 7. 
 
 
Figure 8-21 PSSUQ test users v score 
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Finally the distribution of PSSUQ scores shows a slightly skewed distribution towards 
the lower PSSUQ scores (higher acceptance) (Figure 8-22). 
 
Figure 8-22 PSSUQ score distribution 
 
8.4 Discussion 
This second round of testing on a larger number of individuals was carried out to test 
the effectiveness of the tweaks that were made to the Helium interface which are 
described in Chapter 7. The testing was also carried out on a more diverse range of test 
subjects which was composed mainly of plant geneticists (14 test subjects) and 6 plant 
breeders (6 test subjects). While the median experience dropped slightly from 13.5 to 
12.5 years between the two rounds of user testing there was an increased number of 
test subjects who carried out the testing. One of the interesting outcomes of this testing 
was that the test subjects were experts with a large amount of experience working with 
the sorts of data used in this work. With the exception of two PhD students every test 
subject was educated to PhD level and were active in the plant breeding and genetics 
community. The mixture of plant breeders and geneticists meant that both areas of 
work were well represented.  
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An interesting outcome of both sets of user testing comes about from the selection of 
the test subjects. The first round of testing was carried out predominantly with people 
who were known and who were, in the most part, happy to carry out the process. The 
second round of user testing however included two students who were asked to 
perform the test by their supervisors and it was clear that their enthusiasm was not that 
of their supervisors, one of whom ticked the same box for every question in the PSSUQ 
analysis which can be clearly seen in Figure 8-19 (Test subject 3). This poses the 
question as to whether the selection of the number of users (16 and 28 from the two 
rounds of testing) is sufficient to make any statistical assumptions on Helium as a small 
number of negative responses would adversely skew the data. Conversely, does the 
selection of specialist users in a small community lead to responses being more 
positive than expected due to familiarity with the person carrying out the testing, and 
not wanting to make negative comments on this work. This may be an issue in 
specialist areas where potential users are limited and you cannot perform the tests on 
the general public or users unknown to you. Sauro and Lewis (2012) state that there is 
an incorrect assumption that sample sizes must be above 30 to statistically analyse 
quantitative testing data and that a small test sample as one that has less than 15 
positive and negative responses (Jeff Sauro and Lewis 2012). This does however bring 
into question the validity in user tests such as these where there is a low number of 
available test subjects where a low number of negative responses could potentially 
adversely skew data, it’s certainly something this should be acknowledged and taken 
into account when conducting future user testing in such specialised domains. 
 Another interesting outcome of this testing was when the test users were asked if they 
thought there was Question 7 where they were asked if they thought there were 
problems with pedigree data. 6 out of the 28 respondents indicated that they thought 
there were no general problems with pedigree data, these incidentally were the users 
with the least experience. There are well known problems with how lineage is 
described, something more appreciated by those with more experience in the area. 
The results from this testing show that there was an increase in the amount of correct 
responses when users were asked to perform pedigree analysis tasks when. When 
looking at the comparable questions asked in the first round of user testing (Section  
6.4.2 and Table 6-2), Simple Grandparent Tracking (Table 6-2 Category 2) which is 
the same as Question 1 in Table 8-1 showed an improvement from 86% correct 
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responses to 93.75% correct responses (7.75% increase). Identifying Children, (Table 
6-2 Category 3) which was the same as Question 2 in Table 8-1 showed an 
improvement from 56.25% correct responses to 89% correct responses (32.75% 
increase). Complex Grandparent Tracking, (Table 6-2 Category 4) which was same as 
Question 4 in Table 8-1 showed an improvement from 50% correct response to 75% 
correct responses (25% increase).  Great Grandparent Tracking, (Table 6-2 Category 
6) which was the same as Question 3 in Table 8-1 showed an improvement from 37.5% 
correct responses to 75% correct responses (37.5% increase). These results are a clear 
indication that the improvements that were made to the Helium interface as detailed in 
Chapter 7 have made a positive contribution to the accuracy of answering pedigree 
lineage type questions, something which was identified as what users wanted to be 
able to do with such a system. 
It is not good practice to conduct statistical analysis on smaller groups of the sizes used 
in this work both 16 in the first round of user testing (Chapter 6) and 28 here. The 
ability of a few test participants to adversely skew data either positively or negatively 
is high. This is also a problem in a number of user evaluations that are carried out on 
software within the biological visualization domain with papers conducting detailed 
evaluation analysis on fewer numbers than carried out the evaluations in this work. 
These evaluations undertaken would come under heavy criticism from statisticians and 
it is perhaps an indication that more rigorous statistical reviewing is required. It is 
important to bear these problems in mind when examining the data presented in this 
work. While it is not deliberately misleading, caution must be taken when interpreting 
and drawing conclusions from the results presented here. 
One potential issue that has been highlighted in this testing relates to the perception of 
colour used to differentiate ordinal data classes in the pedigree visualization. In Figure 
6-1 and Table 6-2 for the first round of user testing there was a 56.25% correct response 
rate for using the colour coding within Helium to identify phenotype classes. In this 
second round of testing there was a 82% correct response rate (Question 8 Table 8-1) 
to the question in the testing that asked users to use colour coding then identify plant 
lines which were of a particular phenotype. While this was a definite improvement on 
the 56.25% rate from Chapter 7 there is clearly room for improvement. When 
conducting the user testing it was clear that users will still having issues distinguishing 
between shades of green on the ColorBrewer 9 class BuGn colour palette, even after 
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including the features such as a clickable histogram (Section 7.3.2.4). This was 
highlighted by the high variability between Likert responses shown in Figure 8-5 for 
Question 3 which asked users to indicate if they found relating colour coding to 
phenotypic classes easy or difficult. There are a number of reasons why this was 
causing problems. Firstly, it was not always obvious to the test participant that they 
could click on the histogram to highlight plant lines which matched in the main 
visualization. Secondly, the number of colours on the gradient (9 in this case) meant 
that colours were very similar to each other and difficult to differentiate. Lastly, there 
is the potential problem with colour blindness although there was no indication that 
any of the test participants were affected by this. 
Another outcome from the user testing was the enthusiasm in which most users talked 
about the data and the ideas that they had to improve Helium. Overall around 75% of 
user tests overrun their allotted time slots due to users wanting to play about with the 
system and talk about their own data. What was also clear was that it was highlighted 
that not only would Helium be a useful research tool; but it would also serve as an 
ideal platform for teaching crop genetics. This was not why the tool was developed so 
it would be exciting should it find a function in an educational setting. 
The improvements that were identified in Section 7-2 have made a significant 
improvement to users’ ability to answer the types of pedigree problems that were 
identified as important. Tracing lineage of lines through previous and subsequent 
generations and the overlaying additional data types to identify plant lines which met 
specific criteria have been markedly improved. The improvements, in the case of 
tracing lineage the improvements to Helium by the inclusion of visual cues has 
improved an average success rate in the lineage problems in Table 6-2 (Questions 2, 
3, 4 and 6) from 57.43% to 83.18% correct responses across all the questions, the 
largest increase being seen in the Great Grandparent Tracking (Table 6-2 Category 6) 
which showed a 37.5% increase in correct responses to the question. 
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 Conclusions and future work 
 
This work has shown, through the development of the pedigree visualization tool 
Helium, that the visualization of real-life barley pedigree, genotypic and phenotypic 
data provides users with new insights into the genetics of crop breeding. The 
application of visualization techniques in the area of biological visualization, the 
development of a pedigree visualization tool and underlying database has allowed the 
development and verification of a useful plant pedigree visualisation tool, but is not 
without its limitations. 
Helium’s main research contributions are two-fold. Firstly it has applied visualization 
techniques used in information visualization (with regards to general layout principles) 
and applied them to the domain of plant pedigrees; this has addressed problems with 
handling large experimental plant pedigrees. The scale, complexity and diversity of 
data and the number of plant lines that Helium can handle exceed other currently 
available plant pedigree visualization tools. These techniques have been improved to 
deal with the differences that exist between human/mammalian pedigrees which take 
account of problems such as the complexity of crosses and routine inbreeding. The 
improvements have advanced both user understanding of pedigrees and allowed a 
much greater density and scale of data to be visualized. Secondly, the verification of 
the effectiveness of the visualizations has been demonstrated by performing two 
distinct rounds of user testing on a group of active domain experts. This testing has 
shown that the implementation and extensions to visualization techniques have 
improved user comprehension of plant pedigrees when asked to perform real-life tasks 
with barley datasets. When looking at the specific problem of tracing lineage the 
improvements that were made to Helium after the first round of user testing lead to an 
increase in correct responses to lineage tracing questions by 37.5% (up from 37.5% in 
the first testing to 75% correct responses in the second round of user testing). When 
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overlaying phenotypic data and relating phenotypic categories to plant lines that 
expressed that character there was an increase from 56.25% to 82% correct responses 
after tweaks were made to the pedigree visualization. This user testing has also shown 
a high acceptance rate of the Helium software with the results of a SUS analysis giving 
a mean score of 81.1 (Section 8.3.4). 
Helium has allowed the accurate representation of large complex plant pedigrees, 
something for which there were no current tools. Additionally, it has provided a means 
by which not only can these pedigrees be visualized, but also included the ability to 
overlay phenotypic and genotypic data in a user friendly interactive interface. Helium 
has addressed the requirements set out in the user requirements (Section 2.7.1) which 
included the ability to trace lineage of plant lines in complex pedigrees and overlay 
additional data types. It has also shown, through the identification and classification 
of plant lines within a pedigree (principal, flanking and terminal plant lines) that new 
patterns within these pedigrees can be seen. These classes are defined as; a) principal 
plant lines which are commonly used to generate new cultivars due to their possession 
of desirable characteristics b) flanking plant lines brought in to increase the genetic 
diversity of subsequent plant lines and less commonly used in crosses and finally c) 
terminal plant lines that are released, but have had little subsequent use. While this 
data had been available it had not been brought together in such a way that Germinate 
and Helium have facilitated.  
Additionally Helium has highlighted and allowed definition of the term pedigree net 
which is a feature of not only the test barley datasets (Figure 4-11) but also those of 
wheat (Figure 4-7) and rice (Figure 4-8). This compares to what has been termed a 
delta structure which is often seen in animal breeding experiments. 
The ability to identify errors in complex pedigrees such as these has been highlighted 
in the static paper prototype with users identifying lineage problems when presented 
with the pedigree visualization (these problems were fixed in the underlying datasets 
on identification by experts and therefore not present in the interactive prototype 
Helium). 
This work has critically evaluated the currently available pedigree visualization tolls 
and methods and showed why current techniques and tools are not suitable for modern 
plant genetics and plant breeding applications. It has advanced the current thinking to 
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identify the problems that exist with current visualization applications and show that 
pedigrees should be modelled as graphs instead of trees as this representation is often 
incorrect or confusing. Information Visualization techniques which improve user 
comprehension of such representations have been evaluated and verified using two 
rounds of user testing with domain experts. 
Word of mouth from talking and presenting Helium at project meetings has led to 
contact from plant breeding companies wanting to look at their data with the 
application. This sort of enthusiasm from industry highlights that Helium is not just an 
academic tool that was developed with no applied use. There is considerable scope for 
working with companies and research groups to begin to introduce new features to aid 
in the plant breeding process and workflows. There has also been interest in developing 
Helium to aid in the teaching of genetics and plant breeding and a number of static 
posters have been created for breeding companies and educational purposes at cereals 
events within the United Kingdom. 
Something which was obvious when setting up testing was that there was a clear bias 
towards people who actually wanted to do the user testing against people who would 
not have come forward. It is clear that this may have introduced bias in to results. 
While this may seem like it was selective in reality those who conducted the testing 
are the people who would ultimately use the software so it was perhaps no bad thing. 
The use of expert test subjects gives weight behind the testing results and from that 
end the test subjects that were available were not only experts, but had spent 
considerable time working in their areas of speciality. This is something which is not 
present in all user testing that is carried out with software and something which is 
relatively unique in academic software. 
While Helium has been tailored to specific data types (genotypic/similarity, nominal 
and ordinal phenotypic data and pedigree definitions) it is intended to be a framework 
on to which, over time, additional data types can be added and work is currently 
ongoing with plant scientists and breeders to develop the Helium platform and 
Germinate to add additional functionality for plant breeders and geneticists worldwide. 
The use specific nodes as landmarks in the visualization highlights that users are 
clearly using specific nodes to orientate themselves in a visualization which may have 
interest in the area of pre-attentive processing. It is not clear if this is due to the size of 
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nodes, the colour or a combination of both factors. It is likely that the heightened 
salience of both large and colourful nodes are captured and processed quickly by users. 
This is probably true of the longer edges in the visualization which while have been 
shown to confuse users may have application in a user maintaining bearings, 
essentially acting like landmarks in the same way as the plant line nodes.  
9.1 Limitations of this work 
This work has dealt with large plant pedigrees of up to a few thousand individuals. In 
some plant breeding programmes this number is much greater and the ‘shape’ more 
closely resembles that of an animal pedigree. These pedigrees can have upwards of 
20,000 individuals. Helium is not able to handle this sort of data which may preclude 
its acceptance and use in some areas. There is however an argument to be made that 
breeding programmes of such scale are not suited well to traditional pedigree 
visualization.  The way the germplasm from these programmes is handled means that 
the ‘best’, whatever the definition of best may be, plant lines are selected and other 
plant lines discarded. In such situations where high volumes are involved there is scope 
for selection of plant lines by other techniques. 
While the user testing was carried out with 16 then 28 users it would have been 
interesting, and perhaps added more weight to the results to have been able to conduct 
the testing across a larger section of the plant community, perhaps involving more 
commercial plant breeders and researchers working on additional plant species. This 
work was limited   to barley, wheat and maize researchers. 
One of the potential limitations of this work is that it dealt with a well curated barley 
dataset and therefore had a bias towards both barley data and well curated data. Helium 
has been used to look at pedigrees from commercial companies in a number of species. 
Additionally the static prototype has been used to create a number of wall posters in 
species including wheat, rice and citrus. The feedback from these, and from cereal 
researchers is that they would not envisage there would be significant differences in 
different datasets. Finally, the user testing involved barley, maize and wheat 
researchers. 
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9.2 Future work 
There is clearly scope for additional work that could be carried out to improve 
knowledge in the area of plant pedigree visualization.  
From a visualization perspective there is scope to look at the efficiency of current 
layout algorithms and whether these could be adapted to better suit the layouts that are 
expected in pedigree diagrams. This would be valuable in trying to help address the 
problems that people were having identifying parents and grandparents and the issues 
surrounding long edges which some users found disorienting. While the testing in 
Chapter 8 has shown that the improvements to the visualization detailed in Sections 
7.3.1.1 and 7.3.2.3 (which describe the inclusion of visual cues and the local view 
implementation) there is potentially further scope for improvement to improve users 
ability to correctly answer lineage based questions to move it upwards of the 75% 
correct responses from the second round of user testing. Additional layout tweaks 
could further reduce this. There is scope to look at greater depth into graph aesthetics 
as a means to identify other variables which could be tweaked to increase user 
understanding of these pedigree representations. 
There is also clearly scope for future work to be carried out in users’ perception of 
colour coding when used with ordinal data such as ‘continuous’ phenotype scales and 
in colour coding for genetic similarity. There is however a debate to be had as to the 
efficacy of such an argument with regards to similarity data where there is a greater 
degree of tolerance between a scale showing similarity than that defining specific 
phenotypes. While there is room for misclassification based on a scale from 50-100% 
the difference between ordinal phenotype categories is potentially much more serious. 
While it seems reasonable, and good practice to use a single hue, multi-value based 
colour scales for genetic similarity data where small incremental changes in values 
may not be important, this testing has uncovered the need for better methods of 
representing ordinal data types which have a linear scale but differences between 
categories are critical. This is especially important in the context of this work with 
varietal testing and differentiation of DUS categories. 
In the biological domain the most important aspect of future work is to get Helium out 
into the hands of more breeders. While this has been done with test users and a number 
of companies on an ad-hoc basis; the interest that has been received from companies 
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working on crops ranging from barley, wheat, citrus all the way through to melon and 
medicinal cannabis has shown that there is a market and indeed need for such 
visualization tools. There have already been discussions started with plant breeding 
companies about how we can move forwards with Helium and suggestions on 
additional features which can be added, this is an area which will be explored. 
Larger pieces of work which were discussed with breeders during the duration of this 
work which would be the logical next step to be included into Helium include the 
ability to aid in the targeted genotyping of plant lines to allow inference of genotype 
data in unknown pedigree regions. This would draw on the pedigree framework and 
high density genotypic data to aid in the selection of plant lines which, when more data 
becomes available, would bring greatest benefit to what is known about the genetics 
of the pedigree in which they sit. This would involve the selection of key plant lines 
in a pedigree which have not been genotyped but whose genotyping would open up 
other parts of the pedigree for imputation work thus offering the potential for both cost 
and time savings in experimental work. 
While Helium has used defined barley datasets (although testing has been performed 
on breeders pedigree datasets from other species), there is clearly a requirement for 
more advanced data importing and integration tools. The capability to connect to a 
Germinate database that exists may not be appropriate to all users of such a system 
and therefore the ability to import data from defined text formats would be 
advantageous. This of course includes the problems associated with integrating data 
from disparate sources and so work would be required on a suitable data integration 
interface for Helium. Such tools would provide users a more flexible interface into 
using the tool and pooling both phenotypic and genotypic datasets from a variety of 
sources for use with their imported pedigree data.  
Biology makes extensive use of ontologies to describe features and processed in 
biological systems. There is a clear path towards using standardised plant phenotype 
descriptors that exist in plants, however the DUS data used as part of this work have 
not yet been mapped onto these ontologies. Being able to use ontologies in Helium as 
a means to view, query and browse data would provide a common platform and 
framework for phenotypic analysis and bring added value to the visualization tool. 
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Another area of potential future work could involve the development of tools to allow, 
based on pedigree, the imputation of commercially important traits which are difficult 
to measure (both in terms of costs and time). This would use Helium to visualize 
haplotypes responsible for these characters and use the pedigree and knowledge of 
inheritance to predict these characters in subsequent generations and crosses. This 
would be of significant interest to plant breeding programmes. Additionally, the use 
of genotypic data would also allow the verification of pedigree definitions using 
molecular techniques as opposed to historical records, which have been found to be 
often unreliable and/or incomplete.  
In a similar vein, the inclusion of Identity by Descent (IBD) data into the pedigree 
visualization would allow the examination of regions of IBD as they move through 
pedigrees. This would allow the categorisation and visualization of how IBD regions 
flow through pedigrees. This not only would provide researchers with an indication of 
the inheritance of specific regions of commercial or academic interest but also an 
indication of how these regions may change through generations. Tools such as these 
have both commercial and academic importance. 
While the recognition of patterns has been demonstrated by this work there is a clear 
scope for researching the use of data mining as an automated means to facilitate 
pattern, and subsequently knowledge discovery in the underlying pedigree, genotypic 
and phenotypic datasets that Helium uses. This is especially pertinent as dataset sizes 
and pedigree complexity increases as well as the pressure on commercial breeding 
companies to develop new plant varieties to meet customer demands. Such tools would 
conceptually sit well within the current Helium visualization framework. 
Finally, the user testing in Helium has been crucial in the continued development and 
refinement of the system, however, problems which have been highlighted (Section 
8.4) relating to the suspicion that users may respond positively to questions because of 
familiarity with the individual carrying out the testing could be addressed. This could 
be carried out by conducting another series of user testing but using blind testing where 
the individual carrying out the testing has no involvement in the visualization tool, nor 
is known to the test subjects. This may lead to a more honest appraisal of the 
visualization tool. One problem however would be finding expert users who had no 
knowledge of the work that has been carried out in this area, something which could 
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be addressed by going outside the barley community and carry out testing on another 
species user community. 
 
 
Figure 9-1 Current UK barley Recommended List showing the dominance of Quench 
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Appendix 1 DUS data types 
DUS 
ID Character Name 
Data 
Type 
State 
Identifier Value 
1 Plant Growth Habit Ordinal 1 erect 
1 Plant Growth Habit Ordinal 2 erect to semi-erect 
1 Plant Growth Habit Ordinal 3 semi-erect 
1 Plant Growth Habit Ordinal 4 semi-erect to intermediate 
1 Plant Growth Habit Ordinal 5 intermediate 
1 Plant Growth Habit Ordinal 6 intermediate to semi-prostrate 
1 Plant Growth Habit Ordinal 7 semi-prostrate 
1 Plant Growth Habit Ordinal 8 semi-prostrate to prostrate 
1 Plant Growth Habit Ordinal 9 prostrate 
2 Lower Leaves Hairiness of Leaf Sheaths Nominal 1 absent 
2 Lower Leaves Hairiness of Leaf Sheaths Nominal 9 present 
6 Plant Frequency of Plants with Recurned Leaves Ordinal 1 absent or very low 
6 Plant Frequency of Plants with Recurned Leaves Ordinal 2 very low to low 
6 Plant Frequency of Plants with Recurned Leaves Ordinal 3 low 
6 Plant Frequency of Plants with Recurned Leaves Ordinal 4 low to medium 
6 Plant Frequency of Plants with Recurned Leaves Ordinal 5 medium 
6 Plant Frequency of Plants with Recurned Leaves Ordinal 6 medium to high 
6 Plant Frequency of Plants with Recurned Leaves Ordinal 7 high 
6 Plant Frequency of Plants with Recurned Leaves Ordinal 8 high to very high 
6 Plant Frequency of Plants with Recurned Leaves Ordinal 9 very high 
7 Flagleaf Anthocyanin Colouration of Auricles Nominal 1 absent 
7 Flagleaf Anthocyanin Colouration of Auricles Nominal 9 present 
8 Time of Ear Emergence Ordinal 1 very early 
8 Time of Ear Emergence Ordinal 2 very early to early 
8 Time of Ear Emergence Ordinal 3 early 
8 Time of Ear Emergence Ordinal 4 early to medium 
8 Time of Ear Emergence Ordinal 5 medium 
8 Time of Ear Emergence Ordinal 6 medium to late 
8 Time of Ear Emergence Ordinal 7 late 
8 Time of Ear Emergence Ordinal 8 late to very late 
8 Time of Ear Emergence Ordinal 9 very late 
10 Flagleaf Intensity of Anth Colour of Auricles Ordinal 1 absent to very weak 
10 Flagleaf Intensity of Anth Colour of Auricles Ordinal 2 very weak to weak 
10 Flagleaf Intensity of Anth Colour of Auricles Ordinal 3 weak 
10 Flagleaf Intensity of Anth Colour of Auricles Ordinal 4 weak to medium 
10 Flagleaf Intensity of Anth Colour of Auricles Ordinal 5 medium 
10 Flagleaf Intensity of Anth Colour of Auricles Ordinal 6 medium to strong 
10 Flagleaf Intensity of Anth Colour of Auricles Ordinal 7 strong 
10 Flagleaf Intensity of Anth Colour of Auricles Ordinal 8 strong to very strong 
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10 Flagleaf Intensity of Anth Colour of Auricles Ordinal 9 very strong 
14 Ear Glaucosity Ordinal 1 absent or very weak 
14 Ear Glaucosity Ordinal 2 very weak to weak 
14 Ear Glaucosity Ordinal 3 weak 
14 Ear Glaucosity Ordinal 4 weak to medium 
14 Ear Glaucosity Ordinal 5 medium 
14 Ear Glaucosity Ordinal 6 medium to strong 
14 Ear Glaucosity Ordinal 7 strong 
14 Ear Glaucosity Ordinal 8 strong to very strong 
14 Ear Glaucosity Ordinal 9 very strong 
15 Flagleaf Glaucosity of Sheath Ordinal 1 absent or very weak 
15 Flagleaf Glaucosity of Sheath Ordinal 2 very weak to weak 
15 Flagleaf Glaucosity of Sheath Ordinal 3 weak 
15 Flagleaf Glaucosity of Sheath Ordinal 4 weak to medium 
15 Flagleaf Glaucosity of Sheath Ordinal 5 medium 
15 Flagleaf Glaucosity of Sheath Ordinal 6 medium to strong 
15 Flagleaf Glaucosity of Sheath Ordinal 7 strong 
15 Flagleaf Glaucosity of Sheath Ordinal 8 strong to very strong 
15 Flagleaf Glaucosity of Sheath Ordinal 9 very strong 
16 Awn Anthocyanin Colouration of Tips Nominal 1 absent 
16 Awn Anthocyanin Colouration of Tips Nominal 9 present 
17 Ear Attitude Ordinal 1 erect 
17 Ear Attitude Ordinal 2 erect to semi-erect 
17 Ear Attitude Ordinal 3 semi-erect 
17 Ear Attitude Ordinal 4 semi-erect to horizontal 
17 Ear Attitude Ordinal 5 horizontal 
17 Ear Attitude Ordinal 6 horizontal to semi-recurved 
17 Ear Attitude Ordinal 7 semi-recurved 
17 Ear Attitude Ordinal 8 semi-recurved to recurved 
17 Ear Attitude Ordinal 9 recurved 
19 Awn Intensity of Anthocyanin Colour Ordinal 1 absent to very weak 
19 Awn Intensity of Anthocyanin Colour Ordinal 2 very weak to weak 
19 Awn Intensity of Anthocyanin Colour Ordinal 3 weak 
19 Awn Intensity of Anthocyanin Colour Ordinal 4 weak to medium 
19 Awn Intensity of Anthocyanin Colour Ordinal 5 medium 
19 Awn Intensity of Anthocyanin Colour Ordinal 6 medium to strong 
19 Awn Intensity of Anthocyanin Colour Ordinal 7 strong 
19 Awn Intensity of Anthocyanin Colour Ordinal 8 strong to very strong 
19 Awn Intensity of Anthocyanin Colour Ordinal 9 very strong 
20 Sterlie Spikeles Attitude Mid 1 3 Ordinal 1 parallel 
20 Sterlie Spikeles Attitude Mid 1 4 Ordinal 2 parallel to weakly divergent 
20 Sterlie Spikeles Attitude Mid 1 5 Ordinal 3 divergent 
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21 Sterile Spikelet Shape of Tip Nominal 1 pointed 
21 Sterile Spikelet Shape of Tip Nominal 2 rounded 
21 Sterile Spikelet Shape of Tip Nominal 3 squared 
22 Ear Development of Sterlie Spikelets Nominal 1 none or rudimentary(deficiens) 
22 Ear Development of Sterlie Spikelets Nominal 2 full 
25 Median Spikelet Length of Glume Awn CF Grain Ordinal 1 shorter 
25 Median Spikelet Length of Glume Awn CF Grain Ordinal 2 equal 
25 Median Spikelet Length of Glume Awn CF Grain Ordinal 3 longer 
29 Ear Length Ordinal 1 very short 
29 Ear Length Ordinal 2 very short to short 
29 Ear Length Ordinal 3 short 
29 Ear Length Ordinal 4 short to medium 
29 Ear Length Ordinal 5 medium 
29 Ear Length Ordinal 6 medium to long 
29 Ear Length Ordinal 7 long 
29 Ear Length Ordinal 8 long to very long 
29 Ear Length Ordinal 9 very long 
30 Ear Length Ordinal 3 short (shorter than ear) 
30 Ear Length Ordinal 4 shorter to +/- equal 
30 Ear Length Ordinal 5 medium (+/- equal to ear) 
30 Ear Length Ordinal 6 +/- equal to longer 
30 Ear Length Ordinal 7 long (longer than ear) 
33 Plant Length Stem Ear Awns Ordinal 1 very short 
33 Plant Length Stem Ear Awns Ordinal 2 very short to short 
33 Plant Length Stem Ear Awns Ordinal 3 short 
33 Plant Length Stem Ear Awns Ordinal 4 short to medium 
33 Plant Length Stem Ear Awns Ordinal 5 medium 
33 Plant Length Stem Ear Awns Ordinal 6 medium to long 
33 Plant Length Stem Ear Awns Ordinal 7 long 
33 Plant Length Stem Ear Awns Ordinal 8 long to very long 
33 Plant Length Stem Ear Awns Ordinal 9 very long 
38 Collar Type Ordinal 1 decurrent 
38 Collar Type Ordinal 2 decurrent to platform 
38 Collar Type Ordinal 3 platform 
38 Collar Type Ordinal 4 platform to shallow cup 
38 Collar Type Ordinal 5 shallow cup 
38 Collar Type Ordinal 6 shallow cup to cup 
38 Collar Type Ordinal 7 cup 
39 Ear Number of Rows Nominal 1 two 
39 Ear Number of Rows Nominal 2 six 
40 Ear Density Ordinal 1 very lax 
40 Ear Density Ordinal 2 very lax to lax 
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40 Ear Density Ordinal 3 lax 
40 Ear Density Ordinal 4 lax to medium 
40 Ear Density Ordinal 5 medium 
40 Ear Density Ordinal 6 medium to dense 
40 Ear Density Ordinal 7 dense 
40 Ear Density Ordinal 8 dense to very dense 
40 Ear Density Ordinal 9 very dense 
41 Ear Shape Ordinal 3 tapering 
41 Ear Shape Ordinal 4 tapering to parallel 
41 Ear Shape Ordinal 5 parallel 
41 Ear Shape Ordinal 7 fusiform 
44 Rachis Length of First Segment Ordinal 3 short 
44 Rachis Length of First Segment Ordinal 4 short to medium 
44 Rachis Length of First Segment Ordinal 5 medium 
44 Rachis Length of First Segment Ordinal 6 medium to long 
44 Rachis Length of First Segment Ordinal 7 long 
46 Rachis Curviture of First Segment Ordinal 1 absent 
46 Rachis Curviture of First Segment Ordinal 2 very weak 
46 Rachis Curviture of First Segment Ordinal 3 weak 
46 Rachis Curviture of First Segment Ordinal 4 weak to medium 
46 Rachis Curviture of First Segment Ordinal 5 medium 
46 Rachis Curviture of First Segment Ordinal 6 medium to strong 
46 Rachis Curviture of First Segment Ordinal 7 strong 
46 Rachis Curviture of First Segment Ordinal 8 strong to very strong 
46 Rachis Curviture of First Segment Ordinal 9 very strong (angular) 
62 Kernel Colour of Aleuron Layer Ordinal 1 whitish (white) 
62 Kernel Colour of Aleuron Layer Ordinal 2 weakly coloured 
62 Kernel Colour of Aleuron Layer Ordinal 3 strongly coloured (blue) 
65 Grain Rachilla Hair Type Nominal 1 short 
65 Grain Rachilla Hair Type Nominal 2 long 
69 Awn Spiculation of Margins Ordinal 1 absent 
69 Awn Spiculation of Margins Ordinal 5 reduced 
69 Awn Spiculation of Margins Ordinal 9 present 
73 Grain Spiculation of Inner Lateral Nerves Ordinal 1 absent/v. weak (0-2 per nerve) 
73 Grain Spiculation of Inner Lateral Nerves Ordinal 2 v. weak to weak 
73 Grain Spiculation of Inner Lateral Nerves Ordinal 3 weak (1-2 per nerve) 
73 Grain Spiculation of Inner Lateral Nerves Ordinal 4 weak to medium 
73 Grain Spiculation of Inner Lateral Nerves Ordinal 5 medium (3-5 per nerve) 
73 Grain Spiculation of Inner Lateral Nerves Ordinal 6 medium to strong 
73 Grain Spiculation of Inner Lateral Nerves Ordinal 7 strong (5-10 per nerve) 
73 Grain Spiculation of Inner Lateral Nerves Ordinal 8 strong to v. strong 
73 Grain Spiculation of Inner Lateral Nerves Ordinal 9 very strong (>10 per nerve) 
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75 Grain Anthocyanin Colouration of Lemma Nerves Ordinal 1 absent or very weak 
75 Grain Anthocyanin Colouration of Lemma Nerves Ordinal 2 very weak to weak 
75 Grain Anthocyanin Colouration of Lemma Nerves Ordinal 3 weak 
75 Grain Anthocyanin Colouration of Lemma Nerves Ordinal 4 weak to medium 
75 Grain Anthocyanin Colouration of Lemma Nerves Ordinal 5 medium 
75 Grain Anthocyanin Colouration of Lemma Nerves Ordinal 6 medium to strong 
75 Grain Anthocyanin Colouration of Lemma Nerves Ordinal 7 strong 
75 Grain Anthocyanin Colouration of Lemma Nerves Ordinal 8 strong to very strong 
75 Grain Anthocyanin Colouration of Lemma Nerves Ordinal 9 very strong 
76 Grain Ventral Furrow Presence of Hairs Nominal 1 absent 
76 Grain Ventral Furrow Presence of Hairs Nominal 5 VFH/sharkskin-;fence hairs+ 
76 Grain Ventral Furrow Presence of Hairs Nominal 9 present 
86 Grain Husk Nominal 1 absent (grains thresh free) 
86 Grain Husk Nominal 9 present 
88 Grain Disposition of Lodicules Nominal 1 frontal (bib type) 
88 Grain Disposition of Lodicules Nominal 2 clasping (collar type) 
90 Seasonal Type Nominal 1 winter type 
90 Seasonal Type Nominal 2 alternative type 
90 Seasonal Type Nominal 3 spring type 
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Appendix 2 Initial requirements gathering questionnaire 
Purpose 
 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to try and determine possible tools that we can add to the 
Germinate 3 database and interface that will help to make your research easier! You have 
been asked to contribute to this as you are seen as someone who works in the genetic 
resources or quantitative genetics area and would be able to give us valuable feedback. 
 
We are trying to get a consensus on what tools scientists like you need and would use in order 
to best direct our efforts in the development of Germinate 3 in relation to the storage and 
analysis of QTL based data. 
The results will form part of a PhD however your identity details will not be disclosed. 
If you have not used Germinate 3 you can see it in action at the following links, 
http://bioinf.scri.ac.uk/germinate_pea 
http://bioinf.scri.ac.uk/germinate_cpc 
http://bioinf.scri.ac.uk/germinate_grasses 
 
Many thanks in advance for agreeing to fill out this questionnaire. If you have any queries please 
do not hesitate to contact me on paul.shaw@scri.ac.uk or by phone +44 (0)1382 562731 ext. 
2638. 
Paul Shaw, Genetics Programme, Plant Bioinformatics Group, SCRI, Dundee, DD2 5DA, 
Scotland. 
 
Ok enough of that, let’s get started. 
 
 
  
Name:  Email:  
 
Organisation:    Date:  
    
1. Background 
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A. What would you describe your main area of work and what species do you work 
with? 
  
 
 
 
B. Do you work in…?  
 A University or Institute 
 A Private Company 
C. How many plant lines do you routinely deal with? 
 Up to 100 
 More than 100 but less than 1,000 
 More than 1,000 but less than 10,000 
 More than 10,000 
If it’s not confidential feel free to indicate more precise numbers here: 
 
D. How many markers do you routinely deal with? 
 Up to 100 
 More than 100 but less than 1,000 
 More than 1,000 but less than 10,000 
 More than 10,000 
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If it’s not confidential feel free to indicate more precise numbers here: 
 
E. How many phenotypic scores do you have across all your data? 
 Up to 1,000 
 More than 10,000 but less than 100,000 
 More than 100,000 but less than 1 million 
 More than 1 million 
If it’s not confidential feel free to indicate more precise numbers here: 
 
F. Tick the following that apply to you. Tick as many as you like we won’t tell! 
 I don’t mind registering to use useful tools. 
 I would rather use a desktop application than a web-based tool. 
 I would actively participate in a community orientated knowledgebase should 
such features exist in an online application. 
 I think it’s important to get as much of my data as possible available to the 
wider community however some of my data needs to remain private for a 
period of time. 
 I think that the visual look and feel of a web site is important. 
 I would be put off using a web resource that looked old and out of date. 
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 The ability to export data in particular import formats for analysis tools is 
important to me. 
 I would rather only see raw data and no data visualizations. 
 Data visualizations are important to me. 
 Any database tools need to be installed on my desktop machine; I have no 
access to Linux based database / web servers. 
 I want to get my data online but I don’t have the in house capability. I would 
be interesting in outsourcing this task to someone with these skills. 
  
2. What Questions Need Answered 
Give details of any specific questions relating to the area of QTL analysis that you would want 
to be able to ask of your genotypic and phenotypic data. 
 
Examples of questions that you may want to ask may include “I want to see all markers in a 
defined region that are polymorphic” or “I want to identify potential candidate markers based 
on a defined statistical analysis of my data”. 
 
A. First Question 
 
 
 
B. Second Question 
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C. Third Question 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Functionality 
What features would you want to see in relation to QTL analysis that we could perform 
within Germinate 3?  
Examples of features may include the ability to generate genome scans from your data or 
the ability to multiple analyses using different methods. Others may include integration 
with statistical packages such as R, Genstat or Minitab or the ability to generate interactive 
visualizations of your data. 
Please be as specific as you can. 
D. Most important feature 
 
 
 
E. Second most important feature 
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F. Third most important feature 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Anything Else? 
If there is anything else you need to get off your chest, good or bad, we need your feedback 
so go ahead and enter it here. 
 
 
 
 
Thanks for taking the time to complete this questionnaire; your feedback is much appreciated! 
Paul 
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Appendix 3 Edinburgh Napier Informed Consent Form 
Informed Consent Form 
   Visualizing Genetic Transmission Patterns in Plant Pedigrees     
Edinburgh Napier University requires that all persons who participate in research 
studies give their written consent to do so. Please read the following and sign it if you 
agree with what it says. 
1. I freely and voluntarily consent to be a participant in the research project on 
the topic of plant pedigree visualization techniques to be conducted by Paul 
Shaw, who is a PhD student in the Edinburgh Napier School of Computing.  
 
2. The broad goal of this research study is to explore the use of visualization 
techniques to further enhance the use of pedigrees in experimental plant 
genetics. Specifically, I have been asked to perform a series of short tasks and 
answer a questionnaire which should take no longer than 45 minutes to 
complete. 
 
3. I have been told that my responses will be anonymised. My name will not be 
linked with the research materials, and I will not be identified or identifiable in 
any report subsequently produced by the researcher. 
 
4. I also understand that if at any time during the study I feel unable or unwilling 
to continue, I am free to leave. That is, my participation in this study is 
completely voluntary, and I may withdraw from it at any time without negative 
consequences.  
 
5. In addition, should I not wish to answer any particular question or questions, I 
am free to decline. 
 
 
6. I have been given the opportunity to ask questions regarding the study and my 
questions have been answered to my satisfaction.   
 
7. I have read and understand the above and consent to participate in this study. 
My signature is not a waiver of any legal rights. Furthermore, I understand that 
I will be able to keep a copy of the informed consent form for my records. 
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_________________________________________ 
Participant’s Signature   Date  
I have explained and defined in detail the research procedure in which the respondent 
has consented to participate. Furthermore, I will retain one copy of the informed 
consent form for my records. 
 
____________________________          _____________________ 
Researcher’s Signature         Date 
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Appendix 4 Initial user testing questionnaire  
 
Pedigree Visualization Study 
The aim of this study is to get end-user feedback on the use of a new software tool 
for visualizing large plant pedigrees. We are specifically interested in users’ cognition 
of our visualization abstraction of plant lines as nodes modelled as a directed acyclic 
graph and if this brings advantages over currently used techniques. 
As part of this study you will be asked to answer a number of questions and perform 
a series of tasks using our simple prototype pedigree viewer. There are no right and 
wrong answers so please answer as truthfully as possible! 
Part 1 Pre-Study Questionnaire 
This short questionnaire is just to get a bit of background about your experience and 
work in this area. The answers you give here, like every question in this survey, are 
anonymous. 
 
1. What is your job title? E.g. Geneticist, Plant Breeder, Student, 
Bioinfomatacist. 
 
 
2. What qualifications and length of experience do you have in your field? 
 
 
 
 
3. Do you use pedigree data in the course of your work? 
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4. Do you use any tools in the course of your work to handle or visualize 
pedigree data? 
 
 
 
Part 2 – Pedigree and Interface Components 
As part of this study we are using Microsoft’s Expression Studio to record your 
interaction with the visualization tool, this will be used in subsequent data analysis. 
 
1. In your opinion, what do white graph nodes represent in this display? 
 
 
2. What are the parents and grandparents for “Ayr” 
 
 
3. What are the children of line “Sebastian”? 
 
 
4. What are the grandparents of the single progeny of “Oxbridge” 
 
 
5. How many divisions are there for phenotype “Plant Growth Habit”? 
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6. What are the great-grandparents of the single progeny of “Oxbridge” 
 
 
7. What is the breeders code and AFP number for “Hart” 
 
 
8. In phenotype “Time of Ear Emergence” what is the value for lines “Scarlett” 
and “Vegas” 
 
 
 
 
 
Part 3 - Post Study Questionnaire Part A 
 
Statements Very 
difficult 
difficult Neutral Easy Very  
easy 
1. Finding parents of a specified 
line. 
 
     
2. Distinguishing phenotype 
classes. 
 
     
3. Tracing a lines lineage. 
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4. Understanding information 
being conveyed. 
     
5. Relating colour coding to 
phenotypic values. 
     
6. Finding progeny of a 
specified line. 
 
     
7. Accessing background 
information on plant lines. 
     
8. Clarity of relationships 
between nodes/lines. 
     
9. Finding specific lines. 
 
     
10. Maintaining your bearings in 
the visualization. 
     
11. Navigation round the 
visualization (zooming and 
panning) 
     
12. Overall ease of use. 
 
     
 
Post Study Questionnaire Part B 
You should have now filled in the pre-study questionnaire and carried out the 
predefined tasks using the Helium user interface. Having had a few minutes to think 
about your experiences using this tool; please answer the following series of 
questions. Feel free to expand on your answers here using a separate sheet if 
necessary. 
 
1. Was there anything in the Helium interface that you found to be confusing? 
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2. Was there anything in the Helium interface that you found to be particularly 
clear to understand? 
 
 
3. Are there any other features that you would like to see that would make this 
tool more useful for your work? 
 
4. Are there any other general comments that you would make about this 
interface? 
 
 
Thank you for your time in helping with this evaluation! 
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Appendix 5 James Hutton Institute Human Ethics Committee Application 
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Appendix 6 Second round user testing questionnaire  
 
Helium User Evaluation 
The aim of this study is to get end-user feedback on the use of a new software tool 
for visualizing large plant pedigrees. This is not a test of you, but of how people 
interact and use the software. The feedback gained from this testing will be used to 
improve the visualization interface we have developed. 
We are specifically interested in users’ cognition of our visualization abstraction of 
plant lines as nodes modelled as a directed acyclic graph and inclusion of varying data 
types and if this brings advantages over currently used techniques and alternative 
pedigree tools. 
As part of this study you will be asked to answer a number of questions and perform 
a series of tasks using the Helium pedigree viewer.  
All answers are anonymous and you are encouraged to ask questions as we go 
through the testing. 
Part 1 Pre-Study Questionnaire 
This short questionnaire is to collect some background information about your 
experience and work in this area.  
5. Did you participate in the 1st round of evaluation for this tool in April 2013?             
YES / NO 
 
6. What is your job title? 
a. Geneticist 
b. Plant Breeder 
c. Bioinformatician 
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d. Student 
e. Other (please specify) 
 
7. What is your highest level of academic qualification? 
a. PhD   
b. MSc  
c. BSc  
d. Other (please specify)  
 
8. What length of experience do you have in your field?                             Years                
Months 
 
9. Do you use pedigree data in the course of your work?                                                     
YES / NO 
 
10. If you answered YES above, roughly how often do you use pedigree data? 
a. Every day. 
b. Every week. 
c. Every month. 
d. Every year. 
 
11. Do you consider the current level of lineage errors in recorded pedigree 
data to be a cause for concern?                                                                                                                                         
YES / NO 
 
 
 
12. Do you use any tools in the course of your work to handle or visualize 
pedigree data? If so please enter them here and indicate how frequently 
you use them. 
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Part 2 Pedigree and Interface Components 
As part of this study we are using Microsoft’s Expression Studio to record your 
interaction with the visualization tool, this will be used in subsequent data analysis 
but will not be available to anyone outside of this study. 
9.3 Section A 
1. What are the parents and grandparents for the line “Ayr”? 
 
 
2. What are the children of the line “Sebastian”? 
 
 
3. What are the great-great grandparents for the line “Agenda”? 
 
 
4. What are the grandparents of the progeny of “Oxbridge”? 
 
 
5. What are the “ear_shape” characters of the progeny of “Oxbridge”? 
 
 
6. What are the a) most and b) least abundant divisions for the phenotype 
“plant_growth_habit”? 
 
a. Most abundant                                                              
 
b. b. Least abundant 
 
7. What is the breeder’s code  and AFP numbers for the line “Hart”? 
               AFP                                                                                  Breeders Code                                         
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8. Using the phenotype “Time of Ear Emergence” what are the values for the 
lines “Scarlett” and “Vegas”? 
 
Scarlett                                                                                           Vegas 
 
 
 
 Section A Feedback 
9.4 Section B 
9. Which line which has category “medium” for phenotype “ear_length” has 
been used to derive most subsequent varieties? And how many 
grandchildren of this line have missing data that are not intermediate 
crosses. 
 
10. Using the line “chariot” as the base line for genetic similarity calculations 
how many lines are within 90% similarity to ”chariot”?  
Question Description Very 
Difficult 
Difficult Neutral Easy Very 
Easy 
1 Finding parents of 
a line. 
     
2 Tracing a lines 
lineage. 
     
3 Relating colour 
coding to 
phenotypic 
values. 
     
4 Finding progeny 
of a specified line. 
     
5 Clarity of 
relationships 
between lines. 
     
6 Finding specific 
lines. 
     
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11. Using the results from question 9 above are there any obvious errors within 
the similarity data? 
 
 Section B Feedback – Standard SUS (System USability Scale) Questions 
                                                                                                                                    Strongly 
agree          Strongly disagree 
Question Description 1 2 3 4 5 
1 I think that I would like to use this system.      
2 I found the system unnecessarily complex.      
3 I thought the system was easy to use.      
4 I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this 
system. 
     
5 I found the various functions in the system were well integrated.      
6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.      
7 I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly      
8 I found the system very cumbersome to use.      
9 I felt very confident using the system.      
10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.      
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Part 3 Post Study Questionnaire 
You should have now filled in the pre-study questionnaire and carried out the 
predefined tasks using the Helium. Having had a few minutes to think about your 
experiences using this tool; please answer the following series of questions. Feel free 
to expand on your answers here using a separate sheet if necessary. 
9.5 Section C 
5. Was there anything in the Helium interface that you found to be confusing? 
 
 
6. Was there anything in the Helium interface that you found to be particularly 
clear to understand? 
 
7. Are there any other questions that you would be able to ask using Helium that 
you have not already tried? 
 
 
8. Are there any other general comments that you would make about this 
interface? 
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Finally, having reflected on your use of Helium and filled in any general comments 
how do you feel about your experience in using this pedigree visualization tool?  
Section D - Standard PSSUQ (Post STUDY SYSTEM USABILITY) QUESTIONS 
                    Strongly agree                                
Strongly disagree 
Question Description 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NA 
1 Overall I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this 
system. 
        
2 It was simple to use this system.         
3 I could effectively complete the tasks and scenarios using 
this system. 
        
4 I was able to complete the tasks and scenarios quickly 
using this system. 
        
5 I was able to efficiently complete the tasks and scenarios 
using this system. 
        
6 I felt comfortable using this system.         
7 It was easy to learn to use this system.         
8 I believe I could become productive quickly using this 
system. 
        
9 The system gave error messages that clearly told me how 
to fix problems. 
        
10 Whenever I made a mistake using the system, I could 
recover easily and quickly. 
        
11 The information (such as on-line help, on screen 
messages and other documentation) provided with this 
system was clear. 
        
12 It was easy to find the information I needed.         
13 The information provided for the system was easy to 
understand. 
        
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14 The information was effective in helping me complete 
the tasks and scenarios. 
        
15 The organisation of information on the system screens 
was clear. 
        
16 The interface of this system was pleasant.         
17 I liked using the interface of this system.         
18 This system has all the functions and capabilities I expect 
it to have. 
        
19 Overall, I am satisfied with this system.         
 
Thank you for your time in helping with this evaluation!  
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Appendix 7 Second round user testing raw data Part 1 
User Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 
1 yes geneticist phd 34 yes month yes 
2 yes bioinformatician msc 2 yes month yes 
3 no breeder phd 6 yes daily yes 
4 no breeder phd 15 yes weekly yes 
5 no 
genebank 
manager phd 25 yes month no 
6 no 
research 
manager phd 20 no NA yes 
7 no geneticist phd 2 yes month yes 
8 no geneticist phd 10 yes month no 
9 no breeder phd 30 yes month no 
10 no geneticist phd 25 yes month yes 
11 no geneticist phd 13 yes month yes 
12 no bioinformatician msc 10 no NA yes 
13 yes statistician phd 6 no NA yes 
14 yes geneticist phd 30 yes month yes 
15 no geneticist phd 15 yes month yes 
16 no breeder phd 18 yes month yes 
17 yes geneticist phd 20 yes month yes 
18 no breeder phd 18 yes weekly yes 
19 no breeder bsc 7 yes month yes 
20 no cytogeneticist phd 10 no NA NA 
21 no bioinformatician phd 12 yes month yes 
22 yes genetisist phd 8 yes weekly yes 
23 no bioinformatician phd 5 yes month yes 
24 yes genetisist phd 10 yes month no 
25 no genetisist phd 32 yes month no 
26 no genetisist phd 4 yes month yes 
27 yes genetisist phd 12 yes month yes 
28 no genetisist phd 22 yes month no 
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Appendix 8 Second round user testing raw data Part 2 Section A 
Pedigree and interface components. 1 represents correct response, 0 incorrect 
response to question. 
User Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
3 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
6 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
8 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
11 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
14 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
15 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 
16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
22 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
24 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 
25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
27 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TOTAL 
/28 24 25 21 21 26 28 27 23 
AVERAGE 0.86 0.89 0.75 0.75 0.93 1.00 0.96 0.82 
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Appendix 9 Second round user testing raw data Part 2 Section A Likert Responses 
User testing second round. Feedback Likert scale. Very difficult to very easy 1-5. 
User Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 SD MODE AVERAGE 
1 4 4 3 4 4 5 0.6 4 4.00 
2 5 5 4 5 5 5 0.4 5 4.83 
3 5 3 3 4 4 5 0.8 5 4.00 
4 5 5 4 5 4 5 0.5 5 4.67 
5 5 5 3 5 2 5 1.2 5 4.17 
6 5 4 3 4 4 5 0.7 4 4.17 
7 5 5 5 5 5 5 0 5 5.00 
8 5 5 4 5 5 5 0.4 5 4.83 
9 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4.00 
10 5 4 3 4 4 5 0.7 4 4.17 
11 5 5 2 5 4 5 1.1 5 4.33 
12 4 4 2 4 4 5 0.9 4 3.83 
13 5 5 3 5 5 5 0.7 5 4.67 
14 5 4 3 4 4 4 0.6 4 4.00 
15 5 4 2 4 4 4 0.9 4 3.83 
16 5 5 4 4 4 5 0.5 5 4.50 
17 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 4 4.00 
18 4 4 3 4 4 5 0.6 4 4.00 
19 5 5 4 5 5 5 0.4 5 4.83 
20 5 5 3 5 4 5 0.8 5 4.50 
21 5 4 3 4 4 5 0.7 4 4.17 
22 5 5 2 5 4 5 1.1 5 4.33 
23 4 4 4 4 4 5 0.4 4 4.17 
24 5 5 4 5 4 5 0.5 5 4.67 
25 4 3 5 4 4 5 0.7 4 4.17 
26 5 4 4 4 5 4 0.5 4 4.33 
27 4 4 3 4 4 5 0.6 4 4.00 
28 4 4 4 4 4 5 0.4 4 4.17 
AVERAGE 4.68 4.36 3.393 4.393 4.1429 4.821 16.4   
SD 0.47 0.61 0.817 0.488 0.5803 0.383 0.76   
Upper Limit 
(0.95) 4.86 4.6 3.72 4.59 4.37 4.97    
Lower 
Limit(0.95) 4.49 4.36 3.07 4.2 3.91 4.67    
Margin of Error 0.18 0.24 0.33 0.19 0.23 0.15    
Mode 5 4 3 4 4 5    
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Appendix 10 Second round user testing raw data Part 2 Section B 
Advanced questions. 1 represents correct response, 0 incorrect response to question. 
User Q9 Q10 Q11 
1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 
3 0 1 1 
4 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 
6 0 1 1 
7 1 1 0 
8 1 1 1 
9 0 1 1 
10 0 1 1 
11 1 1 1 
12 1 1 1 
13 0 0 0 
14 1 1 1 
15 1 1 1 
16 1 1 1 
17 1 1 1 
18 1 1 1 
19 1 1 1 
20 0 0 1 
21 1 1 1 
22 1 1 1 
23 1 0 1 
24 1 1 1 
25 1 1 1 
26 1 1 0 
27 1 1 1 
28 1 1 1 
Total 
(/28) 22 25 25 
AVERAGE 0.79 0.89 0.89 
 
Q9 CORRRECT 22 
 INCORRECT 6 
   
Q10 CORRRECT 25 
 INCORRECT 3 
   
Q11 CORRRECT 25 
 INCORRECT 3 
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Appendix 11 Second round user testing raw data Part 2 Section B - SUS 
SUS test NON-CODED 
User Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 
1 1 3 2 5 2 5 2 5 4 5 
2 1 5 1 5 1 4 1 5 2 5 
3 4 4 4 3 4 2 4 1 3 4 
4 1 5 1 4 1 5 1 5 2 5 
5 2 4 1 4 1 5 1 5 2 3 
6 2 4 3 4 3 4 3 5 2 3 
7 1 5 1 2 2 5 1 5 1 3 
8 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 2 3 5 
9 1 4 2 4 1 5 2 4 2 5 
10 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 4 2 3 
11 1 4 2 4 1 5 2 4 2 5 
12 1 5 2 4 2 4 2 5 3 4 
13 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 2 5 
14 1 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 
15 2 4 2 3 3 5 1 5 2 5 
16 1 5 2 5 2 5 2 5 3 5 
17 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 
18 1 4 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 
19 1 5 1 3 1 5 1 5 2 5 
20 2 5 1 4 3 4 1 5 3 5 
21 2 4 2 3 3 5 1 5 2 5 
22 1 5 1 4 1 5 1 5 2 5 
23 1 5 2 5 2 5 2 5 3 5 
24 2 4 2 3 3 5 1 5 2 5 
25 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 4 2 3 
26 1 4 2 4 1 5 2 4 2 5 
27 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 1 3 4 
28 1 5 2 4 2 4 2 5 3 4 
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Appendix 12 Second round user testing raw data Part 2 Section B – SUS - ENCODED 
SUS test CODED ODD N-1 EVEN 5-N convert to 0-4 scale with 4 being most positive. 
TS Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 TOTAL TOTAL * 2.5 
1 4 2 3 4 3 4 3 4 1 4 32 80 
2 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 38 95 
3 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 0 2 3 15 37.5 
4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 38 95 
5 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 2 34 85 
6 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 4 3 2 27 67.5 
7 4 4 4 1 3 4 4 4 4 2 34 85 
8 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2 4 35 87.5 
9 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 34 85 
10 3 2 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 2 25 62.5 
11 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 34 85 
12 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 2 3 32 80 
13 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 39 97.5 
14 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 31 77.5 
15 3 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 3 4 32 80 
16 4 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 2 4 35 87.5 
17 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 40 100 
18 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 39 97.5 
19 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 3 4 37 92.5 
20 3 4 4 3 2 3 4 4 2 4 33 82.5 
21 3 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 3 4 32 80 
22 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 38 95 
23 4 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 2 4 35 87.5 
24 3 3 3 2 2 4 4 4 3 4 32 80 
25 3 2 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 2 25 62.5 
26 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 34 85 
27 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 0 2 3 16 40 
28 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 2 3 32 80 
          MEAN 32.438 81.071 
          MEDIAN 34 85 
          SD 5.996 14.991 
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Appendix 13 Second round user testing raw data Part 2 Section D – PSSUQ 
PSSUQ Questions 1 - 9 
TS Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 NA 
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 NA 
3 5 5 6 6 5 5 6 7 NA 
4 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 NA 
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 NA 
6 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 6 
7 1 1 NA 1 NA 1 1 3 NA 
8 1 1 3 1 2 2 2 1 NA 
9 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 3 NA 
10 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 NA 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 NA 
12 2 3 4 4 5 2 2 3 NA 
13 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 NA 
14 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 NA 
15 1 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 NA 
16 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 NA 
17 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 2 
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 NA 
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 NA 
20 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 NA NA 
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 NA 
22 2 3 4 4 5 2 2 3 NA 
23 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 NA 
24 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 NA 
25 1 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 NA 
26 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 NA 
27 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 NA 
28 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 NA 
MEAN 1.61 1.64 2.14 2.07 2.04 1.82 2.11 2.11 0.29 
 
PSSUQ Questions 10-19 
TS Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 
1 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 3 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 6 NA 5 5 6 7 7 6 6 7 
4 NA NA 2 NA NA 1 1 1 2 2 
5 NA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 
6 5 NA 4 3 2 3 2 2 NA 3 
7 NA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 
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8 NA NA 2 1 4 2 2 2 4 2 
9 2 NA 3 3 NA 3 3 3 NA 2 
10 NA NA 3 2 2 3 2 2 NA 2 
11 NA NA 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 
12 4 4 3 2 2 2 1 2 NA 2 
13 1 NA 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
14 NA NA 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 
15 3 NA 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 
16 NA NA 1 3 2 1 2 2 3 1 
17 NA NA 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
18 NA 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 
19 1 NA 1 NA NA 1 1 1 1 1 
20 3 NA 2 3 1 1 1 1 NA 3 
21 NA NA 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 
22 4 4 3 2 2 2 1 2 NA 2 
23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
24 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 
25 3 NA 3 2 NA 3 2 2 2 2 
26 NA NA 1 3 2 1 2 2 3 1 
27 1 NA 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
28 NA NA 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 
MEAN 1.39 0.71 2.21 1.96 1.64 1.82 1.64 1.71 1.89 1.86 
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Appendix 14 Second round user testing raw data Part 2 Section D – PSSUQ – 
INTERFACE STATISTICS AND RENUMBERED 
PSSUQ Questions 1-11 
TS Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 
1 1 1 1 2 2 3 NA 2 3 3 2 
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 NA 1 1 1 1 
3 5 5 6 5 6 7 NA 6 NA 5 6 
4 2 1 1 1 2 1 NA NA NA 2 NA 
5 1 1 1 1 2 1 NA NA 1 1 1 
6 3 3 4 3 3 3 6 5 NA 4 2 
7 1 1 1 1 1 3 NA NA 1 1 1 
8 1 1 1 2 2 1 NA NA NA 2 4 
9 2 2 3 3 4 3 NA 2 NA 3 NA 
10 2 2 3 2 2 2 NA NA NA 3 2 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 NA NA NA 2 1 
12 2 3 4 2 2 3 NA 4 4 3 2 
13 2 2 3 2 1 1 NA 1 NA 2 1 
14 2 2 3 2 2 2 NA NA NA 2 2 
15 1 2 3 2 3 3 NA 3 NA 3 3 
16 1 1 1 2 3 2 NA NA NA 1 2 
17 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 NA NA 2 2 
18 1 1 1 1 2 2 NA NA 2 2 2 
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 NA 1 NA 1 NA 
20 1 1 1 2 2 NA NA 3 NA 2 1 
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 NA NA NA 2 1 
22 2 3 4 2 2 3 NA 4 4 3 2 
23 2 1 1 1 1 1 NA 1 1 1 1 
24 1 1 1 2 2 3 NA 2 3 3 2 
25 1 2 3 2 3 3 NA 3 NA 3 NA 
26 1 1 1 2 3 2 NA NA NA 1 2 
27 2 2 3 2 1 1 NA 1 NA 2 1 
28 2 2 3 2 2 2 NA NA NA 2 2 
 
PSSUQ Questions 12-16 + Interface Quality Statistics 
TS Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 OVERALL SQUAL IQUAL INTQUAL 
1 1 1 1 3 1 1.75 1.67 2.00 1.67 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1.13 1.17 1.17 1.00 
3 7 7 6 6 7 5.80 5.67 5.40 6.33 
4 1 1 1 2 2 1.62 1.33 2.33 1.33 
5 1 1 1 4 1 1.53 1.17 1.80 2.00 
6 3 2 2 NA 3 3.47 3.17 4.33 2.00 
7 1 1 1 2 1 1.60 1.33 2.20 1.33 
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8 2 2 2 4 2 2.43 1.33 4.00 2.67 
9 3 3 3 NA 2 3.23 2.83 4.25 3.00 
10 3 2 2 NA 2 2.85 2.17 4.50 2.00 
11 1 1 1 3 2 2.00 1.00 3.75 1.67 
12 2 1 2 NA 2 3.20 2.67 4.50 1.50 
13 1 1 1 1 1 2.20 1.83 3.60 1.00 
14 2 2 2 3 2 3.00 2.17 5.00 2.33 
15 3 2 2 2 2 3.27 2.33 5.40 2.00 
16 1 2 2 3 1 2.71 1.67 5.00 2.33 
17 2 2 2 2 2 2.80 1.50 5.00 2.00 
18 2 1 2 1 2 2.67 1.33 5.20 1.33 
19 1 1 1 1 1 2.29 1.00 5.50 1.00 
20 1 1 1 NA 3 3.00 1.40 5.40 1.00 
21 1 1 1 3 2 2.71 1.00 6.25 1.67 
22 2 1 2 NA 2 3.87 2.67 6.17 1.50 
23 1 1 1 1 1 2.44 1.17 4.67 1.00 
24 1 1 1 2 1 3.13 1.67 5.83 1.33 
25 3 2 2 2 2 4.00 2.33 8.50 2.00 
26 1 2 2 3 1 3.43 1.67 7.50 2.33 
27 1 1 1 1 1 3.13 1.83 6.40 1.00 
28 2 2 2 3 2 4.00 2.17 8.50 2.33 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
Exit 0;   
